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Abstract
Data-stream management systems have for long been considered as a promising
architecture for fast data management. The stream processing paradigm poses
an attractive means of declaring persistent application logic coupled with state
over evolving data. However, despite contributions in programming semantics
addressing certain aspects of data streaming, existing approaches have been lacking a
clear, universal specification for the underlying system execution. We investigate the
case of data stream processing as a general-purpose scalable computing architecture
that can support continuous and iterative state-driven workloads. Furthermore, we
examine how this architecture can enable the composition of reliable, reconfigurable
services and complex applications that go even beyond the needs of scalable data
analytics, a major trend in the past decade.
In this dissertation, we specify a set of core components and mechanisms to
compose reliable data stream processing systems while adopting three crucial
design principles: blocking-coordination avoidance, programming-model transparency,
and compositionality. Furthermore, we identify the core open challenges among the
academic and industrial state of the art and provide a complete solution using these
design principles as a guide. Our contributions address the following problems: I)
Reliable Execution and Stream State Management, II) Computation Sharing and Semantics
for Stream Windows, and III) Iterative Data Streaming. Several parts of this work have
been integrated into Apache Flink, a widely-used, open-source scalable computing
framework, and supported the deployment of hundreds of long-running large-scale
production pipelines worldwide.
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Sammanfattning
System för strömmande databehandling har länge ansetts vara en lovande
arkitektur för snabb datahantering. Paradigmen för strömmande datahantering
utgör ett attraktivt sätt att utrycka tillståndbaserad persistent tillämpningslogik
över evolverande data. Men trots många bidrag i programmeringssemantik som
adresserar vissa aspekter av dataströmning, har befintliga tillvägagångssätt saknat
en tydlig universell specifikation för den underliggande systemexekveringen. Vi
undersöker system för strömmande databehandling som en generell skalbar beräkningsarkitektur för kontinuerliga och iterativa tillämpningar. Dessutom undersöker
vi hur denna arkitektur kan möjliggöra sammansättningen av pålitliga, omkonfigurerbara tjänster och komplexa tillämpningar som går utöver behoven av den för
närvarande trendiga BigData-analysen.
I den här avhandlingen specificerar vi en uppsättning kärnkomponenter och
mekanismer för att sätta samman tillförlitliga system för strömmande databehandling. Samtidigt antar man tre viktiga konstruktionsprinciper: undvikandet av
blockerande samordning, transparens av programmeringsmodellen, och sammansättningsbarhet. Vidare identifierar vi de huvudsakliga öppna utmaningarna inom
akademi och industri i området, och föreslår en fullständig lösning med hjälp av
de ovan nämnda principerna som guide.Våra bidrag adresserar följande problem:
I) Tillförlitlig exekvering och tillståndhantering för dataströmmar, II) delning av
beräkningar och semantik för Ström Windows, och III) Iterativa dataströmmar.
Flera delar av detta arbete har integrerats i Apache Flink, ett allmänt och välkänt
beräkningsramverk, och har använts i hundratals storskaliga produktionssystem
över hela världen.
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1
Introduction
Recent advances in distributed and cloud computing systems have driven the
domain of data management into a “big data” era that has been known for
critical paradigm shifts. A significant decrease in the cost of storage and compute
resources as well as the inception of utility computing contributed to the mass
development and adoption of scalable system designs. However, as with most
technological transitions, intermediate states of the art often related to design
choices with unnecessary trade-offs, attributed to the lack of broadness when it
comes to potential application domains and the integration of a long history of
interdisciplinary research findings.
Map-Reduce, has been a prominent transition step for data management since
it transformed bulk data processing workloads from a monolithic database query
execution to a distributed job execution model, appropriate for share-nothing
system architectures. Despite its heavy focus on scalability and fault tolerance,
Map-Reduce had been criticized for employing inconvenient limitations, particularly
on enforcing staged execution between every computational step as well as limiting
programs to acyclic computational graphs of stateless tasks. The latter made
iterative programs such as interactive query execution, machine learning and graph
processing workloads inaccessible without any form of data sharing between tasks
and opened up a domain of special-purpose scalable systems addressing some
of these limitations. Apache Spark can be considered an immediate successor
of Map-Reduce-related technologies since it complemented existing core design
properties such as scalability and fault tolerance while overcoming programming
model limitations which existed purely as design choices. Namely, Spark’s adoption
of lineage graphs showcased that data sharing can be achieved at no additional cost
in a distributed architecture, while stages can make use of in-memory replication
instead of a distributed file system.
The next radical shift in data management, which is the main focus of this
1

1 introduction

2

dissertation, has been the one of “scalable stream processing”. Stream processing
itself has its roots in event-based systems [1] such as publish-subscribe middleware
as well as data stream management (DSMS) from the database research field. The
differentiating characteristic of this system class is the notion of data itself, that
is a continuous, possibly infinite resource instead of “facts and statistics organized
and collected together for future reference or analysis” 1. Pre-existing forms of
stream processing can be observed within respective domains, such as network
programming on byte streams, functional (e.g., monads) and actor programming,
complex event processing and database materialized views. Stream Management
had also been an active research field for decades [2, 3, 4]. Nonetheless, several
of these ideas have been only just recently put consistently together to compose
new software stacks (including storage, delivery, processing and domain-specific
languages) for writing scalable applications centered around the notion of data as
an unbounded resource.
Several popular open source developments in stream processing technology
were incremental approaches that aimed primarily to offer a low-latency alternative
to MapReduce for real-time processing which traded off reliability and expressivity
power in order to prioritize for speed. Twitter’s Storm system [5] is an example
of a scalable data streaming system with limited guarantees that became popular
around the time the work of this dissertation begun. Similarly, academic research
related to stream processing focused heavily on approximate data structures [6] and
specialized application domains (e.g, complex event processing), also contributing
to the same misconception. These led to the creation of a dogma that labeled data
streaming as an approximate technique for data analysis. The lambda architecture [7]
proposal emphasized this idea by separating the concerns of reliable large-scale data
processing and stream processing using a “batch” and “speed” layer respectively.
Nevertheless, recent efforts -including work that is presented in this dissertationrevisited this technology and brought it back to the surface, not as a niche or
complementary approach to the state of the art but a radically general proposition
to data-centric, reliable programming, capable to subsume existing programming
models (e.g., MapReduce [8]). In fact, stream processing has broadened rather
than restricting the scope of data management from retrospective data analysis to
continuous, unbounded and scalable processing coupled with persistent state.
In this thesis, we investigate a rational system design for tackling some of the
most prominent open challenges in scalable data streaming: I) Fault Tolerance and
Scalable State Management, II) Computation Sharing and Semantics for Sliding Windows,
and III) Iterative Data Streaming. While partial solutions have been proposed for
some of these problems in the past, instead, we seek for mechanisms that do not
impose unnecessary performance trade-offs and separate runtime concerns from
any user-facing programming model. Throughout this work, we encapsulate these
1Current definition of “data” according to Google Dictionary (2018)
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requirements through a set of adopted design properties: blocking-coordination
avoidance, programming-model transparency, and compositionality. Several parts of this
work have been contributed to the core of Apache Flink, an open source stream
processing system that has met with great success via its widespread adoption in the
industry. Flink has so far been integrated and tested in hundreds of long-running
large-scale production pipelines by world-class industrial companies including
Alibaba, King, Uber, Zalando, Hwawei and Ericsson.

1.1

Open Challenges in Scalable Stream Processing

We identify three most critical, yet challenging open underlying problems observed
in both academic and industrial system architectures for scalable data stream
processing, sorted by their importance for adoption.

1.1.1

[C1] Fault Tolerance and Scalable State Management

Data streams can be arbitrarily long, having no clear beginning or end and thus,
hint the requirement of unbounded computation. In the context of batch processing
computation is strictly coordinated and staged to eventually finish and return back
to the user with an output after its execution. However, during the lifetime of a
stream processing application any user-declared logic can be potentially executed
arbitrarily long, raising concerns regarding the size of any declared state and
provided processing guarantees when partial failures occur such as crashes, disk
and network failures. The non-trivial nature of this problem led to approaches
that either omitted any form of state management, leaving all concerns about the
lifecycle of application state to the user [5], or offloaded state handling to external
data storage systems [9].
One of the main goals of this work is to provide a core execution model
for stateful data stream processing, specify its properties including necessary
processing guarantees and design underlying distributed algorithms that can fulfill
those properties, in a rigorous, system-oriented approach. When it comes to
programming abstractions, we investigate the case of making state explicit to the
system [10, 11] for covering transparently a plethora of state management needs
that involve reconfiguration and fault tolerance without making crucial sacrifices in
terms of program expressibility. Finally, when it comes to performance, we seek for
reliable execution mechanisms that do not impose blocking coordination contrary
to other approaches that adopt strict synchronization barriers [12].

1.1.2

[C2] Computation Sharing and Semantics for Sliding Windows

Computation sharing can yield high performance benefits in long-running task
execution and its applicability can be crucial when different parts of a continuous
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computation overlap such as the case of sliding windows. Stream windows make
blocking operations such as finite set functions feasible within an unbounded stream.
Windows are in fact one of the first exclusive primitives in data streaming which
allowed ingested stream records to be grouped by some common characteristic.
Furthermore, stream windows are not ordinary sets since they include the ability
to evolve or “slide” over time while stream ingestion is ongoing. A common way
to define sliding windows is by defining their effective size or “range” as well as
their “slide” which encodes the frequency at which we want to re-execute our
window computation that is typically some associative aggregation function. A
very simple count window of range 100 and slide 5 will always contain the last 100
records ingested and trigger its associated computation upon every 5th record that
is received.
One of the problems that arises in such a repeating computation is how to
optimize both memory and computation in order to avoid extreme levels of
redundancy (in this case 95 records are re-aggregated per consecutive window). At
one extreme, the majority of production systems and Domain Specific Languages
(DSLs) for data streaming today restrict stream windows to a limited class of
periodic windows which can be trivially optimized using a technique called slicing
[13, 14]. At the other extreme, general pre-aggregation data structures such as
FlatFat [15] can be used for aiding computations on windows of arbitrary size and
frequency. The latter allows support for special-purpose and user-defined windows
at a high runtime complexity cost. In our study, we question the distinction between
periodic and non-periodic windows and extend computation sharing further to
more complex and interesting user-defined stream windows.

1.1.3

[C3] Iterative Stream Processing

Forms of iterative computation have a significant role in data analytics. For example,
Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [16] processing has been popularized by large scale
graph processing systems such as Pregel [17], Giraph [18] and most recently deep
learning [19]. The same applies for fixpoint iterative approximations in online, largescale machine learning where most algorithms require de-facto support for iterative
processing primitives. However, with a few exceptions [20] such primitives have
only been considered within short-running task executions such as batch processing
systems where the implementation of iterative steps is strictly coordinated by nature.
In this work, we aim to examine low level primitives and non-blocking, decentralized iterative coordination protocols to incorporate native loops in stream
processing applications. We therefore investigate the prospect of embedding cyclic
progress metrics into already existent application-time progress tracking mechanisms such as low watermarking [21, 9, 22, 23] which are widely used in stream
processing execution systems today for out-of-order processing.
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Design Principles

Throughout this extended study we identify a set of system design principles that
outline basic requirements of scalable data stream processing. These requirements
are used to bolster many of our design choices as well as pinpointing the limitations
of existing approaches to several of the challenges we are aiming to tackle.
[D1] Blocking-Coordination Avoidance: Certains forms of distributed coordination are paramount in the broad context of distributed computing systems.
Distributed coordination is typically associated with any communication protocol
executed across multiple distributed processes connected over a network to ensure
that a global condition is satisfied. Examples can be found in distributed database
transactions [24], shared memory and consensus for replicated state machines
[25, 26] as well as master-driven execution of bulk synchronous iterative processing
and staged computation in scalable data processing systems [27, 8]. While many
distributed coordination problems can be solved strictly with blocking synchronization, disallowing processes to make progress until a condition is known to be
satisfied, it is favorable to be avoided when that is feasible. Instead, in the context of
latency-critical stream processing systems it is preferred to adopt non-blocking synchronization mechanisms which can allow uninterrupted computational progress
while not violating necessary correctness guarantees. Throughout this text we will
use the term “blocking-coordination avoidance” to refer to this property.
[D2] Runtime Transparency: A common challenge in scalable computing is to
provide a clear separation of concerns between a system’s execution and its programming interface. We notice two equally hazardous effects of non-transparency
in various programming models. First, we often see heavy restrictions and crucial
sacrifices in the expressive power of a programming model as a way to optimize
execution for cases that are known to run optimal in a certain runtime. An example
is the common restriction of sliding window semantics to periodic count and time
windows that can be trivially aggregated using non-redundant methods such as
slicing [14, 13]. Another transparency violation is to demand more input from the
users than the logic of their program, such as configuration parameters or logic that
is solely relevant to the runtime. An example of that case of transparency violation
is the declaration of micro-batching discretization granularity in Apache Spark [12],
the necessity of which is only relevant for integrating with that specific runtime. In
this work, we aim to avoid both types of transparency violation as a way to offer a
clear separation of concerns between the ’what’ and ’how’ in stream processing.
[D3] Model Compositionality: One of the most fundamental concepts in computer
systems is the ability to compose arbitrarily complex logic and operations out of a
small set of basic primitives. In stream processing compositionality relates to the
ability of building applications with arbitrary state, possibly being able to create
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complex state representations out of primitive ones, or the ability to declare and
run arbitrarily nested iterative logic. In this work, we aim to provide the basic
building blocks that can cover all aspects of stateful event-based logic, user-defined
windowing semantics and nested iterative logic.
To summarize, this work aims to seek and propose solutions to core challenges in
scalable stream processing (C1-C3) while satisfying a set of crucial design principles
(D1-D3). The aforementioned aims form the current work’s thesis:
Thesis: A reliable system design for continuous stateful stream processing at scale can
support model transparency and compositionality without imposing blocking coordination.

1.3

Primary Contributions

We summarize the main results of this work into the following contributions, each
addressing challenges C1-C3 respectively.

1.3.1

Asynchronous Epoch Commits

We define a simple model for distributed stream execution that divides computation
into epochs, each of which is completed atomically. After each epoch the complete
state of the system is available for a plethora of state management needs such as fault
recovery and reconfiguration. To capture complete epochs consistently, we define the
concept of an epoch cut a special form of Chandy and Lamport’s distributed consistent
cut [28]. Furthermore, we solve the problem of acquiring the complete state defined
by an epoch cut asynchronously without the need for blocking coordination. Our
mechanism [29, 30] respects causal dependencies in cyclic or acyclic dataflow
graphs and is transparent to the programming model, allowing arbitrary stateful
event-based logic on persistent state (locally embedded or external). In addition,
the same mechanism respects in-flight flow control mechanisms and leads to
minimal snapshots, restricting in-channel logging to dataflow cycles. Among others,
we show how epoch snapshots can be used in practice to support end-to-end
guaranteed consistent processing, reconfiguration and application provisioning
while enabling operations that were not considered feasible in the past such as
external state querying under snapshot-isolation guarantees. Chapters 3 and 4
address the theoretical and practical part of this contribution respectively.

1.3.2

Shared Computation of User-Defined Windows

Within the scope of the Cutty Aggregator [31], we examine all known cases of
sliding windowing aggregation and identify the minimum programming model
requirements to achieve optimal shared execution. We encapsulate these requirements in the proposal of “Deterministic Windows”, a new class of windowing
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semantics that expands largely beyond the popular, yet restricted, class of “Periodic
Windows”. Our Cutty aggregator exploits deterministic window properties to
optimally perform pre-aggregation using a series of non-overlapping segments.
Our technique further adapts circular heap data structures [15, 32] previously used
for evaluating arbitrary aggregate lookups on raw streams, to sliced aggregates for
reducing even further the final evaluation of complete window aggregates. Our
complexity analysis and multi-query evaluation on Apache Flink showcases orders
of magnitute of computational benefits that are now possible at a significantly
lower memory footprint. Finally, our technique can multiplex well multiple diverse
dynamic windows that can change or reconfigure at any time during the lifetime of
an application while requiring zero semantical knowledge to be known apriori at
compilation time. In practice, this means that our approach allows for a general programming model for window computation, transparent to the aggregation sharing
strategy and the composition of applications with diverse windowing semantics.
Chapter 5 offers a full description of the problem of window computation sharing
and our solution.

1.3.3

Structured Loops and Window Iterations

In our approach, we first examine the concept of iterative processes and identify the
universal set of programming primitives used to describe them. We then identify
the challenges of implementing these primitives in a distributed architecture
and present an extension of the out-of-order stream processing model for cyclic
computation. We incorporate the complete logic needed to track cyclic progress
within a special “structured loop” operator that includes the necessary additions to
low-watermarking for nesting additional progress measures (other than applicationtime) and further allows for building structured programs using data streams.
The decentralized progress tracking protocol and other execution concerns are
hidden from the user-facing programming model, making it a highly transparent
mechanism. As a proof of concept we have composed a multi-pass window
aggregation framework on top of structured loops that can be used to model
iterative processes on stream windows, as well as a vertex-centric framework on top.
Finally, we discuss all implementation concerns related to stream iterations such as
flow control and propose a future line of work to make stream cycles a standard
component of modern stream applications. Chapter 6 summarizes the problem of
stream iterations and our contributions.

1.3.4

Industrial Adoption and Other Contributions

Most parts of this work were made alongside contributions in the development of
the Apache Flink system as well as external frameworks, namely Gelly-Streams
and Apache Samoa an online graph and machine learning framework respectively.
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Flink is now a leading open-source system in data stream processing with more
than 300 contributors. Among research and other code contributions such as JIRA
issues, the core findings and prototypes developed throughout this thesis were
integrated to the core of Flink and included in major releases of the system:
• User-Defined Windows - 0.8.0 release
• Pipelined Snapshots and Exactly-Once Processing - 0.9.0 release
• Redesign of Stream Loops (FLIP-15 2)
Gelly-Streams 3is an open source library for writing graph-centric applications
that operate on a streaming model. Gelly-Streams is built on Apache Flink and is
currently maintained as an independent software library. Despite not being part of
this dissertation, our involvement in the conception and development of this graph
streaming framework inspired us to work on several of the main challenges and
bolstered our research findings as a future-proof concept application. In the context
of Apache Samoa, an engine-independent framework for scalable online machine
learning, we contributed by developing a runner for Flink. By translating every
stream machine learning library to a Flink dataflow execution graph we therefore
enabled the prospect of running fault tolerant distributed machine learning tasks
on data streams.
Adoption: Flink is currently serving the data processing needs of companies ranging
from small startups to large enterprises and offered commercially via different
vendors such as data Artisans (core maintainers of the framework), Lightbend,
Amazon AWS, and Google Cloud Platform. The growing number of large-scale fault
tolerant deployments of the system showcase the applicability and performance of
our snapshotting algorithm. Among the largest deployments Alibaba, the world’s
largest e-commerce retailer company, maintains a 1000-node Flink deployment to
support a critical search service [33] while Uber, the world’s largest privately held
company has built and deployed internally AthenaX a query platform based on SQL
and Flink [34]. Other examples are King (owned by Activision Blizzard), the largest
mobile gaming company at the time of writing, which has based their standing
query infrastructure on top of Flink’s flexible state management. Moreover, Netflix
is building a self-serve, scalable, fault-tolerant, multi-tenant “Stream Processing as
a Service” platform leveraging Apache Flink with the goal to make the stream of
more than 3 petabytes of event data per day available to their internal users [35].
Other use cases come from the banking sector [36] and telecommunications [37].
Standardization: Beyond Flink, many communities have embraced the concept
of distributed consistent snapshots for the purposes of continuous processing.
2https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=66853132
3https://github.com/vasia/gelly-streaming
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Since the initial contribution of the snapshotting algorithm there have been several
adaptations of our original work. Examples are Apache Storm’s snapshotting by
Hortonworks [38], Apache Apex’s pipelined snapshots[39] as well as epoch-based
execution in Apache Spark’s latest Continuous Processing Mode [40]. Another
aspect that shows the impact of our work is the modeling effort of stream snapshots
[41], that was recently initiated by Google, from the team that worked on Millwheel
[9] and Apache Beam/Google Dataflow [21, 42]. The creation of a standard for
stream snapshots can further serve as a strong interoperability link between systems,
enabling the migration of applications across arbitrary runners upon demand.

1.4

Previously Published Work

The majority of the content of this dissertation is based on previously published
work that has been peer-reviewed in its majority. More specifically, Chapter 2
includes existing and in-part revised content from papers on Flink [43, 29] as well
as a Springer book chapter surveying the state of the art in stream processing
technology [44]. Most ideas and findings of Chapters 3 and 4 have been previously
published in a prestigious IEEE special issue in Data Engineering as well as PVLDB
[29, 43]. An older arXiv paper [30] further outlines many of the ideas presented in
the same chapter. Furthermore, Chapter 5 is based on our work in Cutty which was
published a ACM CIKM paper [31] and later revisited in a Springer book chapter
analyzing sliding window aggregation and semantics [45]. Finally, the work on
stream iterations is currently under submission.
The complete list of material published and presented in conferences, journals
and chapters along with assigned contributions is the following:
Conference Papers
P1 Paris Carbone, Stephan Ewen, Gyula Fóra, Seif Haridi, Stefan Richter, and
Kostas Tzoumas. “State management in Apache Flink® : Consistent Stateful
Distributed Stream Processing.” Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment 10,
no. 12 (2017): 1718-1729.
Contribution The author of this dissertation designed and prototyped the
core snapshotting algorithm and led the design and writing of the paper.
P2 Paris Carbone, Jonas Traub, Asterios Katsifodimos, Seif Haridi, and Volker
Markl. “Cutty: Aggregate Sharing for User-Defined Windows.” In Proceedings of the 25th ACM International on Conference on Information and
Knowledge Management, pp. 1201-1210. ACM, 2016.
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Contribution: The author of this dissertation designed and co-implemented
the Cutty technique and conducted the evaluation as well as leading the
design and writing of the paper.
Bulletin Issues
P3 Paris Carbone, Stephan Ewen, Seif Haridi, Asterios Katsifodimos, Volker
Markl, and Kostas Tzoumas. “Apache FlinkTM : Stream and Batch Processing
in a Single Engine.” Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical
Committee on Data Engineering 36, no. 4 (2015).
Contribution: The author of this dissertation co-authored the article, and
led the parts related to stateful processing, fault tolerance and iterations.
Book Chapters
P4 Paris Carbone, Gábor E. Gévay, Gábor Hermann, Asterios Katsifodimos, Juan
Soto, Volker Markl, and Seif Haridi. “Large-Scale Data Stream Processing
Systems.” In Handbook of Big Data Technologies, pp. 219-260. Springer,
Cham, 2017.
Contribution: The author of this dissertation co-authored the chapter, and
led the writing of its Introduction and Systems sections.
P5 Paris Carbone, Asterios Katsifodimos, and Seif Haridi. “Stream Window
Semantics and Optimisation” In Encyclopedia of Big Data Technologies,
Springer, Cham, 2018.
Contribution: The author of this dissertation led the writing of the chapter.
ArXiv Articles
P6 Paris Carbone, Gyula Fóra, Stephan Ewen, Seif Haridi, and Kostas Tzoumas.
“Lightweight asynchronous snapshots for distributed dataflows.” arXiv
preprint arXiv:1506.08603 (2015).
Contribution: The author of this dissertation led the writing of the article.

1.5

Research Methodology

The first step, prior to designing system algorithms and techniques is to identify
the actual problem. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 discussed three major challenges (C1-C3)
alongside desirable properties (D1-D3) in scalable and realiable stream processing.
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We identified these requirements throughout surveying the research and industrial
state of the art, having most parts of published in P4 [44] as a literature review. Within
the same study we recognized where existing solutions fell short in respecting all
desirable design properties and further motivate seeking complete solutions to
these issues among our contributions.
Following the literature review, we present designs of system elements (programming model primitives, algorithms etc.) and prove that they fulfill the
requirements of providing system-level support for each respective challenge C1-C3.
For each of our proposed solutions, we adopted a selection of appropriate research
methodologies underlined as follows:
• C1: The adoption of the ’Asynchronous Epoch Commit’ protocol is first
supported by a “formal” methodology, which is termed necessary to prove
the satisfiability of critical properties. In addition to formal proofs, a “build”
research methodology (prototype implementation) is used to demonstrate
certain design properties in real system deployments that have otherwise not
been demonstrated before. Finally an “experimental” methodology is adopted
for evaluation phase of that study.
• C2: A more focused “literature review” of sliding window aggregation techniques (later published in P5) contributed to our general understanding of
the core programming model primitives required for optimal system-level
aggregation. Thus, we continue with a “model” methodology in the encapsulation of “deterministic user-defined windows” followed by a “build” method,
developing an optimal aggregator based on that model as a proof of concept.
Finally our “experimental” approach, split into a theoretical complexity analysis
and performance comparison, is used to pinpoint all performance benefits
and cost amortization gained with our approach.
• C3: The definition of iterative processing primitives is the result of a “literature
review” of the state of the art and relevant large scale deployments. Furthermore, structured loops and the underlying decentralized progress tracking
protocol combine the “model” method to define the dataflow graph embeddings combined with “formal” methods for proving the protocol’s correctness
and termination. Finally, we employ a “build” methodology related to the
implementation of the multi-pass window aggregation and vertex-centric
computational frameworks on top of structured loops.

1.6

Dissertation Outline

The rest of the dissertation goes as follows: chapter 2 covers the basic programming
model and runtime characteristics of interest in Apache Flink as well as offering an
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overview of the topics presented in this work within that scope. In chapter 3 we
present the problem of reliable stream processing for stateful streaming and the
adoption of asynchronous epoch commits to solve major state management needs.
Within chapter 4 we exhibit usages and cover issues related to the implementation of
asynchronous epoch commits in Apache Flink. Then, chapter 5 covers the semantics
and aggregation strategies for sliding windows while offering a new, optimised
approach to declaring and executing stream windows. In chapter 6 we further
analyze the problem of stream iterations and our complete design to tackle it further.
Finally, we summarize our findings and discuss future work in chapter 7

chapter

2

Background
This chapter gives a general description the Apache Flink system which served
as a vehicle in this work. First, we cover Flink’s programming model and the
compilation of user programs to distributed long-running tasks. Then, we give
an intuition of the problems at hand and their requirements in respect to Flink’s
semantics and execution.

2.1

The Apache Flink Platform

Apache Flink has been an open-source, top-level Apache project since January 2015.
The overall system in its current form (release 1.5.0) is the result of the collective
efforts of its growing community, including contributions of the author of the
current dissertation. The purpose of this section is to provide a general overview
of key elements in Flink’s programming and execution models which have served
as the common ground on which the contributions of this work build on (covered
thoroughly within Chapters 3-6).

2.1.1

Overview of the Apache Flink Stack

Flink [46] provides a stack for programming, compiling and running distributed
continuous applications. Programs in Flink are lazily evaluated upon submission
to the runtime for execution. Essentially a Flink program is a declarative “prescription” of a distributed application and typically consists of a series of data stream
transformations. In turn, executed programs are reconfigurable, distributed graphs
of long-running executable tasks that are scheduled and monitored continuously by
Flink’s runtime components. In comparison to other known compute frameworks
[8, 27] that are driven by short-lived, scheduler-driven execution, Flink dedicates
compute cluster resources to applications as long as those applications are executed,
13
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Figure 2.1: A breakdown of Apache Flink’s software stack.
also known as “long-running task execution”. In Figure 2.1 we break down the
software stack of Flink from its high-domain specific libraries to runtime execution. In the sequel we give an overview of Apache Flink and further focus on the
components of interest in this dissertation.
2.1.1.1

Programming Interface

Flink provides support for stream-based programming as a “shallow embbedded”
Domain Specific Language (DSEL) through it’s API provided in Scala and Java. Its
programming interface consists of a core API and a number of specialized libraries
built on top that provide special-purpose programming abstractions such as SQLsupport. The core Stream API provides the basic primitives to build event-based
applications such as managed application state and timers as well as end-to-end
application building with stream transformations through using the DataStream
API. Flink’s DSLs include Gelly for graph processing, FlinkML for batch training
models and on-line model serving, Table and Stream SQL for standing relational
queries with table representations as well as CEP a declarative DSL for expressing
stateful complex event processing and pattern matching on event streams.
2.1.1.2

Runtime

Flink’s runtime is a distributed system that schedules and maintains applications
and their corresponding tasks. As mentioned above, Flink employs a long-running
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task architecture. This means that tasks are being allocated to available slots
and run permanently on dedicated threads, until the application shuts down
manually or when reconfiguration is needed (see chapter 4). There are three types
of runtime components that manage a Flink cluster: the Client, JobManager and
TaskManagers. The Client module compiles and optimizes each user program into a
logical graph representation that can be submitted to the JobManager for execution.
The JobManager is the master process in a Flink deployment and has full control
of an application and is responsible for the physical translation, deployment and
monitoring of each logical graph submitted for execution. Finally, the TaskManager
is a process deployed per-host which that carries out all local resource management
(e.g., network/disk IO, memory buffers, slot allocation, configuration) needs for
locally running tasks. Finally, Flink’s runtime periodically commits the progress of
the system to external stable storage and other systems using a transactional atomic
commit protocol that executes concurrently with each distributed application (see
chapter 3 and 4).
2.1.1.3

Setup Configuration

Flink allows for certain external modules to be configured upon demand, typically
per Flink deployment or per-application through its configuration files. These
include, most importantly, state backends which are subsystems specialized to
materialize state operations such (e.g., Rocksdb [47]). Other modules are dedicated
for metric collection and cluster management (e.g., YARN and Mesos [48, 49]) among
others. In this section we focus on Flink’s programming semantics, compilation and
translation to task execution graphs. In chapter 4 we give a detailed description of
certain runtime components and mechanisms of interest such as the Epoch Commit
Protocol that drives Flink state management.

2.1.2

Programming Model Overview

Stream Applications in Apache Flink resemble the fluid, functional programming
syntax of DryadLinq [50] and Apache Spark [27]. The Core API of Flink provides a
set of basic abstract types such as DataStream and WindowedStream each of which
supports transformations that are higher-order functions such as filter, map,
flatmap and reduce. In principle, each transformation represents a logical graph
operator that has data dependencies to other operators in a conceptual (dataflow)
graph. We will demonstrate the core capabilities of Flink’s programming model as
well as the path from compilation to distributed execution by using an example.
Example: Consider a use-case where a set of different sensors periodically generate
and submit to a partitioned log (e.g., Kafka queue [51, 52]) their current temperature.
Assume that we would like to build a reliable service that reads these events and
does the following: 1) computes every 8 min the average temperature measured
by each sensor over the course of 1 hour and 2) reports warnings if an average
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temperature exceeds 40 degrees, while 3) ignoring the initial 5 measurements per
sensor during its calibration period.
Listing 2.1: A Flink Scala Application for Analyzing Sensor Temperatures
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

case class SensorEvent(sensorID: Long, temperature: Double);
case class TemperatureWarning(sensorID: Long, temperature: Double);
//STREAM SOURCE
val sensors : DataStream[SensorEvent] = env.addSource(KafkaConsumer("sensorTemperatures"));
//-----------------------------------------------------------//STREAM TRANSFORMATIONS
val filteredEvents :DataStream[SensorEvent] =
//Distribute Computation by SensorID
sensors.keyBy{_.sensorID}
//Ignore the first 5 temperatures per sensor
.filterWithState((evt:SensorEvent, count: Option[Int]) =>
count match{
case Some(c) => (c > 5, Some(c+1))
case None => (true, Some(1))
});
val avgTempStream: DataStream[SensorEvent] =
//Compute 1h rolling average of temperature/sensor every 8min
filteredEvents.timeWindow(Time.hours(1), Time.minutes(8))
.aggregate(AverageTemperature());
//Output warnings for average temperatures above 40 degrees
val warnings: DataStream[TemperatureWarning] =
avgTempStream.flatMap((evt, collector) => if(evt.temperature > 40)
collector.collect(TemperatureWarning(evt.sensorID, evt.temperature)));
//-----------------------------------------------------------//STREAM SINK
warnings.addSink(KafkaProducer("tempWarnings"));
//EXECUTION
env.execute()

In Listing 2.1 we present a Flink program that implements the aforementioned
sensor event analysis service using various core programming styles and features
provided in the framework. A Flink program begins with a declaration of one or
more data sources. A data source can be a bounded data resource such as a text file
or an unbounded one such as an active message log. The Flink framework provides
already a set of integrated connectors that can be used out of the box, in this case
we use a Kafka connector that consumes messages from a message queue identified
as "sensorTemperatures". The core logic of a Flink application consists of a set of
pipelined transformations.
The keyBy operation (line 10) declares the key used to partition computation
and state. Despite the fact that its semantics look similar to a relational groupBy,
the keyBy does not group events but rather defines how events will be shuffled
to different operator instances (events of the same key are processed by the same
instance) and how state is instatiated, using that key. The effect of keyBy becomes
more clear in the filterWithState transformation (line 12) which is parametrized
with a user-defined function of type (event,state) → (bool,newState) that
yields true for events to keep in a stream alongside a new state (instantiated per
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Figure 2.2: Translation from Logical to Physical Execution Graphs.
event key). The declared function maintains a count of events per sensor as a state
and filters out events with a count less than 5 (line 14). During the runtime of the
program Flink automatically manages the persistent state of each key (sensor id)
which in this case is just an integer value (complex types are also allowed).
The partitioned filtered events are then fed into window aggregate transformation (lines 19 and 20). The timeWindow transformation discretizes the event
stream into sets based on the application times that those are generated and applies
an average function on these sets to derive a SensorEvent object of each sensor
per window carrying the average temperature value. After that, the flatMap
function (line 24) generates a TemperatureWarning event for each aggregate that
has a temperature beyond the threshold (40 degress). Notice that in the flatMap
function that allows mapping each input event into zero or more output events. In
this case an output collector is passed to the user-defined function which represents
an output buffer used to selectively flush output events in an imperative control
flow logic (within functional programming literals). Finally, a Kafka stream sink
is defined (line 27) to commit the output of the computation, i.e., the generated
warnings.

2.1.3

Compilation and Execution Overview

Each program in Flink goes under a three-phase compilation steps before it gets
executed in the distributed runtime that produce a 1) logical, 2) optimised and 3)
physical representation graph respectively (Figure 2.2). In the previous example we
examined the general composition of a Flink program.
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Logical Representation: Each transformation in a program resembles a logical
operator that executes event-based logic. Once a program reaches its execution command (line 30) the Flink runtime constructs at the client side a graph representation
of all logical operators in the Program. The logical representation (Figure 2.2 (a))
GL = {ΠL , EL } is a directed acyclic graph whose source and sink nodes represent
the ones declared in the program. An operator p ∈ ΠL can encapsulate the logic of
a single transformation (e.g., filter, flatmap, window). However, standard logical
dataflow optimisations such as fusion [53, 54] are also applied in an intermediate
step allowing multiple operators to be coalesced into one (Figure 2.2(b)).
Physical Representation: The mapping of a logical graph GL to G = {Π, E}, the
physical, distributed execution graph (Figure 2.2(c)) occurs when a pipeline is
deployed, on its initial run or upon reconfiguration (e.g., for scale-out). During that
stage each logical operator p ∈ ΠL is mapped to a number of physical units that we
call “tasks” p1 , p2 , . . . , pπ ∈ Π, each of which gets deployed to available containers
throughout a cluster (e.g., using YARN [48] or Mesos [49]) according to a decided (or
inferred/available) degree of parallelism π ∈ N+ . The data dependencies between
deployed tasks in Π are represented by configured channels that allow tasks to
send and receive messages during their execution (e.g. using a collector in the
operator logic).
2.1.3.1

Example of an Execution

In Figure 2.3 we depict each phase of the example program shown previously in
Listing 2.1 starting from its logical representation up to each physical deployment
and execution. In the optimised graph the window, aggregate and flatMap
operators are coalesced into a single optimised operator (Figure 2.3(b)). Collocating
the aggregation logic of a window with its discretization is generally necessary
to avoid unnecessary and redundant computation (chapter 5 covers this topic
thoroughly). The flatMap operator is also included in the same coalesced operator
since no keyBy or other parallel data subscription is defined in between.
The final physical graph (Figure 2.3(c)) consists of multiple instances of each
operator, each of which we typically call a task. Each task is invoked upon an input
message in one of its channels, runs a local computation that can access its state for
reads and writes and then generates outputs messages in a single processing action.
Examples of state from our example application are the counts kept within the
filterWithState operator or the state of each window (grouped records and their
aggregates). The Kafka producers and consumers also keep state internally (e.g., log
offsets) that is necessary for Flink’s transactional commit protocol (chapter 4). State
is typically exposed per-key, however each task is statically allocated with a group
of keys for which it is responsible for. That means that 1) all records of a respective
key are being routed by the system’s runtime to that respective physical task and 2)
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Figure 2.3: Logical, Optimised and Physical Representations of example program.
state entries of all keys are co-partitioned in the same physical partition that the
responsible task resides. The exact specification of the fundamental execution model
employed in each task is further analyzed in detail in chapter 3 of this dissertation
alongside the system-wide transactional processing model. Furthermore, runtime
concerns particular to Flink such as the key collocation strategy (key-groups) and
the exact transactional state commit protocol (asynchronous epoch commit) are
further analyzed in chapter 4.
Note: Throughout this dissertation we will use the term “task” to refer to physical
(execution) tasks and the term “operator” to refer to either the logical operator or
the logic that is being executed within a task. For example, a window operator gets
deployed into tasks that execute the window operator logic (or simply a window
operator) respective to each task.

2.2

System Challenges of Interest

Having covered the core concepts behind Flink, in this section we will address some
major system design needs in Apache Flink and beyond which served as the main
intuition of the overall work presented in the dissertation.
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2.2.1

Managed Application State and Reliability

As of the time of writing (Flink v.1.5) each stream transformation in Flink can
declare state that is persistent and always-available for read and write operations.
State is a main building block of a program as it encapsulates, at any time, the
context of each computation.
State Types: There are conceptually two scopes upon which managed state operates.
For purely data-parallel stream operations such as for example a per-key average,
the computation, its state and associated streams can be logically scoped and operate
independently for each key (i.e., when keyBy is employed). We refer to this state as
Keyed-State. For local, per-task computation such as for example a partitioned
machine learning training model or offset-based partitioned log consumption (e.g.,
Kafka data sources), state can also be declared in the level of a physical task, known
as Operator-State. Both Keyed-State and Operator-State are transparently
partitioned and managed by the runtime of the system and are in most cases locally
available to each task.
Embedded State: The choice of embedded state has been one of the very initial
design decisions made during the inception of the system. This particular design
choice had been proven to work well in prior work [10, 11] due to the avoidance of
remote state access invocation, however it also introduced challenges. Initially, the
most critical issue in Flink had been the need for fault tolerance. Flink programs
are intended to run continuously for arbitrary periods of time, from minutes to
years and thus the probability of a machine failing during the lifetime of a program
is extremely high. Having a set of uncoordinated, independently running tasks
and no global unit or “step” in a computation such as the highly attractive RDD
model of Spark [12] made operations with Flink (during its prototype phase) hard
and uncertain to reason. On top of local state, committing end-to-end side effects
(e.g., output messages from sinks) reliably had also been an open problem for years.
Flink’s biggest users also demanded support for scale-out in their programs, being
able to reconfigure their jobs on the fly and change parallelism or simply migrate
tasks to new containers.
Contributions: The overall work on state management aimed to offer a universal
approach to all these state management issues, complementing with Flink’s original
fine-grained task execution model while not sacrificing the correctness of programs.
In chapter 3, we offer a formal system specification and description of the underlying
“Asynchronous Epoch-Based Commit” execution model that is based on the ability
to capture the complete configuration (i.e., task states) of a distributed application
without halting compute tasks or enforcing any means of blocking synchronization.
While existing protocols implement snapshots asynchronously (e.g., Chandy and
Lamport’s algorithm [28]) no prior solution has tackled the problem of capturing
distributed states on complete predefined computational frontiers before, a more
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restricted form of a snapshot. In chapter 3 we also describe how to deal with cycles
in a physical stream processing graph and further identify the necessary safety and
liveness properties of epoch-based snapshotting and prove their satisfaction. Finally,
in chapter 4 we summarize all implementation details and different applications
of the snapshotting mechanism as well as discussing performance metrics from
long-running production deployments of Flink.

2.2.2

Window Computation Sharing

In Flink and other stream processors [55, 42, 39], stream windows serve as the
sole way to group continuous data into evolving sets and execute computation
on those sets. In the previous example of Listing 2.1 we demonstrated briefly
the usage of built-in application-time periodic windows. Periodic windows are
typically declared using a range and a slide. In the same example, these parameters
were 1 hour and 8 minutes respectively. A more careful observation of that
particular operation can reveal an embarrassingly redundant amount of underlying
computations involved across overlapping windows. For example, if we consider
an average rate of 1000 records per second in application-time it would mean that 52
out of 60 minutes per window correspond to computation that has been recomputed
in the past, circa 52000 aggregations. In fact, this is only the tip of the iceberg when
it comes to the underlying needs for window computation sharing which we can
summarize sorted by complexity (increasing) as follows:
1. Partial Window Aggregation: This problem is limited to how we evaluate each
individual window. There are two strategies: a) Keep all records of a window until
it is complete and then trigger the computation on the whole window, or b) Use a
partial aggregate that is updated incrementally per input record.

Listing 2.2: Non-Incremental Window Average Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

val avgTempStream: DataStream[SensorEvent] =
filteredEvents.timeWindow(Time.hours(1), Time.minutes(8))
.process(AverageTemperature());
class AverageTemperature extends ProcessWindowFunction[SensorEvent, SensorEvent, Long,
TimeWindow] {
def process(key: Long, context: Context, input: Iterable[SensorEvent], out:
Collector[SensorEvent]): () = {
var sum = 0.0;
var count = 0L;
for (evt <- input) {
sum = sum + evt.temperature;
count = count + 1;
}
out.collect(SensorEvent(key, sum / count))
}
}
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Windows are bounded sets but can potentially be arbitrarily large (e.g., each containing billions of records), thus, strategy (b) is generally preferred since it eliminates
the purpose of maintaining arbitrary window state and guarantees constant space
requirements. As covered in chapter 5, this is possible when the aggregation function is distributive and associative. Flink’s programming model provides support
for both strategies using the ProcessFunction and AggregationFunction respectively.
In Listings 2.2 and 2.3 we show an example of both alternatives respectively for the
same window average of sensor temperatures introduced previously in Listing 2.1.
The incremental version allows the user to break down aggregation into a partial
aggregate type (in this case (Double, Long) corresponding to a sum and a count) and
a final result extracted from that type (the average value).
Listing 2.3: Incremental Window Average Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

val avgTempStream: DataStream[SensorEvent] =
filteredEvents.timeWindow(Time.hours(1), Time.minutes(8))
.aggregate(AverageTemperature(), ResultEvent());
class AverageTemperature extends AggregateFunction[SensorEvent, (Double, Long), Double] {
override def createAccumulator() = (0.0, 0);
override def add(evt: SensorEvent, partial: (Double, Long)) =
(partial._1 + evt.temperature, partial._2 + 1L);
override def getResult(partial: (Double, Long)) = partial._1 / partial._2;
override def merge(a: (Double, Long), b: (Double, Long)) =
(a._1 + b._1, a._2 + b._2);
}
class ResultEvent extends ProcessWindowFunction[Double, SensorEvent, Long, TimeWindow] {
def process(key: Long, context: Context, averages: Iterable[Double], out:
Collector[SensorEvent): () = {
val average = averages.iterator.next();
out.collect(SensorEvent(key, average));
}
}

2. Periodic Window Aggregation-Sharing: We have seen how partial aggregation
optimizes computation per window, however, this approach does not solve the
general problem presented earlier, as is. This is due to the fact that even partial,
incremental computation across sliding windows would still be duplicated multiple
times, one per particular window. In the previous example of range 60min and
slide 8min, around 8 windows would be active at any time (perhaps even more if
windows are evaluated out-of-order). To deal with this issue, most existing systems
employ a class of implicit computation sharing techniques called “slicing” [13, 14]
which effectively pre-computes non-overlapping partials on top of stream segments
known a priori at compilation time (since windows are periodic).
3. Periodic Multi-Window Aggregation Sharing: It is quite common for an
application to contain aggregates over multiple window specifications (e.g., when
building data warehousing measures or analyzing simulated scientific models). For
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example, in Listing 2.4 we have three window averages specified on different yet
highly overlapping time windows.
Listing 2.4: Periodic Multi-Window Average Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

val avgTempStream1: DataStream[SensorEvent] =
filteredEvents.timeWindow(Time.hours(1), Time.minutes(8))
.aggregate(AverageTemperature(), ResultEvent());
val avgTempStream2: DataStream[SensorEvent] =
filteredEvents.timeWindow(Time.hours(2), Time.minutes(30))
.aggregate(AverageTemperature(), ResultEvent());

val avgTempStream3: DataStream[SensorEvent] =
filteredEvents.timeWindow(Time.minutes(20), Time.minutes(5))
.aggregate(AverageTemperature(), ResultEvent());
...

This is an interesting optimization problem that has been also tackled effectively
in the past mainly for periodic windows with composite slicing optimization
schemes decided at compilation time [14]. Yet, when it comes to non-periodic
windows existing solutions fall back to eager pre-aggregation data structures [32, 15]
that incur high memory footprint.
4. Any-Window Aggregation Sharing: Nowadays windowing semantics are
becoming increasingly complex. In addition to time-based, systems like Flink, Beam
or Apex [46, 42, 39] allow for even more built-in window specifications such as
session windows [21]. Furthermore, apart from Flink and Beam, systems such
as IBM Streams and its SPL language [56, 57] offer the possibility for users to
write assigners for user-defined windowing logic or custom policies that specify
how records can be bucketed into windows purely based on the runtime state of
the application. Windows are also often defined based on the data trends that
can change over time [58]. The bottom-line here is that most complex windows
cannot be known apriori and therefore it is hard for a system to choose the right
optimization strategy for computation sharing on either single or multi-window
specifications.
Contributions: As described thoroughly in chapter 5, we offer a universal solution
to all aforementioned problems. Our approach is twofold: we first introduce the
notion of user-defined deterministic windows that can be used to slice (create shared
partial aggregates) at-runtime for a plethora of window specifications. We then
share all runtime-specific slices in a pre-aggregation data structure that can be used
to derive seamlessly any full window aggregate.
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2.2.3

Multi-pass Window Aggregation

An acyclic control flow in a program is not always enough to solve a computational
problem. The same principle known from imperative programming applies to most
programming paradigms including data stream processing. Stream processing
frameworks such as the one provided currently by Flink allow complex operations
(e.g., sliding window aggregations) and synchronization primitives (e.g., global
timers on event-time) on streams, yet they fall short to integrate cyclic computation
both in terms of programming semantics and runtime support. In our study,
we begin to seek the right cyclic execution model while having Flink’s existing
architecture as a baseline.
Out-of-Order Processing: Stream windows are an attractive starting point to
employ iterative processes on top. That is mainly due to the existing build-in
support for parallel execution and determinism, especially in the context of eventtime windowing. Event time cross-relates events with a total order relation, that
of their time of generation at their respective source, mapping each event to a
particular earth time. Evidently, since local clocks are not in sync with a global
atomic clock and real-world networks stand between (and within) systems events
can be processed out of order [23]. Flink and most other stream processing
systems nowadays implement an intermediate model for tracking time progress
called out-of-order processing (OOP) model [59], which is based on the monotonic
progression of time up to a predefined bounded degree of un-orderness. This allows
for substituting local process clocks with progress metrics, which are monotonic
measures used to implement event time-based synchronization barriers across
parallel tasks (e.g. event-time windows). Progress metrics have been in wide use
within production-grade systems and are typically implemented via the use of
low watermarking[9, 22, 59], a decentralized technique that works correctly on
the embedded state model. The applications of progress metrics and OOP are
mainly centered on defining when certain computation can be triggered rather than
how it is optimized or shared and thus, OOP was of no interest during our initial
research work in window aggregation sharing (chapter 5). However, it has been
really influential for our work in iterative stream processing.
Contributions: In chapter 6 we provide a formal model specification and complete
integration of iterative progress metrics to Flink’s existing stream process model
specification (chapter 3). Semantically, our approach borrows ideas from the timing
model of Naiad [20] a high performance processing system which introduced the
notion of cyclic progress tracking. Yet, rather than having a separate coordination
mechanism for cyclic computation, we rather fuse the required additional primitives
to the existing production-proof and purely decentralized low-watermarking mechanism. As a showcase, we extend Flink’s existing single-pass window aggregation
model to multi-pass aggregation with tunable synchronization staleness.

chapter

3

Reliable Data Stream Processing
3.1

Introduction

Scalable data stream processing platforms such as Apache Flink are distributed
systems. A distributed system consists of multiple processes connected through
a network, that send and receive messages. Distributed systems are typically
designed to make all concerns related to their distributed nature transparent to
the user, offering the view of a single entity. The same transparency principle
simplifies not only the programming model but also the work of a system designer.
In this chapter, we address a crucial design challenge when it comes to distributed
stream processing, that of guaranteeing a reliable unbounded execution. Reliable
processing relates to guarantees offered by a continuously running distributed
system despite partial failures or reconfiguration phases that can occur.
In this study, we first revisit the concept of consistent snapshots, which are
replicas of the global configuration (i.e., state) of a system at a specific point of
its distributed execution. Consistent snapshots capture a complete distributed
state that can be used as a single atomic reference, to inspect [28], recover [60] or
even alter a distributed computation. Most existing snapshotting protocols are
distributed algorithms that make certain assumptions regarding the structure of a
system (e.g., strongly connected process graph) to collect all process and channel
(in-transit messages) states which are part of a snapshot.
A variety of operational challenges in distributed stream processing relate
to guaranteeing that every process in the system consumes its input messages,
updates its internal state and generates output messages without loss, even while
independent process failures occur or the configuration of the system changes [11,
9, 61]. Past approaches [11, 62, 63] aimed to tackle this challenge via fine-grained
communication protocols between individual processes to re-conciliate lost state
(e.g., replaying input), filter out duplicates or restricting semantics to idempotent
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operations [9]. While some of these techniques solve individual special cases of
reliable processing, they do not offer a clear specification of the guarantees they
implement. More importantly, they miss one of the most fundamental needs
in stream processing, that of a unified state management mechanism. Unified
state management should cover all aspects of application state, such as migrating,
reconfiguring, querying, recovering and versioning the unbounded execution of a
stream processing application.
In this chapter, we propose an execution model for stateful stream processing
based on the notion of epochs. Epochs define concrete points in a distributed
stream execution where state is atomically committed and thus, they can be used
to provide unified state management. We argue that epochs do not enforce a
discretized execution [12] and can instead be committed asynchronously using a
special form of distributed snapshotting aligned on epochs. Starting from Chandy
and Lamport’s original algorithm, we present all necessary modifications needed
to respect epoch order and prove the respective provided properties. Our final
distributed protocol [30, 29] manages to capture the complete state of a weakly
connected stream process graph [20, 64, 9, 54, 11] after an epoch, limiting channel
state logging (in-transit messages) to graph cycles that optionally exist. Finally, this
chapter serves as a self-contained specification of the epoch-based stream processing,
its asynchronous implementation with snapshotting and its foundations. Chapter 4
presents a concrete usage and implementation of epoch-based snapshots for various
operational needs in Apache Flink.
The chapter’s outline goes as follows: section 3.2 offers an overview of consistent
snapshotting in the fail-stop process model and related safety and liveness properties.
Our preliminary analysis covers the concept of marker-based snapshotting, having
Chandy and Lamport’s protocol and its assumptions as a starting point, followed by
several direct yet important generalizations. In section 3.3 we model the execution
of a data stream processing system as a special case of interest and discuss the
problem of reliable processing guarantees in that model as well as shortcomings
of the related state of the art. Section 3.4 presents the specification and protocol
for epoch-based stream processing, our proposed solution to reliable data stream
processing. Finally, section 3.5 offers a summary of our approach.

3.2

Preliminaries

In this section we present a complete model and specification for consistent
snapshots, identifying the necessary properties and known distributed algorithms
that solve this problem on any message-passing system. Then, in section 3.3, we look
into a more restricted version of snapshots, relevant to the problem of epoch-based
stream processing.
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Figure 3.1: A process graph with three processes.

3.2.1

System Model

A distributed system model [60, 28] consists of two core components: processes
and network channels. We assume a finite set of processes Π as well as a finite
set of network channels E ⊆ Π × Π. For any two processes pi , pj ∈ Π pi can send
messages to pj iff (pi , pj ) ∈ E. In principle, we can represent a distributed system as
a directed graph G = (Π, E) with Π being its vertices and E representing its edges.
For brevity, we will denote a channel (pi , pj ) ∈ E simply as cij . In Figure 3.1 we
depict the process graph G = {{p1 , p2 , p3 }, {c12 , c23 , c31 , c32 }} as an example.
Process Model: Each process p ∈ Π has its own local volatile state sp that is
initially empty. Furthermore, it is statically initialized with a number of input
channels Ip = ∪x∈Π {cxp |(x, p) ∈ E} and output channels Op = ∪x∈Π {cpx |(p, x) ∈ E}.
In certain cases we will identify the channel on which a message is sent or received
(e.g., mqp or mc∈Op ), when that is necessary.
Channels and State: Channels are communication endpoints, implementing certain
behavior (e.g., FIFO delivery) between processes and we decouple them from the
in-channel state M, a multiset of all in-transit messages in the system (i.e., all
messages sent but not yet delivered). Each channel cpq ∈ E supports two types of
events: hsend, mi and hrecv, mi. Sending a message m results into M → M ∪ {m}
while receiving that message results into M → M/{m}. For simplicity, in this
context we assume that point to point network channels are reliable and have
unbounded capacity, thus, they cannot overflow or lose messages that are in transit.
Specification 2, presented later in the chapter, provides a formal description of a
channel interface and properties for FIFO reliable channels.
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Execution Model: The complete state or configuration of the system can be
summarized by {Π∗ , M}, where Π∗ = {sp |∀p ∈ Π} and M its in-transit messages. An
execution of a system can be modeled via the use of transitions to its configuration
{Π∗ , M} → {Π∗0 , M 0 }, where each transition is caused by a primitive step or action
executed by a single process p ∈ Π and is summarized as (sp , m, MOUT , sp0 ) as
follows:
• sp : The local state of p before the action.
• m: An input message m ∈ M ∪ {∅}.
• MOUT : A set of output messages MOUT .
• sp0 : The local state of p after the action.
For a process p, an action consists of individual events that respect the following
event flow: 1) The reception of an input message m that causes that action (if m = {∅}
then it is an internal action), 2) An internal computation: (m, sp ) → (sp0 , MOUT )
and 3) a set of send events that put messages MOUT into outgoing channels.
After an action on {Π∗ , M} the new system configuration {Π∗0 , M 0 } contains the
updated local process state Π∗0 = Π∗ ∪ {sp0 }/{sp } and a new set of in-transit messages
M 0 = (M ∪ MOUT )/{mIN }. For simplicity, in the most part we will refer to singleevent actions such as hsend, mqp iq and hrecv, mqp ip , each of which results into a
new process state, unless stated otherwise.
Local and Global Execution: Sequences of events in a system form an execution
E. An execution contains all events that have occured from the initial state of
the system up to the events of the latest action. We often differentiate between
Ep , the subset of an execution that contains events occured in process p and the
global execution E = ∪p∈Π Ep that contains all individual events occurred across all
processes in a distributed system.
Local Event Order: For each respective process p ∈ Π computation follows a natural
sequence of state transitions from an empty or initial state s0p as such: s0p , s1p , . . . , sn
p.
The respective events that cause these transitions e0p , e1p , . . . , eip are totally ordered
by a local causal order relation ≤p , instrumented by its strict underlying local
execution Ep = {e0p , e1p , . . . , eip , . . .} such that eip ≤p ejp iff i < j. Since local event
order is a total order it satisfies antisymmetry, totality and transitivity.
Failure Model: We assume a fail-stop model according to which a process stops
and loses its current volatile state when a fault occurs. We will further refer to
a process as correct, always in respect to an observed execution E when no fault
occurs within E. We further denote a set of correct processes Λ ⊆ Π. The observed
execution is context specific and contains all events that occur within the execution
of a protocol (e.g., the consistent snapshotting protocol in subsection 3.2.3).
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Consistent Cuts and Rollback Recovery

The concept of rollback recovery has many usages in distributed computing. It
is, in essence, a reconfiguration process that aims to restore the execution of a
full distributed system back to an intermediate point that was captured during a
failure-free execution. A full system rollback can often be used as a mechanism for
fault recovery. This is especially important in long-running system executions in
order to avoid a complete re-execution of a computation that could take days or
months. The main prerequisite of rollback recovery is to first be able to capture and
copy the global state (configuration) of a system to stable storage, i.e., all process
states as well as messages that are being in-transit.
Evidently, in a fail-stop model with volatile local state it is impossible to ensure
that a complete system configuration will be recorded at the same instant due to
the absence of a global atomic clock [28]. What is otherwise achievable by global
state snapshotting techniques is to capture a “valid” configuration, one that can
possibly occur during any failure-free execution [65]. A more acceptable formal
interpretation of which global state can be considered valid lies on the definitions
of causal event order and consistent cuts.
3.2.2.1

Global Causal Order

Given a global execution E = ∪p∈Π Ep including all individual events occurred
across all processes in a distributed system, it is impossible to derive a total
order relation for all events happening concurrently without a global atomic clock.
However, there exist a partial order relation, known as causal order [66], given in
Definition 3.2.1.
Definition 3.2.1. Given an execution E and e, e 0 , e 00 ∈ E, the causal partial order
relation ≺ satisfies the following:
(1) e ≤p e 0 =⇒ e ≺ e 0 .
(2) if e and e 0 correspond to hsend, mpq ip and hrcvd, mpq iq then e ≺ e 0 .
(3) (e ≺ e 0 ) ∧ (e 0 ≺ e 00 ) =⇒ e ≺ e 00 (Transitivity).
The transitivity of causal partial order is especially important for specifying the
order relation between two events that have otherwise occurred across two different
processes in the system. Event diagrams, as the one depicted in Figure 3.2 are often
used to visually represent executions of events in a distributed system where dots
on each process line show events in the local execution of each process and arrows
pointing out the causal dependencies of respective send and receive events in that
execution between processes. In Figure 3.2 we highlight the casual relation between
event a and d, b, e, f, g, h all of which belong to a’s transitive closure of ≺ along the
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Figure 3.2: An event diagram highlighting events causally related to a.
causal relation path in the diagram. In the case of event c we cannot specify any
causal order with respect to a since c is not within the transitive closure of a and
vice versa, thus, in that case a||c (i.e., a and c are concurrent).
3.2.2.2

Valid Configurations and Consistent Cuts

A concept that is strongly related to the notion of distributed snapshots is a distributed
cut. Definition 3.2.2 covers the most general case of a distributed cut. Notice that
here we are including only local events preceding e.
Definition 3.2.2. Given an execution E and e, e 0 ∈ E, a distributed cut is a set C ⊆ E
which satisfies the following invariant: (e ∈ C ∧ e 0 ≤p e) =⇒ e 0 ∈ C
Example: A cut can be visually represented as a line that “cuts” through an
execution, marking a frontier where all locally preceding events are in the cut.
Figure 3.3 depicts two such cuts based on the process graph of Figure 3.1. In the
case of cut C1 (Figure 3.3(a)), only the events hsend, mip1 and hrcvd, m 0 ip1 are
included in the cut. While C1 is a possible distributed cut it cannot represent a valid
state of the system since according to the included events, message m 0 was received
but never sent, which is impossible. There is simply no possible execution E that
can lead to such configuration. On the other hand, cut C2 (Figure 3.3(b)) represents
a valid configuration in the same execution, one where every event received was
previously sent (event m 0 was only sent according to C2 which does not violate any
of the properties).
A consistent cut, described in Definition 3.2.3, is one that respects causal partial
ordering and therefore, captures the notion of a “valid” system configuration.
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Figure 3.3: An example of an inconsistent (C1 ) and a consistent cut (C2 ).
Definition 3.2.3. Given an execution E and e, e 0 ∈ E, a consistent distributed cut is
a set C ⊆ E which satisfies the following invariant: (e ∈ C ∧ e 0 ≺ e) =⇒ e 0 ∈ C.
Furthermore, a system configuration {ΠC , MC } after an execution bounded by a
consistent cut C is also a valid configuration.

3.2.3

Consistent Snapshots: Specification and Fundamentals

Snapshotting protocols are distributed algorithms that capture a valid configuration
of a distributed system during its execution. Since snapshots are distributed
they have to be partially executed by each respective process in a coordinated
manner which results into a consistent cut. Optimally, as described by Chandy and
Lamport [28], the execution of a snapshotting protocol should not interfere with an
application but run concurrently with it, capturing states when necessary while
the application is running. In practice, a snapshot SC = {ΠC , MC } captures a valid
configuration for any consistent cut C. For brevity, we will imply that all snapshots
are “consistent”, unless stated otherwise.
Example: Consider a snapshot implementing the consistent cut C2 that was
presented previously in Figure 3.3(b). If we consider all events, messages and state
transitions occurred, as depicted in Figure 3.4, it is more clear to visualize what the
exact configuration of the system would be based on C2 . When it comes to process
states, C2 interleaves with processes p1 , p2 and p3 at states s11 , s12 and s13 respectively.
Furthermore, message m 0 was in transit in the same cut (as being sent but never
received). Thus, for completeness, message m 0 is also included in the snapshot. The
full snapshot can be summarized as such: SC2 = {ΠC2 = {s11 , s12 , s13 }, MC2 = {m 0 }}.
Now let us define more formally the specification of consistent cuts, in terms of
the interface of the protocol as well as the required safety and liveness properties
that it should satisfy.
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Figure 3.4: Contents of a snapshot for consistent cut C2 .

Specification 1: Consistent Snapshotting (csnap)
Event Interface:
Request: hsnapshoti: Initiates a consistent snapshot.
k
Indication: hrecord|p, sk
p , Mp i : sp ∈ ΠC ∧ Mp ⊆ MC .

Properties:
CSNAP1: Termination: Λ = Π =⇒ hrecord|p, _i ∈ Ep , ∀p ∈ Π.
CSNAP2: Validity: Configuration SC : {ΠC , MC } is valid,
where ΠC = ∪p∈Π sp and MC = ∪p∈Π Mp .

Interface: Consistent snapshotting is more formally defined in Specification 1
(csnap) which summarizes the interface and expected safety and liveness properties
to be satisfied by a system component that provides that functionality. The interface
of the protocol contains two core messages: a request hsnapshoti which initiates
a consistent snapshot and hrecord|p, skp , Mp i a response message that contains an
internal state skp as well as Mp a set of in-transit messages captured by process p.
Properties: We further break down the requirements of consistent snapshotting
into two properties: Termination and Validity. Termination is a liveness property that
is eventually satisfied if all processes are correct during an instance of a snapshot.
The assumption that Λ = Π might appear too strong, however, in the context of
rollback recovery it is important to capture the complete application state. In case
any failures occur, it is required to bring the whole system back to a global state
captured during a failure-free execution, thus, no failures are tolerated during the
execution of the protocol. The Validity property is a safety property that bears
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equivalence to the invariant of consistent cuts (see Definition 3.2.3). In essence, for
every local event e that precedes the event ekp that caused state skp : e ≤p ekp it is
implied that e ∈ C (Lemma 3.2.1).
Lemma 3.2.1. For any process p ∈ Π with snapshotted state skp ∈ ΠC and event
e ∈ Ep : e ≤p ekp =⇒ e ∈ C.
Proof. Lemma 3.2.1 derives from the specification of events as well as Definition
3.2.2. We know that a state skp is caused through a state transition triggered by
event ekp . Thus, (1)skp ∈ ΠC =⇒ ekp ∈ C. From Definition 3.2.3 we also know that
(2)(e 0 ≤p e 00 ∧ e 00 ∈ C) =⇒ e 0 ∈ C. (1) and (2) satisfy Lemma 3.2.1.

3.2.4

Snapshotting Strongly Connected Graphs

Several algorithms have been proposed for satisfying the specification properties of
consistent snapshots, targeting process graphs with specific structural characteristics
as well as network assumptions (e.g., tolerating message loss [67]) and initiation
strategies. In respect to structural characteristics of a process graph, connectivity
is more especially a critical property that needs to be taken into consideration
in the design of a snapshotting algorithm. We refer to connectivity as the set of
assumptions we can make about the reachability of every pair of processes p, q ∈ Π
as expressed in Definition 3.2.4.
Definition 3.2.4. Given a process graph G = (Π, E) and processes p, q, w ∈ Π, the
reachability relation ∼ satisfies the following:
(1) ∃cpq ∈ E =⇒ p ∼ q.
(2) p ∼ q ∧ q ∼ w =⇒ p ∼ w (Transitivity).
One of the most popular algorithms from classic computer systems literature is
the one by Chandy and Lamport [28] (C-L for short). The C-L algorithm captures a
valid system configuration and terminates if the protocol is initiated by any given
process in a strongly connected graph. A strongly connected graph is a process
graph for which every process is reachable by another process (Definition 3.2.5).
Definition 3.2.5. A graph G : (Π, E) is strongly connected iff p ∼ q, ∀p, q ∈ Π.
In the most general case, the C-L algorithm relies on a strongly connected
process graph to guarantee termination. Furthermore, it depends on reliable
network channels with strict FIFO delivery order for ensuring validity. Despite
having relatively strict connectivity assumptions, the C-L approach has been highly
influential to the current work since it exhibits the use of a non-coordinated and
non-blocking mechanism for capturing the configuration of any strongly connected
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Specification 2: FIFO Reliable Channel (fiforc)
Event Interface:
Request: hsend, mi : M → M ∪ {m}.
Indication: hrcvd, mi : M → M/{m}.
Properties:
FIFORC1: Reliable Delivery: p, q ∈ Λ : mpq ∈ M =⇒ hrcvd, mpq i ∈ Eq .
FIFORC2: No Creation: hrcvd, mi ∈ E =⇒ m ∈ M.
FIFORC3: No Duplication: ∀hrcvd, mi, hrcvd, m 0 i ∈ E =⇒ m 6= m 0 .
FIFORC4: FIFO Delivery: ∀p ∈ Π, q ∈ Λ
hsend, mipq ≤p hsend, m 0 ipq ⇐⇒ hrcvd, mipq ≤q hrcvd, m 0 ipq .

component. In this section we describe the C-L, starting from the formal specification
of FIFO Reliable Channels.
FIFO Reliable Channels: Specification 2 summarizes the interface and expected
properties of a FIFO Reliable channel in the semantics of our model. For brevity, we
assume that this component is instantiated per directional channel in the system
(one endpoint at the sender and another at the recipient process) and thus omit
to include the addresses of the processes in the events of its interface, whenever
that is unnecessary. Typically, FIFO reliable channels can be implemented on top of
reliable point to point links which in turn build on fair-loss links [68]. In practice,
TCP channels adequately satisfy the properties of this abstraction.
Algorithm Semantics: Regarding the notation of the algorithms throughout this
part of the dissertation, we adopt an event-based algorithmic specification [68]
describing the logic executed by the protocol within message-handling function
literals (upon <msg> on <interface>). We assume that message-handlers are executed by a single thread, thus, there are no concurrent executions of respective
handlers when it comes to a single component instance. Events are triggered on
interfaces (e.g., fiforc and csnap) and respect a provided specification. Furthermore, we use <variable> ← <value> to mark assignments and <interface> →
<message> for triggering messages on respective interfaces. In fact, every event
handler implements an atomic action for that process (altering internal and network
state). The internal computation (application logic) is executed within the process:
(m, sp , Op ) → (sp0 ) function and yields a new internal state and output messages
(triggered on the channels passed).
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Analysis of Chandy-Lamport Snapshots

In Algorithm 3 we present the C-L protocol by integrating its complementary
message-handling logic within the regular operation of a process. The core
intuition of the C-L protocol is to disseminate a special marker message “ ” in the
computational graph which acts as a seperator between those events that precede a
consistent cut from those that come after the cut. This technique aids processes
to decide with purely local information on when they can trigger a local copy of
their state (at the instant they first receive a marker) as well as which messages
should be part of the global snapshot (in case they causally precede a marker). In
Specification 1 we describe the consistent snapshotting algorithm, as integrated
logic in the process model.
3.2.4.2

Termination

The Termination property as formulated in Specification 1 indicates that the if
all processes are correct and the protocol is initiated on any process of a strongly
connected graph then the global recorded state should eventually be indicated along
all processes in the graph: Λ = Π =⇒ hrecord|p, _i ∈ Ep , ∀p ∈ Π. Termination can
follow a direct proof based on the deterministic order of local events, the reliable
delivery of FIFO channels and the reachability properties of a strongly connected
graph as follows:
Proof. Every process in the C-L algorithm indicates its recorded state once a marker
has been received through all of its input channels. Thus, it trivially follows that
every process indicates a full recorded state iff a marker is received through all
existing channels in E :
hrecord|p, _i ∈ Ep , ∀p ∈ Π ⇐⇒ hrcvd, i∀c∈E ∈ E

(3.1)

Thus, it suffices to prove that
Λ = Π =⇒ hrcvd, i∀c∈E ∈ E

(3.2)

Now let us assume that the protocol is initiated at any process p ∈ Π = Λ. Via
deterministic local ordering of events process p broadcasts a marker through its
output channels that is eventually received through FIFO reliable channels:
hsnapshoti ∈ Ep =⇒ hsend, i∀c∈Op ∈ Ep

=⇒ ∪q∈Π:cpq ∈Op {hrcvd, i ∈ Eq } (FIFORC1)

(3.3)

Given the reachability of strongly connected graphs (Definition 3.2.4) we can
provide via induction the following generalization:
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Algorithm 3: Chandy-Lamport Consistent Snapshots
Implements: csnap, Requires: fiforc (Ip , Op )
1: (Ip , Op ) ← configured_channels;
2: sp ← ∅;
. volatile local state
3: Recorded ← ∅;
. channels under logging
∗
4: sp ← ∅; Mp ← ∅;
. state in snapshot
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Upon hrcvd, mi on cqp ∈
/ Recorded, m 6=
sp ← process(m, sp , Op );
Upon hrcvd, mi on cqp ∈ Recorded, m 6=
Mp ← Mp ∪ {m};
sp ← process(m, sp , Op ) ;

. regular process logic
. record in-transit message

Upon hrcvd, i on cqp ∈ Ip
if s∗p = empty then
startRecording();
Recorded = Recorded −{cqp };
if Recorded = ∅ then
csnap → hrecord|self, s∗p , Mp i;

Upon hsnapshoti on csnap
startRecording();
if Recorded = ∅ then
csnap → hrecord|self, sp , ∅i;
Fun startRecording()
s∗p ← sp ;
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, i;

. record local state

Recorded ← Ip

(3.3) ⇐⇒ . . . ⇐⇒ ∪q∈Π:p∼q {hsend, i ∈ Eq }

(3.4)

and hence, via deterministic processing and FIFO reliable channels:
(3.4) ⇐⇒ ∪q∈Π:p∼q {hrcvd, i∀c∈Iq ∈ Eq }

⇐⇒ ∪q∈Π:p∼q {hsend, i∀c∈Oq ∈ Eq } (local event order)

⇐⇒ hrcvd, i∀c∈E ∈ E (FIFORC1)

(3.5)
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Validity

We should prove that every snapshot acquired via the C-L protocol is valid. It
suffices to show that the events that are included in the cut compose a consistent
cut in the execution of a system as it was shown in Theorem 3.2.1.
Proof. Given two events ep , eq ∈ E for which ep ≺ eq we need to prove that if
eq ≤p ekq then this implies that ep ≤p elp . From Lemma 3.2.1 we know that this
condition satisfies the requirement of consistent cuts.
Let ep represent the local snapshot aquisition step within a process p. Based on
the marker-forwarding logic of the C-L protocol, process p captures its local state
skp and forwards the marker further in the same computational step ep , therefore
ekp = ep . No other local event can possibly occur between a hrcvd, i and a
respective hsend, i event to alter the state of process p. It therefore suffices to
prove the following: for two events ep , eq ∈ E for which ep ≺ eq , if eq ≤q eq
then this implies that ep ≤p ep . We identify two possible cases (I) (p = q) and (II)
(p 6= q).
(I) p = q
Given that p = q, let us call the two events ep and ep0 , so that ep ≤p ep0 (1). If ep0
is part of the snapshot, then ep0 ≤p ep (2). From (1) and (2) it derives directly that
ep ≤p ep0 ≤p ep and therefore, ep should also be part of the the cut.
(II) p 6= q
Assume that p and q are directly connected through a FIFO reliable channel
cpq ∈ E. We need to prove the following for causal consistency to be satisfied:
eq ≤q eq =⇒ ep ≤p ep .

(3.6)

By contradiction, suppose that the following statement is true:
ep ≤p ep ∧ eq ≤q eq

(3.7)

ep ≤p hsend, mipq ⇐⇒ eq ≤q hrcvd, mipq

(3.8)

Given that ep ≺ eq and p and q are directly connected processes we can assume
that ep = hsend, mipq eq = hrcvd, mipq . Since cpq implements a FIFO Reliable
Channel (Specification 2) we know that every message m sent is delivered (FIFORC1)
and all messages in a channel maintain FIFO delivery order (FIFORC4).

If we however infer FIFO delivery order (3.8) on (3.7) we arrive to the following
contradiction.
eq ≤q hrcvd, mipq ∧ hrcvd, mipq ≤q eq ⇒⇐ .

(3.9)
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Figure 3.5: Examples of weakly connected graphs with possible protocol initiators.

Finally, by using (3.6) as an induction step we can trivially generalize for any
causally related events that can occur along the chain of reachable processes from p
to q, p, q ∈ Π where p ∼ q.
(cpq ∈ E ∧ ep ≺ eq ) =⇒ (eq ≤q eq =⇒ ep ≤p ep )
⇐⇒ . . . ⇐⇒ (induction)

(3.10)

(p ∼ q ∧ ep ≺ eq ) =⇒ (eq ≤q eq =⇒ ep ≤p ep
Since we assume a strongly connected graph Equation 3.10 is satisfied for ∀p, q ∈
Π, therefore in that case causal consistency can never be violated. Furthermore, in
Theorem 3.2.2 we summarize a general observation regarding validity in markerbased snapshotting protocols.
Theorem 3.2.2. Marker-Based Snapshotting: A valid snapshot can be acquired via
the use of a marker-forwarding logic in a process graph with FIFO reliable links.
According to that logic, a local snapshotting action eq in a process q ∈ Π is causally
related to the snapshotting action ep of an adjacent process p (i.e., ep ≺ eq ) via
the the forwarding of a special marker included in that action that separates all
events the precede and follow a consistent cut.
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Applicability of Marker-Based Snapshotting

The marker-based protocol of C-L creates a single snapshot and guarantees termination if initiated by a single process in a strongly connected graph. We will
now examine alternative protocol initiation strategies that apply to non-strongly
connected graphs. As it was shown in the termination analysis in paragraph 3.2.4.2,
termination is based on strong connectivity, i.e., p ∼ q for any pair of processes
p, q ∈ Π (Definition 3.2.5). However, the applicability of the protocol can be generalized further by lifting two of its main assumptions (I) strongly connected process
graphs and (II) single initiator.
(I) Supporting Weakly Connected Graphs
A directed graph is weakly connected if by replacing all of its directed edges with
undirected ones it produces a strongly connected graph. In principle, any graph
that forms a connected component is a weakly connected graph. Consider the
process graph of Figure 3.5(a). Since not every process is reachable from any other
process (e.g., p5 6∼ p2 ) the marker-based protocol is not guaranteed to terminate if
started from any single process. However, in the same process graph p1 ∼ p, ∀p ∈ Π
thus, if initiated upon p1 the C-L protocol will terminate. Lemma 3.2.3 summarizes
this observation.
Lemma 3.2.3. Given a weakly connected process graph G = (Π, E), a markerforwarding snapshotting protocol can terminate with a single initiator iff there
exists p ∈ Π so that ∀q ∈ Π q is reachable from p (i.e., p ∼ q).
(II) Supporting Multiple Initiators
We can generalize the applicability of C-L snapshots even further, to any weakly
connected process graph for which we can coordinate more than a single initiating
process. In the simplest case we can naively initiate the protocol on all processes
which is guaranteed to terminate on any graph trivially. However, it is feasible to
select a minimal set of initiators A ⊆ Π that can, in combination, reach every other
process. This observation follows trivially from Lemma 3.2.3 and generalizes it
further since the union of reachable processes via A yields the remaining processes
in the process graph. We summarize this generalization in Definition 3.2.6.
Definition 3.2.6. Given a weakly connected process graph G = (Π, E), a markerforwarding protocol can terminate with any set of initiators A ⊆ Π :
Π/A ⊆ {q ∈ Π|∃p(p ∈ A ∧ p ∼ q)}.
In the example of Figure 3.5(b) consider A = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 , p6 }. From
Definition 3.2.6 we know that we can reach {p7 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p11 , p12 , p13 } = Π/A.
Notice that if we exclude e.g., p5 from A then we can only reach Π/{A, p5 }, however,
Π/A 6⊆ Π/{A, p5 }. In other words, while the same processes can be reached as
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Figure 3.6: A Stream Process Graph.
before without p5 e.g., p6 ∼ p10 , no process can reach p5 itself and thus, p5 should
be part of the initiators in A. In this example, A is also a minimal set.

3.3

Issues in Reliable Stream Processing

Stateful, stream processing graphs are special-purpose distributed systems that are
used for pipelining computational tasks and their interdependencies in continuous,
possibly infinite executions. In this section, we present the special properties of
stateful stream processing, as well as open problems that can be reduced to the core
issue of reliable processing in long-running executions.

3.3.1

Specification of Stateful Stream Processing

First, we make a set of model assumptions for data stream processing which we
distill from the common characteristics of known scalable stream processors (e.g.,
Flink [43] , Apex [39], IBM Streams [56], Storm [5], SEEP [10, 11] and Heron [69]).
3.3.1.1

Stream Process Model

A stream processing system (depicted in Figure 3.6) can be modeled as a special
purpose process graph G = {Π, E} that, as a single unit, receives ordered sequences
of messages as an input, updates its volatile state and generates ordered sequences of
output messages. Internally, individual processes that we call “tasks” follow a strict
message-driven execution of computational steps, as described already in section 3.2.
We further call each step a stream process action and denote hproc, m, Mi ip a process
action of a task p that is triggered by an input message m ∈ M (i.e., m 6= {∅}) and
produces a set of output messages Mi associated with that action.
The internal computation logic within a stream process action is encapsulated
within a function process: (sip , mi ) → (si+1
p , Mi ) that typically maps to the
invocation of a higher-order function (e.g., map, filter, fold) and its corresponding
user-defined function literals (see Flink’s model as a reference in chapter 2). More
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complex functions can be composed on top such as binary stream logic (e.g.,
join, co-map, co-flatmap) as well as blocking operator logic that is common in
stream processing (see stream windows and iterations in Chapters 5 and 6). For
example, event-time windows are also invoked via a stream process action triggered
by watermarks which are input messages, discussed in detail throughout chapter 6.
In this chapter, we will consider stream computation at the lowest processing level
(i.e., that of a stream process action and corresponding events). Finally, we assume
that all tasks operate on a fail-stop processing model, and thus, they stop their
execution upon any failure and lose their volatile state.
3.3.1.2

Stream Process Graphs

The process graph of a stream processing system, also referred to as “stream process
graph” is, in the most basic case, a connected directed acyclic graph1 which contains
two special types of tasks: sources and sinks.
Sources: We term as “sources” a non-empty set of tasks that contain no input
channels from other tasks and can, in combination, reach all other tasks in the
graph. Since sources share the same properties as the initiators in Definition 3.2.6
we will use the same notation A ⊆ Π. In practice, sources serve as the main entry
point for input streams in the graph and typically bind to message queues that are
external to the system. However, it is also possible for sources to generate streams
deterministically. In either case, message generation internally occurs within the
regular stream process action of the sources and follows a strictly deterministic
execution. This is achieved either via pulling data from logged input streams (using
a partitioned log [51, 70]), a deterministically generated sequence of records (e.g.,
Fibonacci sequence) or a mixture of logged and deterministically generated input
(e.g., records and derived low watermarks).
Sinks: We define another special set Ω ⊂ Π of tasks that have no output channels
to other tasks in G, referred to as “sinks”. In practice, sinks serve as an exit point of
a stream process graph by pushing sequences of messages outside the system, e.g.,
to file systems, message queues or DBMSs via external communication mechanisms.
Sinks are especially important for committing external side effects (i.e., output
message streams) consistently, as it will be shown in chapter 4.

3.3.2

Productions and the Problem of Reliable Processing

An inherent relation between actions on the strictly message-based execution model
of stream processing tasks is the one of productions. In Figure 3.7(a) we depict a
simple process graph consisting of two sources p1 and p2 and a single sink p4 . A
1section 3.4.4.4 covers cycles as a special case, while chapter 6 elaborates further on semantics and
incorporation of arbitrarily nested cyclic computation in stream process graphs.
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<latexit sha1_base64="X/zrTeBs1yAf5arKTCELJRhi+mY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzk617j0e1Va27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXiN+qXde/2rNa8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGWTo4S</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2TTclWchRmsOvfkJBdhKjNCqSVQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzk617j0etVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXiN+qXde/2rNa8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGX0Y4T</latexit>

e13 s1 e23

s03

<latexit sha1_base64="o+ypjN59sHydfACG4MYkzhrg3+Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+ds8evW6l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD9I4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Xuru/jxYp5lRIo7BD4OoLNe27gg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkq+7p49ut1K1a25U5BF4hWkCgUa3cpXp5ewLEZpmKBatz03NUFOleFM4LjcyTSmlA1pH9uWShqjDvLpsWNybJUeiRJlSxoyVX9P5DTWehSHtjOmZqDnvYn4n9fOTHQZ5FymmUHJZouiTBCTkMnnpMcVMiNGllCmuL2VsAFVlBmbT9mG4M2/vEj809pVzbs7r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjDg8Ayv8OZI58V5dz5mrUtOMXMAf+B8/gCX044T</latexit>

s04
<latexit sha1_base64="agRzdJYQ4aMJP8o8RisdMDeyOaY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzk617j0e1Va27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXin9Uv695to9a8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGZWI4U</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dKNtdIobkimeNZuB9JENwu8pOmE=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkq+7p49et1K1a25U5BF4hWkCgUa3cpXp5ewLEZpmKBatz03NUFOleFM4LjcyTSmlA1pH9uWShqjDvLpsWNybJUeiRJlSxoyVX9P5DTWehSHtjOmZqDnvYn4n9fOTHQZ5FymmUHJZouiTBCTkMnnpMcVMiNGllCmuL2VsAFVlBmbT9mG4M2/vEj809pVzbs7r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjDg8Ayv8OZI58V5dz5mrUtOMXMAf+B8/gCZVo4U</latexit>

e14
<latexit sha1_base64="sc8So1aMVah/Sa5oAzLqY5swAdA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxz+qXde+2UWteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCFeY4H</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="/gvd19Ee6mxZc/zJb/G4XqCtSQc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/fssdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14mfq16VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+Fd44H</latexit>

e33 s3
3

s23

<latexit sha1_base64="034/ad3PvxvtLgYUU0NRAMwSZ2c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0msoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2WOuWK27VnYEsEy8nFcjR6Ja/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNjp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6OelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+G+o4I</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TFiGIwrKONqYUYiYfT2vJrs1zDQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0msoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZbtulm03YnQgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MHGqGfdZLGPdCqnhUijuo0DJW4nmNAolb4ajm6nffOLaiFjd4zjhQUQHSvQFo2gl33Rrj7VuueJW3RnIMvFyUoEcjW75q9OLWRpxhUxSY9qem2CQUY2CST4pdVLDE8pGdMDblioacRNks2Mn5MQqPdKPtS2FZKb+nshoZMw4Cm1nRHFoFr2p+J/XTrF/GWRCJSlyxeaL+qkkGJPp56QnNGcox5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurdnVfq13kaRTiCYzgFDy6gDrfQAB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+cXI4W</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KqXLx3nzieK/AALoT3DsEu2Dx5A=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZbtulm03YnQgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MHGqGfdZLGPdCqnhUijuo0DJW4nmNAolb4ajm6nffOLaiFjd4zjhQUQHSvQFo2gl33TPHmvdcsWtujOQZeLlpAI5Gt3yV6cXszTiCpmkxrQ9N8EgoxoFk3xS6qSGJ5SN6IC3LVU04ibIZsdOyIlVeqQfa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhxFNrOiOLQLHpT8T+vnWL/MsiESlLkis0X9VNJMCbTz0lPaM5Qji2hTAt7K2FDqilDm0/JhuAtvrxM/Fr1qurdnVfq13kaRTiCYzgFDy6gDrfQAB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+a2Y4V</latexit>

s14
<latexit sha1_base64="nGX7iH5khOE0BWx55V+T3lG0+Nc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzk617j0etVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXin9Uv695to9a8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGa244V</latexit>

e24
<latexit sha1_base64="ibA+odXGl/qohdVNgX1rPcgQ21E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvXisYGyhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/+WOuVK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBhMu08ygZItFUSaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lfq16VfXu6pXGdZ5GEU7gFM7BgwtowC00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+G/I4I</latexit>

s24

e34 s3
<latexit sha1_base64="E8ZBXVDaLdTjiXxRnyG2aFCgviQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+If44J</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="akmpvxNgUX803ocOYI4DE3m4WCs=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvXisYGyhjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6W/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0YJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHNzO/9cS1EYm6x3HKg5gOlIgEo2gl3/Tqj7VeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEczV75q9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2IwoRoFk3xa6maGp5SN6IB3LFU05iaYzI+dkjOr9EmUaFsKyVz9PTGhsTHjOLSdMcWhWfZm4n9eJ8PoMpgIlWbIFVssijJJMCGzz0lfaM5Qji2hTAt7K2FDqilDm0/JhuAtv7xK/Fr1qurd1SuN6zyNIpzAKZyDBxfQgFtogg8MBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+cXo4W</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XRDlwAPF2eC8An58fYngw903G3g=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZbtulm03YnQgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MHGqGfdZLGPdCqnhUijuo0DJW4nmNAolb4ajm6nffOLaiFjd4zjhQUQHSvQFo2gl33Rrj+fdcsWtujOQZeLlpAI5Gt3yV6cXszTiCpmkxrQ9N8EgoxoFk3xS6qSGJ5SN6IC3LVU04ibIZsdOyIlVeqQfa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhxFNrOiOLQLHpT8T+vnWL/MsiESlLkis0X9VNJMCbTz0lPaM5Qji2hTAt7K2FDqilDm0/JhuAtvrxM/LPqVdW7q1Xq13kaRTiCYzgFDy6gDrfQAB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+d4Y4X</latexit>

4

b An even d ag am o a s eam compu a on

F gure 3 7 Examp e of a stream process graph and a poss b e execut on
correspond ng event d agram n F gure 3 7(b) shows a poss b e execut on based on
that process graph Not ce that every stream of messages n t ated v a p1 and p2
respect ve y creates a tree of stream process act ons often a ong the who e d ameter of
the process graph We ca each re at on w th n a tree a “product on” and define t
further as a part a order re at on
n a stream execut on E n Defin t on 3 3 1
Definition 3 3 1 G ven an stream process graph execut on E and e e e ∈ E the
product on part a order re at on sat sfies the fo ow ng
(1) f e and e correspond to hproc mi Mi i and hproc mj Mj i respect ve y where
mj ∈ Mi then e
e
(2) (e

e ) ∧ (e

e ) =⇒ e

e (Trans t v ty)

In F gure 3 7(b) we h gh ght the trans t ve c osure of each product on w th a
separate co or and ca each of them a product on tree We can further genera ze
that each product on tree s n fact a subset of an execut on re ated to the trans t ve
c osure of an nput event (occurr ng at a source) s nce no nterna events can occur
Furthermore due to the fin te d rected acyc c structure of a stream process graph
product ons can on y be fin te sets e g n the prev ous examp e e11
{e13 e14 e24 }
2
2
and e1
{e3 } Event product ons mp y causa ty but the nverse s not true In
fact due to the oca event order there s a causa re at on between most events that
occur from the very beg nn ng of a computat on up to ts ndefin te execut on We
can further reduce the causa order ng re at on to stream process graphs as defined
n Defin t on 3 3 2 (mod ficat on n b ue)
Definition 3 3 2 G ven an stream process graph execut on E and e e e ∈ E the
causa part a order re at on ≺ sat sfies the fo ow ng
(1) e ≤p e =⇒ e ≺ e
(2) e

e =⇒ e ≺ e

(3) (e ≺ e ) ∧ (e ≺ e ) =⇒ e ≺ e

3.3 issues in reliable stream processing

43

Input

<latexit sha1_base64="WGVNRPrQOzM0tD/ZlFRkE4Vk6cc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpPu15vWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/bU2NbA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y6NMkcYoZeC37Xbdr5w+gyleZv0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0169V6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmclLuZxpSyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qk6t0idRomxJQ2bq74mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3Ff/zOpmJLoOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiV+vXdW8u/Nq47pIowTHcAJn4MEFNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/btCNbQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cntf/d7iTvog6XGayVh46ddAH2s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0t5pr1pz6+4M5C/xClKDAs1e9bPbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmySp9EibIlDZmpPydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmughyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl/+S/yT+mXduz2rNa6KNMpwAIdwDB6cQwNuoAk+MBjAE7zAqyOcZ+fNeZ+3lpxiZh9+wfn4BnBTjW4=</latexit>

p1

e11

e21

<latexit sha1_base64="KMYVPy+snkrMyQmQZRjtHam8sp8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T940EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGiv52PMevV615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWr209YFqM0TFCtO56bmiCnynAmcFLpZhpTykZ0gB1LJY1RB/ns2Ak5sUqfRImyJQ2Zqb8nchprPY5D2xlTM9SL3lT8z+tkJroMci7TzKBk80VRJohJyPRz0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNp2JD8BZfXib+Wf2q7t2d1xrXRRplOIJjOAUPLqABt9AEHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifP4DqjgQ=</latexit>
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Figure 3.8: A highlight of all events that produce (blue) and cause (red) e34 .

To visualize the two relations, consider a continuation of the previous execution
of Figure 3.7(b) including mappings of source and sink events to input and output
streams as depicted in Figure 3.8. A selected event e34 is part of the production
tree of e12 since e12
{e33 , e43 } and causally succeeds most events of the distributed
execution up to this point (as shown in red in the figure). It is noticeable that
throughout an execution every individual event contributes to side-affects both to
the stream output with its productions but also to all causally succeeding events
via internal state transitions.
Problem Intuition: Given the unbounded nature of stream processing executions
and the large number of tasks allocated in data centers, we expected failures to
occur especially often during the lifetime of an application. If we ought to strongly
rely on such an execution (e.g., processing medical records or financial transactions)
and the correctness of its corresponding results we have to ensure that the system
hides inconsistencies from the outside observer. This means the observed system
execution (inferred by looking at each individual state transition) should hide
events that correspond to incomplete or abnormal state that might have occurred
at its tasks (e.g., incomplete productions, undetected event patterns etc.). Before
providing a clear definition of the problem of reliable stream processing we will
first retrospect over the state of the art as well as the basic modern needs for reliable
processing.
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3.3.3

3 reliable data stream processing

Reliable Stream Processing: Past and Current Considerations

While in our design we have adopted a fail-stop failure model, there have been several
approaches in that past that assume a fail-recovery model, where tasks can restart
independently from failures and employ different mechanisms [63, 62, 9, 11, 10]
to amend their execution to reproduce computations that were possibly lost. We
briefly discuss two such related approaches and their considerations.
Task-Level Rollback Recovery: One approach to provide fault tolerance as well as
aid reconfiguration is to allow processes to checkpoint independently their channel
and internal states to stable storage during arbitrary points in their execution
and recover from there independently. However, this creates several non-trivial
complications. Consider in the previous example of Figure 3.8 a failure of task p3
right after executing event e33 .
Assuming a fail-recovery model, p3 could restart from a previously captured
state, e.g., s13 and it would have to ensure that 1) pending messages are re-executed
strictly in the same order (i.e., processing the message sent from p2 after the two
messages sent by p1 ) and 2) consumer tasks do not execute duplicate computation.
In our example, task p4 would have to avoid processing duplicate messages since
that would result in an abnormal execution that does not reflect the case of no
failures occurring (e.g., if e34 has already already occurred). Several existing
approaches consider extensive input logging and complex reconciliation protocols
with reachable processes [11, 71, 62] in the graph that is often infeasible with
one-directional communication. Furthermore, given the fine-grained nature of
task-level rollbacks, from the user- or consuming service-level there is no clear
distinction on which parts of the global computation have been committed, thus, no
clear guarantees can be made trivially on the state of the application and globally
committed output.
Transactional Productions and Idempotency: Another related approach to the
problem is to commit each single production as a transaction using an external faulttolerant storage system, before delivering it to a consumer service or user. Google’s
Millwheel stream processing system [9] is using BigTable[72] for that purpose
which provides support for distributed transactions, committing a production 2
of an input record carrying a specific key with the same transaction identifier (for
idempotency). This works trivially in purely data-parallel computations (per-key)
where task-level causal order can be possibly violated and all that is needed is to
guarantee that each operation per key has succeeded. However, since the more
general stream processing model presented here addresses the complete state of each
task (across all keys) this approach cannot be generally applicable. Furthermore, the
same approach suffers from non-trivial optimisations (e.g., deduplication, batching
2Millwheel calls this concept a strong production and differentiates it from weak productions that
related to task-level rollback recovery and avoid pre-commits for naturally idempotent productions.

3.3 issues in reliable stream processing
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transactions) and also falls short of offering broader application-level guarantees if
anything more than committed aggregates per-key are needed.

3.3.4

Related Open Problems

Evidently, there is a need for an application-level consistency model for reliable
data stream processing that goes beyond the scope of task or procuction-level fault
tolerance. We have identified a set of emerging system needs that relate indirectly
to the same problem but cannot be collectively covered or composed by prior
approaches.
Support for Reconfiguration: The stream process graph G as well as user-defined
logic (e.g., function literals) that is being executed within the tasks is not necessarily
static. Given that a stream system does not typically run for a few minutes or hours
but is meant to do continuous processing it is often required to apply system-level
changes. For example, there is commonly a need to increase or decrease the number
of task instances that execute a logical operation in parallel, also known as scaleout or scale-in operation in a cloud computing infrastructure. This problem also
demands flexibility on how state is partitioned and re-allocated to different numbers
of tasks. Changes in task logic (the process function) is also a common case of
reconfiguration, associated with “bug fixing” or issuing upgrades on the application
logic ran by specific tasks. The main challenge of any type of reconfiguration, is to
apply all changes in a reliable and transparent way, similarly to fault recovery.
Execution Migration and Provenance: Stream processing executions might be longrunning, however, this is not always the case with the underlying infrastructure.
Given the vast amount of diverse IaaS platforms for both on-premise and cloud
deployments there is an increasing need for flexibility on where an execution is
physically occurring. For a reliable stream processing system that means that there
is an inherent need to first identify, capture and version the global state of a stream
execution e.g., Ev1 in order migrate to Ev2 where Ev1 ⊆ Ev2 . To enable this, all
production trees would need to maintain causal dependencies from Ev1 to Ev2 .
State Access Isolation: Following the recent trend of main-memory databases,
many latency-critical applications today rely on fast read access. The state of of
individual processors in stream processing graphs poses an attractive alternative
to main-memory databases [73], since among other things, it always reflects an
up-to-date summary of long sequences of input records. Given that this state
unlike DBMSs is not transitionally committed it is restricted, by definition, to dirty
reads. That yields a need for a form of version control for task states in stream
processing, separating state that is potentially safe to read from volatile state that can
be invalidated. That can further allow the possibility of access isolation mechanisms
that can guarantee causal consistency to external queries.

3 reliable data stream processing
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Stream Process Graph
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Figure 3.9: Overview of Epoch-Based Stream Processing.

3.4

Epoch-Based Reliable Stream Processing

The concept of epoch-based stream processing offers a uniform solution to reliable
streaming and fulfills all relevant state management needs discussed in subsection 3.3.4. In this section, we introduce the concept and describe several design
approaches to materialize it, while aiming to satisfy principal design properties
(uncoordinated and blocking-free execution, transparency and compositionality).

3.4.1

Concept Overview

In Figure 3.9 we visualize the essential idea of epoch-based processing at a conceptual
level. We assume, as before, a stream process graph G with a fail-stop model and
a deterministic event sequence at its sources (e.g., logged streams). The main
goal is to expose a continuous execution that satisfies reliable processing, i.e.,
maintaining all event productions and respecting causality. However, instead
of reasoning about individual events, we distinguish discrete stages, or “epochs”
that represent finite intermediate subsets of a continuous execution E as such
Eep1 ⊂ Eep2 ⊂ Eep3 . . . ⊂ E.
Conceptually, each epoch represents a part of the computation that is atomically
processed (either completes or restarts). This allows us to lift all concerns regarding
reliability from the level of individual records or productions to the coarse-grain
level of epochs. Once an epoch has been committed all the states of the process
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Figure 3.10: Example of Synchronous Epoch Commit.

graph in addition to external output streams reflect the full state of an execution up
to that point. In case of failure during the execution of an epoch epn we can simply
rollback the deterministic input and global state of the process graph to a previously
completed epoch (e.g., epn−1 ). A core requirement for employing an epoch-based
execution is to be able to capture all individual task states of the system upon the
completion of an epoch on stable storage. It is, in essence, the configuration of
the system at the exact point that the input of epoch epi (and nothing more) has
been fully processed. Thus, a snapshot Sepi of that configuration would consists
only of local task states Sepi = {Πepi }. It is important to note here that there are
0
many possible executions up to an epoch completion, e.g, Eepi 6= Eep
, since no
i
total processing order is guaranteed in a distributed stream execution. However, a
committed epoch includes the result of a single possible execution up to an epoch.
This notion relates to the informal use of exactly-once [9, 29] end-to-end processing
semantics which, in this case, it specifically refers to “exactly one” epoch commit.

3.4.2

Synchronous Epoch Commit

In the simplest case, epoch-based stream processing can be achieved via staging the
underlying execution. Staging is typically implemented using an atomic commit
protocol between a coordinator process and the tasks of the graph.
In Figure 3.10 we show how a synchronous (two-phase) atomic commit protocol
can be used to stage epochs in a stream processing execution. The first phase
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ensures that all computation has been completed and the second phase completes
once all side effects have been persisted to stable storage (i.e., task states and stream
output). While this approach works in practice, there is one major downside, it
enforces a blocking coordination protocol. The core of the problem of staging is that
most tasks will have to remain idle 1) until every other task has finished computing
and 2) while every other task commits its state and side effects to stable storage. The
latter can be potentially avoided with asynchronous copying methods, however, if
epochs are frequent the communication overhead of the protocol itself can often
overtake the actual computation time. On the other hand, if epochs are infrequent,
tasks are less idle but the end-to-end latency between the ingestion of input streams
and the time results are committed can be too high and thus, too late for many
applications (e.g., critical event monitoring).
3.4.2.1

The Case of Micro-batching

Stream micro-batching [12] is a mechanism that emulates stream processing capabilities on batch processing systems which employ short-lived task execution
(i.e., Spark [27], MapReduce [8]). In essence, micro-batching is equivalent to the
synchronous epoch commit protocol. The main idea is to have a coordinating
process (i.e., the driver in Spark) that periodically divides a stream into batches and
then schedules a job (process graph of short-lived tasks) per batch. In the case of
micro-batching, a new set of tasks will be scheduled to overtake the computation
on each epoch. In case of a failure, a batch is re-executed by the same or a new
set of tasks (parallel recovery[12]). This grants the flexibility to re-allocate and
reconfigure the computation per batch, however, it also introduces additional
scheduling overhead on top of the synchronous epoch commit costs mentioned
before. Furthermore, the original version of discretized streams enforced the use of
time-discretized batches in its programming model, making the whole architecture
non-transparent to the user-facing programming model. This problem can be
attributed to an initial design choice in the context of batch execution rather than
being an inherent property of epoch-based stream processing, as newer versions of
Spark Streaming offer a more fluid stateful programming model (e.g., Structured
Streaming [74]).

3.4.3

Asynchronous Epoch Commit

We seek for non-blocking mechanism for committing epochs in a stream computation, one that does not halt the regular execution of the stream processing graph
and allows tasks to progress asynchronously across epochs without the need to
remain idle for blocking synchronization. A possible solution to satisfying this
fundamental requirement lies at the use of consistent snapshots, regulated to respect
epochs in order to bypass the need for staging the overall execution.
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Epoch Events and Cuts

First, we will examine the notion and implications of epochs in a continuous
execution. An epoch marks a logical time for a distributed stream computation
known at all sources of a stream process graph. We will denote as epi the epoch of
time i ∈ Z and further assume that sources are notified about the completion of an
epoch, e.g., epn through special epoch events : hepn i.
Epoch events can be either issued by an external coordinator process to all
source tasks, or instructed by a user or simply inferred through special punctuation
events pulled from incoming data streams. For generality, we will make no special
assumptions at this point on how epoch events are triggered, though, we will
assume that they are eventually triggered at all sources A ⊆ Π of a stream process
graph and are monotonic (given in Definition 3.4.1).
Definition 3.4.1. Epoch Event Monotonicity: Given a source task p ∈ A and two
local epoch events in Ep : ekp = hepi i and elp = hepj i then i < j iff k < l.
The notion of epoch events can help us reason about a complete preceding
computation in a stream process graph. In Definition 3.4.2, we introduce “Epoch
Cuts”, a stricter form of a consistent cuts expressing not only a causally consistent,
but also a complete execution of a stream process graph in respect to an epoch.
Definition 3.4.2. Epoch Cut: An Epoch Cut Cepi satisfies the following invariants
in stream process graphs (acyclic) for e, e 0 ∈ E and p ∈ A:
(1) (hepi i ≺ e) =⇒ (e ∈
/ Cepi )
(2) (e ≺ hepi i) =⇒ (e ∈ Cepi )

(3) ((e ∈ Cepi ) ∧ (e

e 0 )) =⇒ (e 0 ∈ Cepi )

(4) ((e ∈ Cepi ) ∧ (e 0 ≺ e)) =⇒ (e 0 ∈ Cepi ) (consistent cut)
We will be using invariant (4) in order to describe Causal Consistency and (1-3) as
the necessary conditions for Epoch Completeness in a cut.
Example: Consider the execution illustrated in Figure 3.11 which is based on the
process graph of Figure 3.1 and includes epoch events for epn . The events marked
as green denote everything that locally precedes epoch events, including their
productions, while all succeeding production trees are marked as red. Based on
Definition 3.4.2, the epoch cut Cepn should contain exactly all green events including
the epoch events. Both C1 and C2 satisfy Causal Consistency, yet, only C2 satisfies
Epoch Completeness and therefore, C2 = Cepn . In the case of C1 we identify two
invariant violations for Epoch Cuts. First, events e41 , e32 ∈ C1 while hepn i ≺p1 e41
and hepn i ≺p2 e32 which violates invariant (1) of Definition 3.4.2. Second, e34 ∈
/ C1 ,
however, according to Definition 3.4.2(3) it should be part of the epoch cut since
(e21 ∈ C1 ) ∧ (e21
e34 ). Therefore, C1 6= Cepn .
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<latexit sha1_base64="Cntf/d7iTvog6XGayVh46ddAH2s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0t5pr1pz6+4M5C/xClKDAs1e9bPbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmySp9EibIlDZmpPydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmughyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl/+S/yT+mXduz2rNa6KNMpwAIdwDB6cQwNuoAk+MBjAE7zAqyOcZ+fNeZ+3lpxiZh9+wfn4BnBTjW4=</latexit>

e11

p1

<latexit sha1_base64="KMYVPy+snkrMyQmQZRjtHam8sp8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T940EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGiv52PMevV615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWr209YFqM0TFCtO56bmiCnynAmcFLpZhpTykZ0gB1LJY1RB/ns2Ak5sUqfRImyJQ2Zqb8nchprPY5D2xlTM9SL3lT8z+tkJroMci7TzKBk80VRJohJyPRz0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNp2JD8BZfXib+Wf2q7t2d1xrXRRplOIJjOAUPLqABt9AEHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifP4DqjgQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="B8RZeZg2l5pplS0xA1Cw24Nw61I=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdp73zXrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1e9avbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmxSp9EibIlDZmpvydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmugxyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3Z3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AHHWjW8=</latexit>

p4

<latexit sha1_base64="9qJdpTm7jbA+lXu4SMWapUXHyD8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY897bPSqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCbY4F</latexit>

e31

4
hepn i e1
<latexit sha1_base64="5OYf3ZMpm4wzRTkJ9pUWk+/o1bA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+dr3Hs26l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD8I4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ujXFc7dVE6Owk/ugnvkY6PTNzmw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rmLbQxrLZTtq1m92wuxFK6H/w4kHFqz/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpWWqKPhUcqk6IdHAmQDfMMOhkyggccihHY5vcr/9BEozKe7NJIEgJkPBIkaJsVIL+t7DeaVfrbl1dwa8TLyC1FCBZr/61RtImsYgDOVE667nJibIiDKMcphWeqmGhNAxGULXUkFi0EE2u3aKT6wywJFUtoTBM/X3REZirSdxaDtjYkZ60cvF/7xuaqLLIGMiSQ0IOl8UpRwbifPX8YApoIZPLCFUMXsrpiOiCDU2oDwEb/HlZeKf1a/q3t15rXFdpFFGR+gYnSIPXaAGukVN5COKHtEzekVvjnRenHfnY95acoqZQ/QHzucPuwOOGw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e22

3
hepn i e2

e12

p2
p3

e21

<latexit sha1_base64="0qmqu0DLyfyp+HN8LVXwsJEZR2U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXiN+qXde/2rNa8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGD8o4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="t1VrbPP/DW+iMNlwiloTeHfu1Sw=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiieyiiXojevGIiQsksJJuKVDptpu2a0I2/AcvHtR49Qd589/YhT0o+JJJXt6bycy8MOZMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqWWiCPWJ5FK1Q6wpZ4L6hhlO27GiOAo5bYXjm8xvPVGlmRT3ZhLTIMJDwQaMYGOlJu3VHs5KvXLFrbozoGXi5aQCORq98le3L0kSUWEIx1p3PDc2QYqVYYTTaambaBpjMsZD2rFU4IjqIJ1dO0UnVumjgVS2hEEz9fdEiiOtJ1FoOyNsRnrRy8T/vE5iBpdBykScGCrIfNEg4chIlL2O+kxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2MDykLwFl9eJn6telX17s4r9es8jSIcwTGcggcXUIdbaIAPBB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbC04+cwh/4Hz+ALsFjhs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HlcALjQv+3hYT6Wjdm8iPEcbJiI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCb44F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e13

e23

<latexit sha1_base64="o+ypjN59sHydfACG4MYkzhrg3+Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+ds8evW6l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD9I4G</latexit>

e33

<latexit sha1_base64="/gvd19Ee6mxZc/zJb/G4XqCtSQc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/fssdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14mfq16VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+Fd44H</latexit>

e14

e24

<latexit sha1_base64="sc8So1aMVah/Sa5oAzLqY5swAdA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxz+qXde+2UWteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCFeY4H</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ibA+odXGl/qohdVNgX1rPcgQ21E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvXisYGyhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/+WOuVK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBhMu08ygZItFUSaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lfq16VfXu6pXGdZ5GEU7gFM7BgwtowC00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+G/I4I</latexit>

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="0+NTyCiCLYNZoG9stNQdrPwngIc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3Yi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxw1pn7rCZXmiXww4xSDmA4kjzijxkr3jZ7Xq1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNmrfHX7CctilIYJqnXHc1MT5FQZzgROyt1MY0rZiA6wY6mkMeogn506IadW6ZMoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2qGetGbiv95ncxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k36XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXde8u4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/KOyNPw==</latexit>

e53

e43

<latexit sha1_base64="034/ad3PvxvtLgYUU0NRAMwSZ2c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0msoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2WOuWK27VnYEsEy8nFcjR6Ja/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNjp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6OelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+G+o4I</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yaW8wTY02yL8m88AxVo+I4OeaEw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QL0VvXisYGyhjWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvQcepYuizWMSqGVKNgkv0DTcCm4lCGoUCG+HwZuI3nlBpHst7M0owiGhf8h5n1FjJx87p43mnXHGr7hRkkXg5qUCOeqf81e7GLI1QGiao1i3PTUyQUWU4EzgutVONCWVD2seWpZJGqINseuyYHFmlS3qxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KQtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpaZ3GWRcJqlByWaLeqkgJiaTz0mXK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp+SDcGbf3mR+CfVq6p3d1apXedpFOEADuEYPLiAGtxCHXxgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFoLTj6zD3/gfP4AigCOCg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yey6hbIdZEArEmfvN/3x0r80iag=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/f8sdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+IfY4J</latexit>

e34

e44

<latexit sha1_base64="E8ZBXVDaLdTjiXxRnyG2aFCgviQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+If44J</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="u2er8THlAy2A0pxu559/5MjBAHY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXin9Uv695to9a8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGKAo4K</latexit>

e54
<latexit sha1_base64="YHpK0XztMhfLFxWLF3kc23pJ/s4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkot6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+LhY4L</latexit>

C2
<latexit sha1_base64="hGDN1k6M/Zj7kYc6PWtop/iP6So=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KvXisaGyhDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DT
sha1_base64="hGDN1k6M/Zj7kYc6PWtop/iP6So=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KvXisaGyhDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+GoMfNbT6g0T+SDGacYxHQgecQZNVa6b/RqvXLFrbpzkFXi5aQCOZq98le3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1wYQqw5nAaambaUwpG9EBdiyVNEYdTOanTsmZVfokSpQtachc/T0xobHW4zi0nTE1Q73szcT/vE5moqtgwmWaGZRssSjKBDEJmf1N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3t1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwC03wgcEAnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nDypvjUA=</latexit>

F gure 3 11 An examp e of two cons stent cuts where C2 = Cepn
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Feas b ty of Epoch Cuts

Ev dent y epoch cuts are a qu te str ct form of cons stent cuts s nce they mpose
constra nts on the poss b e execut ons where they can be feas b e In F gure 3 12 we
show another poss b e execut on based on the process graph of F gure 3 1 as before
The prob em n th s execut on s that no cons stent cut can sat sfy a nvar ants of
Defin t on 3 4 2 For examp e by nvar ant (1) and (4) t shou d be true that e43 ∈ Cepn
s nce e21 ≺p1 hepn i and e21
e43 However th s contrad cts w th e43 ∈
/ Cepn mposed
by nvar ant (2) s nce hepn i ≺ e43 ( e hepn i ≺ e32 ≺ e33 ≺ e43 )
Intu t ve y n order to make any epoch cut feas b e an execut on E shou d
a ways respect event-order ng mposed by epochs Thus no event that s not part
of an epoch shou d precede an event of that epoch We ca th s execut on property
“Epoch Feas b ty” and summar ze t n Defin t on 3 4 3
Definition 3 4 3 Epoch Feas b ty An execut on E of a stream process graph
sat sfies Epoch Feas b ty ff ∀e e ∈ E ((e ∈ Cepn ) ∧ (e ∈
/ Cepn )) =⇒ e ≺ e

344

Snapshots for Asynchronous Epoch Comm t

If we can assure the feas b ty of epoch cuts throughout a ong-runn ng cont nuous
execut on then t s poss b e to prepare and comm t epochs asynchronous y as
dep cted n F gure 3 13 Th s can be enab ed through the use of snapshots though
we need a protoco that mp ements not ust any cons stent cut but epoch cuts

3.4 epoch-based reliable stream processing

<latexit sha1_base64="WGVNRPrQOzM0tD/ZlFRkE4Vk6cc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpPu15vWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/bU2NbA==</latexit>

e11

p1

51

e31

e21

<latexit sha1_base64="KMYVPy+snkrMyQmQZRjtHam8sp8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T940EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGiv52PMevV615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWr209YFqM0TFCtO56bmiCnynAmcFLpZhpTykZ0gB1LJY1RB/ns2Ak5sUqfRImyJQ2Zqb8nchprPY5D2xlTM9SL3lT8z+tkJroMci7TzKBk80VRJohJyPRz0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNp2JD8BZfXib+Wf2q7t2d1xrXRRplOIJjOAUPLqABt9AEHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifP4DqjgQ=</latexit>

4
hepn i e1
<latexit sha1_base64="5OYf3ZMpm4wzRTkJ9pUWk+/o1bA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+dr3Hs26l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD8I4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9qJdpTm7jbA+lXu4SMWapUXHyD8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY897bPSqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCbY4F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ujXFc7dVE6Owk/ugnvkY6PTNzmw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rmLbQxrLZTtq1m92wuxFK6H/w4kHFqz/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpWWqKPhUcqk6IdHAmQDfMMOhkyggccihHY5vcr/9BEozKe7NJIEgJkPBIkaJsVIL+t7DeaVfrbl1dwa8TLyC1FCBZr/61RtImsYgDOVE667nJibIiDKMcphWeqmGhNAxGULXUkFi0EE2u3aKT6wywJFUtoTBM/X3REZirSdxaDtjYkZ60cvF/7xuaqLLIGMiSQ0IOl8UpRwbifPX8YApoIZPLCFUMXsrpiOiCDU2oDwEb/HlZeKf1a/q3t15rXFdpFFGR+gYnSIPXaAGukVN5COKHtEzekVvjnRenHfnY95acoqZQ/QHzucPuwOOGw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e2
e12 hep2n i e32
<latexit sha1_base64="0qmqu0DLyfyp+HN8LVXwsJEZR2U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXiN+qXde/2rNa8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGD8o4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y6NMkcYoZeC37Xbdr5w+gyleZv0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0169V6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmclLuZxpSyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qk6t0idRomxJQ2bq74mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3Ff/zOpmJLoOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiV+vXdW8u/Nq47pIowTHcAJn4MEFNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/btCNbQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cntf/d7iTvog6XGayVh46ddAH2s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0t5pr1pz6+4M5C/xClKDAs1e9bPbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmySp9EibIlDZmpPydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmughyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl/+S/yT+mXduz2rNa6KNMpwAIdwDB6cQwNuoAk+MBjAE7zAqyOcZ+fNeZ+3lpxiZh9+wfn4BnBTjW4=</latexit>

p2
p3

<latexit sha1_base64="B8RZeZg2l5pplS0xA1Cw24Nw61I=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdp73zXrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1e9avbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmxSp9EibIlDZmpvydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmugxyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3Z3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AHHWjW8=</latexit>

p4

<latexit sha1_base64="t1VrbPP/DW+iMNlwiloTeHfu1Sw=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiieyiiXojevGIiQsksJJuKVDptpu2a0I2/AcvHtR49Qd589/YhT0o+JJJXt6bycy8MOZMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqWWiCPWJ5FK1Q6wpZ4L6hhlO27GiOAo5bYXjm8xvPVGlmRT3ZhLTIMJDwQaMYGOlJu3VHs5KvXLFrbozoGXi5aQCORq98le3L0kSUWEIx1p3PDc2QYqVYYTTaambaBpjMsZD2rFU4IjqIJ1dO0UnVumjgVS2hEEz9fdEiiOtJ1FoOyNsRnrRy8T/vE5iBpdBykScGCrIfNEg4chIlL2O+kxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2MDykLwFl9eJn6telX17s4r9es8jSIcwTGcggcXUIdbaIAPBB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbC04+cwh/4Hz+ALsFjhs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HlcALjQv+3hYT6Wjdm8iPEcbJiI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCb44F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e13

e23

<latexit sha1_base64="o+ypjN59sHydfACG4MYkzhrg3+Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+ds8evW6l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD9I4G</latexit>

e33

<latexit sha1_base64="/gvd19Ee6mxZc/zJb/G4XqCtSQc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/fssdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14mfq16VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+Fd44H</latexit>

e14

e24

<latexit sha1_base64="sc8So1aMVah/Sa5oAzLqY5swAdA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxz+qXde+2UWteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCFeY4H</latexit>

e43

<latexit sha1_base64="034/ad3PvxvtLgYUU0NRAMwSZ2c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0msoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2WOuWK27VnYEsEy8nFcjR6Ja/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNjp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6OelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+G+o4I</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yey6hbIdZEArEmfvN/3x0r80iag=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/f8sdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+IfY4J</latexit>

e34

<latexit sha1_base64="ibA+odXGl/qohdVNgX1rPcgQ21E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvXisYGyhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/+WOuVK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBhMu08ygZItFUSaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lfq16VfXu6pXGdZ5GEU7gFM7BgwtowC00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+G/I4I</latexit>

e53
<latexit sha1_base64="yaW8wTY02yL8m88AxVo+I4OeaEw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QL0VvXisYGyhjWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvQcepYuizWMSqGVKNgkv0DTcCm4lCGoUCG+HwZuI3nlBpHst7M0owiGhf8h5n1FjJx87p43mnXHGr7hRkkXg5qUCOeqf81e7GLI1QGiao1i3PTUyQUWU4EzgutVONCWVD2seWpZJGqINseuyYHFmlS3qxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KQtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpaZ3GWRcJqlByWaLeqkgJiaTz0mXK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp+SDcGbf3mR+CfVq6p3d1apXedpFOEADuEYPLiAGtxCHXxgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFoLTj6zD3/gfP4AigCOCg==</latexit>

e44

<latexit sha1_base64="E8ZBXVDaLdTjiXxRnyG2aFCgviQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+If44J</latexit>

e54

<latexit sha1_base64="u2er8THlAy2A0pxu559/5MjBAHY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXin9Uv695to9a8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGKAo4K</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YHpK0XztMhfLFxWLF3kc23pJ/s4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkot6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+LhY4L</latexit>

Figure 3.12: An example of an execution where Cepn is infeasible.
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<latexit sha1_base64="13X43LlxALZO4plvf4mQ9wmgz9Y=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi0SU5V0AbYKFsYiEajURJHjOq1Vx7FsB6mK+jdYGACx8mvY+De
sha1_base64="13X43LlxALZO4plvf4mQ9wmgz9Y=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi0SU5V0AbYKFsYiEajURJHjOq1Vx7FsB6mK+jdYGACx8mvY+De4bQZoedJJT+/d6e5eLDnTxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx60FmuCPVJxjPVi7GmnAnqG2Y47UlFcRpz+hiPb2b+4xNVmmXi3kwkDVM8FCxhBBsrBc2gy6KCysibNqN6w225c6BV4pWkASW6Uf0rGGQkT6kwhGOt+54rTVhgZRjhdFoLck0lJmM8pH1LBU6pDov5zVN0ZpUBSjJlSxg0V39PFDjVepLGtjPFZqSXvZn4n9fPTXIZFkzI3FBBFouSnCOToVkAaMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2ppoNwVt+eZX47dZVy7trNzrXZRpVOIFTOAcPLqADt9AFHwhIeIZXeHNy58V5dz4WrRWnnDmGP3A+fwB9ZpDd</latexit>

ep2

⇧ep2
<latexit sha1_base64="vzNrz845O3CFc8UPEV9DQuQriPs=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEHXKVylfBUYWixaJqUq6AFsFC2ORCFRqoshxL61Vx7FsB6mK+jdYGACx8mvY+De4bQZoedJJT+/d6e5eLDnTxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx60FmuKPg045nqxUQDZwJ8wwyHnlRA0pjDYzy+mfmPT6A0y8S9mUgIUzIULGGUGCsFzaDLogJk1J42o3rDbblz4FXilaSBSnSj+lcwyGiegjCUE637nitNWBBlGOUwrQW5BknomAyhb6kgKeiwmN88xWdWGeAkU7aEwXP190RBUq0naWw7U2JGetmbif95/dwkl2HBhMwNCLpYlOQcmwzPAsADpoAaPrGEUMXsrZiOiCLU2JhqNgRv+eVV4rdbVy3vrt3oXJdpVNEJOkXnyEMXqINuURf5iCKJntErenNy58V5dz4WrRWnnDlGf+B8/gB+65De</latexit>

…
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With epoch completeness we refer to the notion of capturing the (local) execution
n
of an epoch epn in a process p, also denoted as Eep
p . Given that every full epochcomplete snapshot implements an epoch cut, all message productions are included
in the snapshot and therefore, no messages in transit are considered in a captured
configuration. Mind that in this specification snapshots are not single-shot but
recurring and should satisfy Termination if no failures occur up to the complete
execution of an epoch.

Specification 4: Epoch Snapshotting (esnap)
Event Interface:
Indication: hrecord|p, n, sip i
Properties:
ESNAP1: Termination: Λ = Π in Eepn =⇒ hrecord|p, n, _i ∈ Ep , ∀p ∈ Π
ESNAP2: Validity: Configuration SCepn = {Πepn } is valid
ESNAP3: Epoch-Completeness: Configuration SCepn is epoch-complete

Snapshotting Approach: The in-flight marker-based snapshotting mechanism by
Chandy-Lamport that we analyzed previously in subsection 3.2.3 demonstrates how
to capture a consistent snapshot concurrently to the execution without the need for
blocking coordination. However, in the context of epoch-based processing it is not
capable of offering epoch-cuts as is. In the rest of this section, we present step-by-step
an alternative marker-forwarding protocol that satisfies validity (Theorem 3.2.2)
similarly to Chandy Lamport while also guaranteeing epoch completeness. For
better understanding, we break down our approach into three parts: 1) Snapshot
Initiation, 2) Epoch Alignment and 3) Cyclic State.
3.4.4.1

I) Snapshot Initiation

The Termination property of esnap hints that the protocol has to eventually yield
a snapshot per epoch. Therefore, we need a mechanism that initiates a snapshot
per epoch and eventually terminates for every task in Π. In Theorem 3.2.6 we
generalized the applicability of marker-forwarding snapshotting protocols to any
weakly connected graph. More concretely, we have proven that the marker-based
protocol terminates if initiated on a set of processes A that can in combination reach
the full graph. In the context of stream process graphs, the set of source tasks
satisfies this property. That means that an instance of the marker-based protocol
would eventually reach all processes if executed on a set of initiator processes A.

3.4 epoch-based reliable stream processing
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Algorithm 5: Epoch-Based Snapshots (Sources)

1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Implements: Epoch-Based Snapshotting (esnap)
Requires: FIFO Reliable Channel (Ip , Op )
Algorithm:
Op ← configured_channels;
sp ← ∅ ;

/* Source Task Logic
Upon hrcvd, mi
(sp ) ← process(sp , m, Op );

. volatile local state
*/

Upon hep|ni
esnap → hrecord|self, n, sp i;
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, n i;

Given that every source task eventually becomes aware of an epoch change at
the moment it processes an epoch event (e.g., hepn i for epoch n), it is natural to
also initiate the protocol at that very instant. In algorithm 5 we summarize the
epoch-based snapshot initiation logic for the source tasks. Mind that despite the
fact that source tasks always follow a strictly deterministic order of events, they do
have internal state. The internal state of the sources typically encapsulates the exact
point in their deterministic execution. For example, if a source task reads messages
from a logged message queue, its state is the read offset or pointer in that queue.
Furthermore, we attach the epoch number to markers, in order to make the current
epoch known to all receiving tasks and later simplify the collection of states based
on their respective epoch that they were captured. Overall, given that source tasks
have no input channels, the logic here is identical to that of the C-L algorithm.
3.4.4.2

II) Epoch Alignment

As we have concluded in Theorem 3.2.2, the marker-based “snapshot-and-forward”
logic can guarantee validity. It remains to examine the necessary modifications
needed to satisfy epoch completeness. In Figure 3.14 we depict a possible cut
consistent and associated (valid) snapshot based on the previous example of an
execution where epoch cuts are infeasible. Mind that message m is captured as part
of the snapshot. Instead, an epoch-complete cut should incorporate all remaining
productions e21
{e43 , e44 }. We can do so via a form of prioritization that we call
“epoch alignment”.
The epoch alignment mechanism allows tasks to complete all computation
associated with an epoch before proceeding further in an orthogonal manner to
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<latexit sha1_base64="WGVNRPrQOzM0tD/ZlFRkE4Vk6cc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpPu15vWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/bU2NbA==</latexit>

e31
e21 hepn i e41

e11

p1

<latexit sha1_base64="5OYf3ZMpm4wzRTkJ9pUWk+/o1bA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+dr3Hs26l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD8I4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KMYVPy+snkrMyQmQZRjtHam8sp8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T940EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGiv52PMevV615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWr209YFqM0TFCtO56bmiCnynAmcFLpZhpTykZ0gB1LJY1RB/ns2Ak5sUqfRImyJQ2Zqb8nchprPY5D2xlTM9SL3lT8z+tkJroMci7TzKBk80VRJohJyPRz0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNp2JD8BZfXib+Wf2q7t2d1xrXRRplOIJjOAUPLqABt9AEHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifP4DqjgQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9qJdpTm7jbA+lXu4SMWapUXHyD8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY897bPSqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCbY4F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ujXFc7dVE6Owk/ugnvkY6PTNzmw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rmLbQxrLZTtq1m92wuxFK6H/w4kHFqz/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpWWqKPhUcqk6IdHAmQDfMMOhkyggccihHY5vcr/9BEozKe7NJIEgJkPBIkaJsVIL+t7DeaVfrbl1dwa8TLyC1FCBZr/61RtImsYgDOVE667nJibIiDKMcphWeqmGhNAxGULXUkFi0EE2u3aKT6wywJFUtoTBM/X3REZirSdxaDtjYkZ60cvF/7xuaqLLIGMiSQ0IOl8UpRwbifPX8YApoIZPLCFUMXsrpiOiCDU2oDwEb/HlZeKf1a/q3t15rXFdpFFGR+gYnSIPXaAGukVN5COKHtEzekVvjnRenHfnY95acoqZQ/QHzucPuwOOGw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e2
e12 hep2n i e32

m

<latexit sha1_base64="0qmqu0DLyfyp+HN8LVXwsJEZR2U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXiN+qXde/2rNa8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGD8o4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y6NMkcYoZeC37Xbdr5w+gyleZv0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0169V6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmclLuZxpSyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qk6t0idRomxJQ2bq74mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3Ff/zOpmJLoOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiV+vXdW8u/Nq47pIowTHcAJn4MEFNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/btCNbQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cntf/d7iTvog6XGayVh46ddAH2s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0t5pr1pz6+4M5C/xClKDAs1e9bPbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmySp9EibIlDZmpPydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmughyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl/+S/yT+mXduz2rNa6KNMpwAIdwDB6cQwNuoAk+MBjAE7zAqyOcZ+fNeZ+3lpxiZh9+wfn4BnBTjW4=</latexit>

p2
p3

<latexit sha1_base64="B8RZeZg2l5pplS0xA1Cw24Nw61I=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdp73zXrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1e9avbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmxSp9EibIlDZmpvydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmugxyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3Z3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AHHWjW8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="t1VrbPP/DW+iMNlwiloTeHfu1Sw=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiieyiiXojevGIiQsksJJuKVDptpu2a0I2/AcvHtR49Qd589/YhT0o+JJJXt6bycy8MOZMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqWWiCPWJ5FK1Q6wpZ4L6hhlO27GiOAo5bYXjm8xvPVGlmRT3ZhLTIMJDwQaMYGOlJu3VHs5KvXLFrbozoGXi5aQCORq98le3L0kSUWEIx1p3PDc2QYqVYYTTaambaBpjMsZD2rFU4IjqIJ1dO0UnVumjgVS2hEEz9fdEiiOtJ1FoOyNsRnrRy8T/vE5iBpdBykScGCrIfNEg4chIlL2O+kxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2MDykLwFl9eJn6telX17s4r9es8jSIcwTGcggcXUIdbaIAPBB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbC04+cwh/4Hz+ALsFjhs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HlcALjQv+3hYT6Wjdm8iPEcbJiI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCb44F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e13

p4

e33 e43

e23

<latexit sha1_base64="o+ypjN59sHydfACG4MYkzhrg3+Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+ds8evW6l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD9I4G</latexit>

e14

<latexit sha1_base64="yey6hbIdZEArEmfvN/3x0r80iag=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/f8sdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+IfY4J</latexit>

e24

<latexit sha1_base64="sc8So1aMVah/Sa5oAzLqY5swAdA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxz+qXde+2UWteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCFeY4H</latexit>

e53

<latexit sha1_base64="034/ad3PvxvtLgYUU0NRAMwSZ2c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0msoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2WOuWK27VnYEsEy8nFcjR6Ja/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNjp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6OelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+G+o4I</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/gvd19Ee6mxZc/zJb/G4XqCtSQc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/fssdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14mfq16VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+Fd44H</latexit>

e34

<latexit sha1_base64="ibA+odXGl/qohdVNgX1rPcgQ21E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvXisYGyhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/+WOuVK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBhMu08ygZItFUSaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lfq16VfXu6pXGdZ5GEU7gFM7BgwtowC00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+G/I4I</latexit>

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="0+NTyCiCLYNZoG9stNQdrPwngIc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3Yi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxw1pn7rCZXmiXww4xSDmA4kjzijxkr3jZ7Xq1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNmrfHX7CctilIYJqnXHc1MT5FQZzgROyt1MY0rZiA6wY6mkMeogn506IadW6ZMoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2qGetGbiv95ncxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k36XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXde8u4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEf
sha1_base64="0+NTyCiCLYNZoG9stNQdrPwngIc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3Yi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxw1pn7rCZXmiXww4xSDmA4kjzijxkr3jZ7Xq1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNmrfHX7CctilIYJqnXHc1MT5FQZzgROyt1MY0rZiA6wY6mkMeogn506IadW6ZMoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2qGetGbiv95ncxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k36XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXde8u4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/KOyNPw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E8ZBXVDaLdTjiXxRnyG2aFCgviQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+If44J</latexit>

e63

<latexit sha1_base64="yaW8wTY02yL8m88AxVo+I4OeaEw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QL0VvXisYGyhjWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvQcepYuizWMSqGVKNgkv0DTcCm4lCGoUCG+HwZuI3nlBpHst7M0owiGhf8h5n1FjJx87p43mnXHGr7hRkkXg5qUCOeqf81e7GLI1QGiao1i3PTUyQUWU4EzgutVONCWVD2seWpZJGqINseuyYHFmlS3qxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KQtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpaZ3GWRcJqlByWaLeqkgJiaTz0mXK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp+SDcGbf3mR+CfVq6p3d1apXedpFOEADuEYPLiAGtxCHXxgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFoLTj6zD3/gfP4AigCOCg==</latexit>

e44
<latexit sha1_base64="u2er8THlAy2A0pxu559/5MjBAHY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXin9Uv695to9a8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGKAo4K</latexit>

e54
<latexit sha1_base64="YHpK0XztMhfLFxWLF3kc23pJ/s4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkot6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+LhY4L</latexit>

e73

e64

SC1 = {{s31 , s22 , s23 , s24 }, {m}}
<latexit sha1_base64="ySN0mPnfMty2qdkN+ixNfHRNc/s=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwUUqSFtSFUOzGZUVrC00bJtNpO3QmCTMToYR8iBt/xY0LFVeCC//GaZuFtl4Y7uGcc7lzjx8xKpVlfRu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3z9w/uJdhLDBp4pCFou0jSRgNSFNRxUg7EgRxn5GWP65P9dYDEZKGwZ2aRKTL0TCgA4qR0pRnVm69pO7ZKbyEbuIm0rN7lRKUntNzpq0yb9We46Yl7eBu6qaeWbTK1qzgMrAzUARZNTzz0+2HOOYkUJghKTu2FalugoSimJG04MaSRAiP0ZB0NAwQJ7KbzI5L4Ylm+nAQCv0CBWfs74kEcSkn3NdOjtRILmpT8j+tE6vBeTehQRQrEuD5okHMoArhNCnYp4JgxSYaICyo/ivEIyQQVjrPgg7BXjx5GTSd8kXZvqkWa1dZGnlwBI7BKbDBGaiBa9AATYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY27NGdnMIfhTxtcPCmOedw==</latexit>

F gure 3 14 A cons stent but not epoch-comp ete snapshot us ng C-L

A gor hm 6 Epoch-Based Snapsho s (Regu ar Tasks)
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3:
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mp ements: Epoch-Based Snapsho ng (esnap)
Requ res: F FO Re ab e Channe (Ip Op )
A gor thm:
(Ip Op ) ← configured_channe s

Enabled ← Ip
sp ← ∅

/* Common Task Logic
Upon hrcvd mi on c ∈ Enabled
sp ← process(sp m Op )

. vo a e oca s a e
*/

Upon hrcvd n i on c ∈ Enabled
esnap → hrecord self n sp i
Enabled ← Enabled/{c}
if Enabled = ∅ then
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend n i
Enabled ← Ip

the marker-forward ng og c that guarantees va d ty The goa s to turn any
execut on nto a feas b e one for epoch-cuts and therefore obta n a snapshot that s
both causa y cons stent (va d) and epoch-comp ete In a gor thm 6 we descr be
the comp ete og c of epoch a gnment as a m nor mod ficat on of the core C-L
protoco Epoch markers are aga n d ssem nated throughout the graph though
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with alignment we first make sure that all markers have been received along the
inputs before capturing the task state and disseminating further.

Figure 3.15: Alignment and Snapshotting Highlights.
Figure 3.15 depicts the steps prior to and during snapshotting in more detail.
When a task receives a marker on one of its channels, it removes that channel from
the “enabled” ones since all computation associated with the current epoch has
to complete before continuing further (Figure 3.15(a)). Once markers have been
received in all inputs (Figure 3.15(b)) the task can further capture its full state and
notify downstream tasks based on the marker-forwarding logic that maintains
causal consistency along the recording process of the global snapshot in the graph.
Example: In Figure 3.16 we visualize how epoch alignment can make epoch cuts
feasible in the context of the execution visited previously. Alignment takes place in
task p3 once it processes the epoch marker in event e33 . At that point e23 is removed
from the pending channels of p3 , prioritizing messages through e13 . Eventually,
the last epoch marker is being processed in e53 resulting into p3 dropping alignment,
snapshotting its state and propagating the epoch marker further to p4 . The resulting
cut C2 satisfies all properties of an epoch cut and thus C2 = Cepn .
3.4.4.3

Alignment vs Synchronous Epoch Commit

Epoch alignment effectively results into equivalent executions as the synchronous
epoch-based approach (commit per epoch). However, in contrast to the synchronous
approach, alignment does not hinder blocking synchronization since all tasks
continue their regular operation, while prioritizing pending work to complete an
epoch in a coordination-free fashion. The sole cost of alignment is limited to extra
in-transit latencies for messages within non-enabled channels (measured further in
chapter 4 section 4.4). In a typical push-pull messaging model that is employed in
most stream processing systems, channel omission can lead, in the worst case, into
disk spilling when allocated memory for network buffers reaches its limit. However,
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<latexit sha1_base64="WGVNRPrQOzM0tD/ZlFRkE4Vk6cc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpPu15vWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/bU2NbA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5OYf3ZMpm4wzRTkJ9pUWk+/o1bA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+dr3Hs26l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD8I4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KMYVPy+snkrMyQmQZRjtHam8sp8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T940EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGiv52PMevV615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWr209YFqM0TFCtO56bmiCnynAmcFLpZhpTykZ0gB1LJY1RB/ns2Ak5sUqfRImyJQ2Zqb8nchprPY5D2xlTM9SL3lT8z+tkJroMci7TzKBk80VRJohJyPRz0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNp2JD8BZfXib+Wf2q7t2d1xrXRRplOIJjOAUPLqABt9AEHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifP4DqjgQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9qJdpTm7jbA+lXu4SMWapUXHyD8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY897bPSqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCbY4F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ujXFc7dVE6Owk/ugnvkY6PTNzmw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rmLbQxrLZTtq1m92wuxFK6H/w4kHFqz/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpWWqKPhUcqk6IdHAmQDfMMOhkyggccihHY5vcr/9BEozKe7NJIEgJkPBIkaJsVIL+t7DeaVfrbl1dwa8TLyC1FCBZr/61RtImsYgDOVE667nJibIiDKMcphWeqmGhNAxGULXUkFi0EE2u3aKT6wywJFUtoTBM/X3REZirSdxaDtjYkZ60cvF/7xuaqLLIGMiSQ0IOl8UpRwbifPX8YApoIZPLCFUMXsrpiOiCDU2oDwEb/HlZeKf1a/q3t15rXFdpFFGR+gYnSIPXaAGukVN5COKHtEzekVvjnRenHfnY95acoqZQ/QHzucPuwOOGw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e2
e12 hep2n i e32
<latexit sha1_base64="0qmqu0DLyfyp+HN8LVXwsJEZR2U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXiN+qXde/2rNa8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGD8o4G</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y6NMkcYoZeC37Xbdr5w+gyleZv0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0169V6m6NXcGsky8glShQLNX+er2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmclLuZxpSyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qk6t0idRomxJQ2bq74mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3Ff/zOpmJLoOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiV+vXdW8u/Nq47pIowTHcAJn4MEFNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/btCNbQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cntf/d7iTvog6XGayVh46ddAH2s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu0t5pr1pz6+4M5C/xClKDAs1e9bPbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmySp9EibIlDZmpPydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmughyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl/+S/yT+mXduz2rNa6KNMpwAIdwDB6cQwNuoAk+MBjAE7zAqyOcZ+fNeZ+3lpxiZh9+wfn4BnBTjW4=</latexit>

p2
p3

<latexit sha1_base64="B8RZeZg2l5pplS0xA1Cw24Nw61I=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdp73zXrXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs1e9avbT1gWozRMUK07npuaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmxSp9EibIlDZmpvydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmugxyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3Z3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AHHWjW8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="t1VrbPP/DW+iMNlwiloTeHfu1Sw=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiieyiiXojevGIiQsksJJuKVDptpu2a0I2/AcvHtR49Qd589/YhT0o+JJJXt6bycy8MOZMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqWWiCPWJ5FK1Q6wpZ4L6hhlO27GiOAo5bYXjm8xvPVGlmRT3ZhLTIMJDwQaMYGOlJu3VHs5KvXLFrbozoGXi5aQCORq98le3L0kSUWEIx1p3PDc2QYqVYYTTaambaBpjMsZD2rFU4IjqIJ1dO0UnVumjgVS2hEEz9fdEiiOtJ1FoOyNsRnrRy8T/vE5iBpdBykScGCrIfNEg4chIlL2O+kxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2MDykLwFl9eJn6telX17s4r9es8jSIcwTGcggcXUIdbaIAPBB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbC04+cwh/4Hz+ALsFjhs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HlcALjQv+3hYT6Wjdm8iPEcbJiI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxG/XLund7VmteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCCb44F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZG5qYWGw8Bd6i6upaTQK+/49GcE=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL4tF8FQSEdRb0YvHCsYWmhA220m7dLMJuxuhhFz8K148qHj1b3jz35ikOWjrg4G3782wMy9IOFPasr6NpeWV1bX1xkZzc2t7Z9fc239QcSopODTmsewHRAFnAhzNNId+IoFEAYdeMLkp/d4jSMVica+nCXgRGQkWMkp0IfnmocuJGHHAkPiZyLErq2fTN1tW26qAF4ldkxaq0fXNL3cY0zQCoSknSg1sK9FeRqRmlEPedFMFCaETMoJBQQWJQHlZdUCOTwpliMNYFiU0rtTfExmJlJpGQdEZET1W814p/ucNUh1eehkTSapB0NlHYcqxjnGZBh4yCVTzaUEIlazYFdMxkYTqIrMyBHv+5EXinLWv2vbdeatzXafRQEfoGJ0iG12gDrpFXeQginL0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesdcmoZw7QHxifP4ycle0=</latexit>

e13

e23 e33

<latexit sha1_base64="o+ypjN59sHydfACG4MYkzhrg3+Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokK6q3oxWMFYwttLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4MXDype/UPe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ5vJn7zCZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxko+ds8evW6l6tbcKcgi8QpShQKNbuWr00tYFqM0TFCt256bmiCnynAmcFzuZBpTyoa0j21LJY1RB/n02DE5tkqPRImyJQ2Zqr8nchprPYpD2xlTM9Dz3kT8z2tnJroMci7TzKBks0VRJohJyORz0uMKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyozNp2xD8OZfXiT+ae2q5t2dV+vXRRolOIQjOAEPLqAOt9AAHxhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1iWnmDmAP3A+fwCD9I4G</latexit>

p4

<latexit sha1_base64="/gvd19Ee6mxZc/zJb/G4XqCtSQc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/fssdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14mfq16VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+Fd44H</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="034/ad3PvxvtLgYUU0NRAMwSZ2c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0msoN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2WOuWK27VnYEsEy8nFcjR6Ja/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25iQkyqgxnAielTqoxoWxEB9i2VNIIdZDNjp2QE6v0SD9WtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRaDsjaoZ60ZuK/3nt1PQvg4zLJDUo2XxRPxXExGT6OelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXiLLy8T/6x6VfXuziv16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+G+o4I</latexit>

e14
<latexit sha1_base64="sc8So1aMVah/Sa5oAzLqY5swAdA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x6PWqNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9apf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQ5VYYzgZNKN9OYUjaiA+xYKmmMOshnx07IiVX6JEqULWnITP09kdNY63Ec2s6YmqFe9Kbif14nM9FFkHOZZgYlmy+KMkFMQqafkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsPhUbgrf48jLxz+qXde+2UWteFWmU4QiO4RQ8OIcm3EALfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gCFeY4H</latexit>

e24
<latexit sha1_base64="ibA+odXGl/qohdVNgX1rPcgQ21E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvXisYGyhjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6W/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoQSeZYuizRCSqHVKNgkv0DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZua3nlBpnsh7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/+WOuVK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR7JW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQkmVBnOBE5L3UxjStmIDrBjqaQx6mAyP3ZKzqzSJ1GibElD5urviQmNtR7Hoe2MqRnqZW8m/ud1MhNdBhMu08ygZItFUSaIScjsc9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lfq16VfXu6pXGdZ5GEU7gFM7BgwtowC00wQcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+G/I4I</latexit>

e53

e43

e63

<latexit sha1_base64="yaW8wTY02yL8m88AxVo+I4OeaEw=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QL0VvXisYGyhjWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvQcepYuizWMSqGVKNgkv0DTcCm4lCGoUCG+HwZuI3nlBpHst7M0owiGhf8h5n1FjJx87p43mnXHGr7hRkkXg5qUCOeqf81e7GLI1QGiao1i3PTUyQUWU4EzgutVONCWVD2seWpZJGqINseuyYHFmlS3qxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KQtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpaZ3GWRcJqlByWaLeqkgJiaTz0mXK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp+SDcGbf3mR+CfVq6p3d1apXedpFOEADuEYPLiAGtxCHXxgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFoLTj6zD3/gfP4AigCOCg==</latexit>

e73

<latexit sha1_base64="wSnpm/y3T8fCTd8SvqK0i7LIlHU=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU/LgVvXisYGyhjWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvQcepYuizWMSqGV
sha1_base64="wSnpm/y3T8fCTd8SvqK0i7LIlHU=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU/LgVvXisYGyhjWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6G/w4kHFq3/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvQcepYuizWMSqGVKNgkv0DTcCm4lCGoUCG+HwZuI3nlBpHst7M0owiGhf8h5n1FjJx87p43mnXHGr7hRkkXg5qUCOeqf81e7GLI1QGiao1i3PTUyQUWU4EzgutVONCWVD2seWpZJGqINseuyYHFmlS3qxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KQtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpaZ3GWRcJqlByWaLeqkgJiaTz0mXK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp+SDcGbf3mR+CfVq6p3d1apXedpFOEADuEYPLiAGtxCHXxgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFoLTj6zD3/gfP4Ai4OOCw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yey6hbIdZEArEmfvN/3x0r80iag=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY/f8sdYtV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+IfY4J</latexit>

e34

e44

<latexit sha1_base64="E8ZBXVDaLdTjiXxRnyG2aFCgviQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oN6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+If44J</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="u2er8THlAy2A0pxu559/5MjBAHY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWMFpoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAh3B0PfUfnlBpnsg7M04xiOlA8ogzaqzkY6/x2OhVa27dnYEsE68gNSjQ6lW/uv2EZTFKwwTVuuO5qQlyqgxnAieVbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdZDPjp2QE6v0SZQoW9KQmfp7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO96E3F/7xOZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhEw/J32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/x5WXin9Uv695to9a8KtIowxEcwyl4cA5NuIEW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AGKAo4K</latexit>

e54
<latexit sha1_base64="YHpK0XztMhfLFxWLF3kc23pJ/s4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkot6KXjxWMLbQxrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqzkY7f2eN4tV9yqOwNZJl5OKpCj0S1/dXoxSyOUhgmqddtzExNkVBnOBE5KnVRjQtmIDrBtqaQR6iCbHTshJ1bpkX6sbElDZurviYxGWo+j0HZG1Az1ojcV//PaqelfBhmXSWpQsvmifiqIicn0c9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzadkQ/AWX14m/ln1qurd1Sr16zyNIhzBMZyCBxdQh1togA8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx+LhY4L</latexit>

e64

C2
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SC2 = {s31 s22 s53 s44 }
F gure 3 16 An epoch-comp ete snapshot us ng epoch a gnment
cred t-based flow contro can a so be ssued n order to avo d push ng messages on
channe s that are non-pend ng from rece v ng tasks
3444

) Cyc c State

So far we have on y cons dered the case where the stream process graph s a
d rected acyc c graph However t s often requ red to ncorporate c osed oops of
tasks n stream process ng graphs (e g n mach ne earn ng and graph process ng
app cat ons) We dent fy two ma n cha enges re ated to cyc c graphs 1) A
product on tree w th n a cyc e s not guaranteed to be bounded and thus t can
potent a y progress nfin te y That wou d n turn mean that an epoch s not
guaranteed to comp ete 2) Epoch a gnment dead ock as- s f there ex sted a oop n
the graph That s due to the fact that the protoco progresses on y f a preced ng
computat on on an epoch has comp eted Hence a c rcu ar dependency wou d
make such a cond t on unsat sfiab e
G ven that exp c t oops d sa ow epoch-based execut on we can on y dea
w th such ssues nd rect y Cons der a process graph w th cyc es such as the
one dep cted n F gure 3 17 Loops are formed by strong y connected components
n a stream process graph Conceptua y f we co apse each strong y connected
component nto a s ng e task (e g oops A and B n F gure 3 17) we get a d rected
acyc c graph Assum ng that we are ab e to emp oy any epoch-based execut on n
that conceptua eve the comp ete state of Loop A and B at the pass of an epoch
wou d n fact be the r n-progress computat on a comb nat on of nterna states
and n-trans t messages Th s concept encapsu ates our approach to dea ng w th
oops wh ch we descr be n a methodo ogy compr s ng of two steps 1) Back-Edge
Ident ficat on and 2) Loop Expans on as descr bed be ow Our methodo ogy s
genera and t can be used to break oops n any strong y connected component
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Loop A

sources
sinks

Loop B

Figure 3.17: An example of a process graph with two loops.

Back-edge Identification: In the best case, loops can be explicitly defined at a higher
level programming model (see chapter 6). However, there also exist compositional
dataflow programming systems that allow loops to be composed arbitrarily (e.g.,
Apache Storm [38]), similarly to go-to statements in imperative programming. In
the most general case each loop can be inferred using a typical strongly connected
component detection algorithm [75] in a depth-first traversal of the process graph
at compilation time. Given a set of tasks per loop it is then possible to define an
entry task based on the highest dominance value [76]. Typically, in stream process
graphs the entry task corresponds to the one that maintains the most input edges
external to the loop (since all stream flow passes through that node). An edge
(channel) within the cycle that points to the entry task is also known as a back-edge.
In Figure 3.18(a) we highlight in red each selected back-edge per loop.
Loop Expansion: Given that we all back-edges are identified, the next step is to
eliminate cycles via a process we call “Loop Expansion”. We replace each back-edge
with two tasks, a source task called “Loop Head” and a sink task called “Loop Tail”.
Each pair of Head and Tail is interconnected with a hidden channel that we call
phantom channel. All messages that traverse the phantom channel are processed by
the Head as regular input records. This way our graph is a directed acyclic graph
and can respect epochs since each Loop Head is able, as every other regular source
to process epoch events and therefore determine which part of the in-transit (cyclic)
computation belongs to an epoch. This approach works seamlessly for nested loops
as well since every cycle will be transformed into an acyclic graph with a source and
a sink, eliminating any cyclic dependencies and allowing epoch-based progress.
The Loop Head tasks incorporate our final variant of the epoch-based snapshotting protocol, summarized in algorithm 7 which guarantees to capture the current
state of each loop (messages in transit) at the moment an epoch changes. The overall
logic is identical to Chandy-Lamport snapshots since all in-transit messages are
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phantom channel

a) Back-edge Identification

b) Loop Expansion

Figure 3.18: Process Graph Transformation Steps for Loops
recorded up to the completion of an epoch. However, we only apply this logic at
Loop Head nodes, where that functionality is necessary in the context of a strongly
connected component.
We visualize each step of this algorithm variant in Figure 3.19, starting at the
instant that a loop head task receives an epoch change event. As depicted in
Figure 3.19(a)), markers are first inserted within the respected cycle through the
head task. From that point until a marker is processed back at the head (after
traversing the whole cycle) all messages forwarded at the head through the phantom
channel are being also logged into the head’s snapshotted state since they precede
the marker and therefore belong to preceding epochs (similar to the C-L algorithm).
Once the marker is received back at the head (Figure 3.19(c)) its message log is
committed as part of its internal state and the protocol terminates (Figure 3.19(d)).

3.4.5

Analysis of Asynchronous Epoch Snapshots

The epoch-based snapshotting protocol presented inherits the core invariants of the
C-L protocol when it comes to termination and validity, while also satisfying epoch
completeness. In this section, we will examine these properties and prove them in
the context of epoch-based stream processing.
3.4.5.1

Termination

In section 3.2.4.2 we have proven the termination property of the marker-forwarding
logic in the C-L protocol which we further generalized to weakly connected graphs
with multiple initiators in Definition 3.2.6. According to these observations, any
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Algorithm 7: Epoch-Based Snapshots (Loop Heads)

1:
2:
3:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:

Implements: Epoch-Based Snapshotting (esnap)
Requires: FIFO Reliable Channel (Op )
Algorithm:
(Op ) ← configured_channels;
recording ← false;
sp ← ∅ ;

. logged in-transit state

/* Loop Head Logic
Upon hep|ni
recording ← true ;
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, n i;
Upon hrcvd, n i on phantom_channel
esnap → hrecord|self, n, sp i;
sp ← ∅;
Upon hrcvd, mi on phantom_channel
if recording then
sp ← sp ∪ m ;
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, mi;

Figure 3.19: Cycle Snapshotting Highlights.

*/
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marker-forwarding protocol for snapshotting can terminate if a marker reaches all
channels in a process graph. The alignment logic that we have added for epoch
completeness affects only prioritization across channels and does not alter the fact
that a marker will be in fact delivered across a channel if it has been previously sent
(including the phantom channel we have introduced in loops).
Proof. It suffices to show that the following two conditions are satisfied:
1 There exists a set of initiating processes A ⊆ Π :
Π/A ⊆ {q ∈ Π|∃p(p ∈ A ∧ p ∼ q)}
2 The protocol is instantiated on every initiating process per epoch.
Condition 1. is satisfied by the properties of a stream process graph itself, including
the transformations we introduced for strongly connected components. Effectively,
the set of regular sources and the loop heads satisfy the necessary reachability
condition.
Condition 2. is satisfied by Algorithms 5 and 7 that describe the initiating logic in
both regular sources and loop heads. Given that an epoch event is guaranteed to be
received during an epoch change hep|ii ∈ Ep , ∀p ∈ A, the algorithm proceeds with
the regular marker-forwarding logic within the same action. Furthermore, based
that monotonicity property of epoch events given in Definition3.4.1 it is guaranteed
that the protocol will be initiated and terminated in strict epoch order.
Finally, we should add that similar to the C-L algorithm, the termination of an
instance of the protocol can only be guaranteed if all of the participating processes
are correct during the system execution, up to its completion.
3.4.5.2

Validity

Despite the addition of the alignment mechanism, epoch-based snapshots preserve
the same marker-forwarding logic of C-L according to Theorem 3.2.2 and also rely
on FIFO reliable channels to guarantee validity.
Proof. Each local snapshotting action eq in a process q ∈ Π is causally related to
the snapshotting action ep of an adjacent process p in a stream process graph (i.e.,
ep ≺ eq ) via the the forwarding of a special marker included in that action that
separates all events the precede and follow a specific epoch cut. In Section 3.2.4.3,
we have proven that this principle is equivalent to maintaining causal consistency
during snapshot acquisition (summarized in Theorem 3.2.2) and therefore it is
guaranteed that the final configuration of each epoch snapshot is valid.
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Epoch Completeness

Epoch-completeness is satisfied via the the special initiation of the protocol based
on epoch events as well as the alignment mechanism. In fact, the action of an epoch
change at a source task corresponds to a marker-based snapshot initiation. Then
alignment makes sure that all pending productions of an epoch, relevant to a task,
are being processed before any message that belongs to a succeeding epoch.
Proof. There are three invariants associated with epoch-completeness that have to
be satisfied by a snapshot SCepi of an epoch epi .
Inv. 1. (hepi i ≺ e) =⇒ (e ∈
/ Cepi )
Inv. 2. (e ≺ hepi i) =⇒ (e ∈ Cepi )
Inv. 3. ((e ∈ Cepi ) ∧ (e

e 0 )) =⇒ (e 0 ∈ Cepi )

Proof [Inv. 2]: Given that epoch change events occur solely on source tasks, and no
event at a source task is causally dependent on events occurring on other processes,
the condition e ≺ hep|ii applies only to local event order at a source. Therefore, we
only need to prove that for each source task p ∈ A, (e ≤p hep|ii) =⇒ (e ≤p ep ).
Based on the source task logic described in algorithm 5, the snapshotting action
ep occurs at the reception of an epoch marker and thus, ep = hep|ii. It therefore
derives directly that invariant 2 is always satisfied. Note that the same epoch
change occurs on Loop Head source tasks. The only difference in the case of Loop
Heads is the in-transit logging of messages in a loop which correspond to pending
productions of the currently snapshotting epoch (until the marker arrives back via
the phantom channel), thus it is guaranteed that (e ≺ hepi i) =⇒ (e ∈ Cepi ) even
in that case.
Proof [Inv.1+3]: Inv.1 refers to the exclusion of events corresponding to messages
after an epoch change, while, Invariant 3 refers to the inclusion of all events caused
by messages preceding an epoch change. We need to prove that both are satisfied
on every task in the system. Given the algorithm variants we further separate the
cases of source and regular tasks.
I) Source Tasks(p ∈ A): Given the strict local execution order and the fact that
ep = hep|ii, inv.1 is always satisfied. Furthermore, Inv.3 considers event productions
and hence it can never be violated for source tasks given that they don’t consume
input messages.
II) Regular Tasks(p ∈ Π/A): The epoch alignment mechanism of algorithm 6 with
FIFO channels suffice to satisfy both. According to epoch alignment, an input
channel cpq of a task q ∈ Π becomes disabled from the time a marker arrives in a
channel until the last marker is received and the process p executes the snapshotting
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and marker-forwarding action. For brevity, we will refer to those two events as
eq pq and eq respectively and summarize the alignment condition in 3.11.
Alignment Condition: Given adjacent processes p, q ∈ Π/A the alignment

mechanism enforces the following condition:

6 ∃eq = hproc, mpq , Miq ∈ Eq : eq pq ≤q eq ≤q eq

(3.11)

Via (3.11) the proof of Invariants 1 and 3 follows a similar logic: For Inv.1, assume
by contradiction that hep|ii ≺ eq ∧eq ∈ Cepii . Based on the marker forwarding logic
in a channel, let that be cpq , it is known that eq pq ≺ eq , since eq = hproc, mpq , Mi
(1). From (1) and (3.11) it can only be true that eq pq ≤q eq ≤q eq and thus,
eq 6∈ Cepi which leads to a contradiction ⇒⇐.
Similarly, for invariant 3, given an event ep ∈ Ep and the production ep
eq ,
let us assume by contradiction the following: (ep ∈ Cepi ) ∧ (eq 6∈ Cepi ). Since
ep ∈ Cepi , that event precedes the snapshotting event on process p: ep ≤p ep (2).
Both of these events create productions in process q: ep
eq and ep
eq pq .
Via FIFO delivery (FIFORC4) we can maintain the delivery order of (2) to their
productions from p to q given the fifo property of cpq . Therefore, eq ≤q eq pq (3).
However by applying the epoch alignment condition (3.11) to (3) we have eq ≤q eq
and finally arrive to contradiction eq ∈ Cepi ∧ eq 6∈ Cepi ⇒⇐.
We thus know that Inv.3 is satisfied for a single production. Via the transitive
property of productions the proof extends trivially to arbitrary production trees via
induction on the path of channels from p to q where p ∼ q.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the fundamental execution model primitives and
specifications of reliable data stream processing. Our analysis addresses a set
of universal challenges when it comes to reliable stream processing, including
the ability to recover from failures, reconfigure a continuous stream processing
execution as well as to version and identify side effects of a distributed, eventbased stream computation in a causally consistent manner. To that end, we
proposed the Epoch-Based Stream Processing model according to which a stream
computation is divided into a series of epochs that atomically commit the state of
an execution. Furthermore, we showed how the epoch commit protocol can operate
asynchronously to the stream computation via epoch-based snapshotting, a stricter
form of a causally consistent snapshot that extracts a valid system configuration
while respecting epoch order, a necessary property in our execution model. Our
proposed marker-based mechanism can work on any weakly connected, static graph
of processes with optional cycles and it has been proven to satisfy all necessary safety
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and liveness properties of epoch-based snapshotting. Given that this chapter focuses
solely on the fundamentals, we skip the discussion on design principles and instead
summarize the complete analysis in chapter 4. The integration of asynchronous
epoch commits in Apache Flink further showcases how this underlying execution
model can support complex operations in a widely deployed, production-grade
scalable stream processing system.

chapter

4
State Management in Flink
As presented previously in chapter 3, asynchronous epoch commits via snapshotting
suffice to offer transactional processing guarantees without blocking synchronization
and coordination in the context of distributed data streaming. This chapter presents
in more detail a concrete adaptation of these techniques within Apache Flink’s
end-to-end runtime. We describe how the principles we introduced work in practice
and drive stateful processing inside and outside the Flink system. Flink’s runtime
can support continuous long-running task executions without interruptions, while
allowing side effects of epochs to commit asynchronously, outside the critical path
of the computation. Aside the core snapshotting mechanism, many other related
operational mechanisms are made transparent to the user, posing no restrictions on
Flink’s expressive programming model and thus allowing arbitrary operations on
partitioned state.
The outline of the chapter goes as follows: section 4.1 describes the internal
runtime components of Flink that participate in the state aquisition mechanism
and the concrete end-to-end epoch commit protocol as well as its interactions with
various backends developed by the Flink community. Then, section 4.2 1offers
an in-depth overview of Flink’s reconfiguration mechanism and related choices
regarding repartitionable state in the system. Section 4.3 introduces the concept of
external query isolation and application execution provenance tracking, two useful
operations that build on epoch commits. Then, section 4.4 presents the costs and
benefits of epoch-based snapshots based on production statistics gathered during
a long large-scale deployment of Flink. Finally, section 4.5 discusses existing and
potential optimisations such as incremental snapshots and dynamic reconfiguration,
followed by acknowledgements in section 4.7 and a summary in section 4.8 covering
the use of our core design principles.
1Sections 4.2 and 4.4 include previously-published content [29] as-is.
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Figure 4.1: A Detailed Overview of Flink’s Runtime.

4.1

Asynchronous Epoch Commit Integration

Flink’s distributed runtime has a master-slave architecture similar to Spark and
Hadoop MapReduce. Yet, in contrast to batch-centric application management [12]
that builds on staged, short-running computation, Flink employs a schedule-once,
long-running allocation of tasks. Nevertheless, through the use of epochs and
corresponding state backends that abstract operations on state the system is able
reconfigure applications (e.g., scale-out) and re-allocate application state on-demand
while offering reliable processing guarantees (via atomic epoch commits). This
approach minimizes management overhead while allowing for further adaptation
to hardware or software changes or partial failures that can potentially occur. We
first explain the overall design choices and then focus on each respective mechanism
related to epoch-based snapshots in more detail.

4.1.1

Architecture Breakdown

In Figure 4.1 we provide an overview of all Flink runtime components and their
purpose, which we describe in more detail below.
Client: The client library provides support for static type checking and compilation
of Flink programs. In chapter 2 we sketched most operational semantics of stream
operations from the programmer’s perspective. An operation corresponds to a
unary (e.g., map, filter, fold, window) or n-ary higher-order function (e.g., join,
co-map, co-flatmap) and is parametrized with user-defined function literals. The
Flink client compiles operations to a logical graph of tasks, encapsulating each
independent application component and its data dependencies to other components.
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A task in the final optimised graph corresponds to a single or multiple (chained)
logical operators compiled by Flink’s graph generator and optimiser (see chapter 2).
The client provides a command line interface (CLI) to compile, submit, monitor and
reconfigure running applications and thus serves as a complete interface to Flink’s
distributed runtime.
JobManager: The JobManager is a JVM process that maintains a global view and
control of each running application, including corresponding tasks and their locally
managed states. The role of the JobManager is crucial to epoch-based execution since
it is the intermediary that triggers epoch-change events, collects recorded snapshots
and notifies back tasks about completed epochs, as part of the asynchronous epoch
commit protocol. Furthermore, it employs heartbeat-based failure-detection and
monitoring of all Flink cluster resources. Every action of the Job Manager that alters
the metadata of an application (e.g., scheduling, reconfiguration, epoch completion
etc.) is first committed in a Zookeeper quorum [77]. This allows for passive-standby
deployments that can guarantee a consistent system execution which can deal with
all types of failures, including master node failures. All communication with the
client and the local workers (TaskManagers) respects an asynchronous RPC-based
protocol that does not interfere with data channels used by the application tasks.
TaskManager: Each logical task of an application is scheduled and physically
executed in parallel across multiple workers. Physical tasks are granted access to
two major resources: network channels and state. The overall resources available in
a worker should be shared efficiently and in isolation by multiple physical tasks
(typically assigned to dedicated containers using YARN [48] or Mesos [49]). This is
the work of the TaskManager JVM process, which also serves as the main proxy
between physical tasks and the JobManager. JobManager processes are stateless and
employ policy-based networking and state access while executing requests received
from the JobManager. Data channels between task threads are multiplexed into
shared TCP connections with shared buffers for serialization/deserialization needs
and deadlocks are typically avoided through in-flight flow control. State backends
are a modular way to make state operations transparent to the physical state’s
location and representation. Flink supports plug-in backends for locally embedded
databases (e.g., RocksDB), external partitioned logs (Kafka, Pravega, Kinesis etc.)
and external multiversion concurrency control-enabled (mvcc) databases without
requiring any changes in the user program. Most importantly, physical state
is almost always kept outside the heap and managed externally to the JVM for
scalability and performance (no garbage collection).

4.1.2

Task Design and Process Model

Physical tasks in Flink adopt the stream process model presented in subsubsection 3.3.1.1 and therefore follow a strict message-based control flow, manipulating
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Figure 4.2: Component Design of Physical Tasks.
state and generating output records within an atomic action triggered by an input
message. In an epoch-based execution with reliable processing guarantees no
indirect communication or external connections are supported in that critical path.
However, external asynchronous communication mechanisms are used for auxiliary
purposes such as the epoch commit protocol presented later.
In Figure 4.2 we depict how physical tasks are modeled from a component design
point of view. The logic within a physical task gets invoked per input message
received from one of its FIFO channels. A task can read, write or issue snapshotting
operations on its managed state as well as send output messages through a collector
interface (“collect” flushes messages downstream). Both implementations of FIFO
channels and managed state are provided by the TaskManager. Furthermore, at
the end of a complete epoch, each task provides a reference of its snapshotted
state which is collected via asynchronous RPC issued by the Job Manager. For
convenience, the channel prioritization logic required by the alignment phase of
the epoch-based protocol is implemented by the FIFO channels provided by the
IOManager component.

4.1.3

Protocol Implementation

Flink makes use of the Asynchronous Epoch Commit protocol (see chapter 3
section 3.3) , guaranteeing that all events in an execution up to an epoch and their
internal and external state operations are atomically committed to stable storage.
The implemented protocol includes all asynchronous communication steps between
a Snapshot Coordinator process (JobManager), Physical Tasks (TaskManager) and
respective state backends. An instance of the protocol runs per epoch change and is
initiated by the coordinator while supporting concurrent instances of the protocol.

4.1 asynchronous epoch commit integration

The Epoch Commit Protocol
1a Prepare (epoch change)
1b Pre-Commit (snapshot)
1c Prepared/Aborted

Snapshot Coordinator
2b

2a Commit
2b Mark Committed

ep3
<latexit sha1_base64="CaMgem4iJdX/WSpcPmWVDNfHtLQ=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTss1I5oY4mJByRwIXvLHKzs7V5290zIhf9gY6HG1h9k579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZemHCmjet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0jJVFHwquVSdkGjgTIBvmOHQSRSQOOTQDse3M7/9BEozKR7MJIEgJkPBIkaJsVKrCkn/otovV9yaOwdeJV5OKihHs1/+6g0kTWMQhnKidddzExNkRBlGOUxLvVRDQuiYDKFrqSAx6CCbXzvFZ1YZ4EgqW8Lgufp7IiOx1pM4tJ0xMSO97M3E/7xuaqKrIGMiSQ0IulgUpRwbiWev4wFTQA2fWEKoYvZWTEdEEWpsQCUbgrf88irx67XrmndfrzRu8jSK6ASdonPkoUvUQHeoiXxE0SN6Rq/ozZHOi/PufCxaC04+c4z+wPn8AedOjjc=</latexit>

1a

ep2
<latexit sha1_base64="z9CVsa1AwNEQL3Y4wGwyBT8FqxM=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5I5G7Yg2lph4QAIXsrfMwcre7mV3z4QQ/oONhRpbf5Cd/8YFrlDwJZO8vDeTmXlRypk2nvftrK1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OmlpmiGFDJpWpHRCNnAgPDDMd2qpAkEcdWNLqd+a0nVJpJ8WDGKYYJGQgWM0qMlZoVTHu1Sq9U9qreHO4q8XNShhyNXumr25c0S1AYyonWHd9LTTghyjDKcVrsZhpTQkdkgB1LBUlQh5P5tVP33Cp9N5bKljDuXP09MSGJ1uMksp0JMUO97M3E/7xOZuKrcMJEmhkUdLEozrhrpDt73e0zhdTwsSWEKmZvdemQKEKNDahoQ/CXX14lQa16XfXva+X6TZ5GAU7hDC7Ah0uowx00IAAKj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq1rTj5zAn/gfP4A5cqONg==</latexit>
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1c

2a

1b

ep1

Output Logs

ep3

<latexit sha1_base64="v65U5OrQoaYDLtbrHtJwUMc3exA=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZCCZW5I5G7Yg2lph4QAIXsrcMsLJ3e9ndMyEX/oONhRpbf5Cd/8YFrlDwJZO8vDeTmXlhIrg2rvvtrK1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+Omlqli6DMppGqHVKPgMfqGG4HtRCGNQoGtcHw781tPqDSX8YOZJBhEdBjzAWfUWKlZwaTnVXqlslt15yCrxMtJGXI0eqWvbl+yNMLYMEG17nhuYoKMKsOZwGmxm2pMKBvTIXYsjWmEOsjm107JuVX6ZCCVrdiQufp7IqOR1pMotJ0RNSO97M3E/7xOagZXQcbjJDUYs8WiQSqIkWT2OulzhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGBlS0IXjLL68Sv1a9rnr3tXL9Jk+jAKdwBhfgwSXU4Q4a4AODR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9Y1J585gT9wPn8A5EaONQ==</latexit>
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Figure 4.3: Overview of Epoch Commit with Snapshots.

If an instance gets aborted (e.g., due to a partial failure) the system rolls-back
all pre-committed changes and the execution restarts from the latest committed
epoch. Most importantly, the epoch commit protocol is being executed concurrently
with the physical task execution and does not influence the critical part of the
computation. In Figure 4.3 we visualize each communication step of the epoch
commit protocol and further explain each step below.
Prepare Phase: The prepare phase starts once the snapshot coordinator issues an
epoch change. This can occur periodically (e.g., every 20 seconds) or as an adhoc
request from the user. In both cases, the coordinator broadcasts an epoch change
message (1a) to all TaskManager nodes which in turn initiates the epoch-based
snapshotting protocol described in section 3.4 at all source tasks including marker
dissemination and epoch alignment. Eventually, if no failures occur, every physical
task triggers a local snapshot on its managed state and an acknowledgment is
sent back to the coordinator (record notification). We call each local snapshotting
operation a pre-commit step (1b). In the case of operators with a local state backend
the pre-commit is a copy operation of the state to an external file system. However,
in the case of an external state backend, a pre-commit locks remote changes to
allow for no further operations and to prepare it for the final commit. Nevertheless,
neither the snapshotted states nor the externally pre-committed states should be
accessible at this point since the epoch is not yet committed. The prepare phase ends
once all tasks have notified the coordinator with a “prepared” acknowledgment (1c).
That can only happen after the snapshotting algorithm has finished. If a partial
error (abort message) or global timeout occurs during the process the protocol
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aborts.
Commit Phase: The commit phase begins once all “Prepared” commands are
received by the coordinator. The purpose of the commit phase is to confirm
all pre-commited states for external access. The Snapshot Coordinator initiates
the commit phase by broadcasting a “Commit Epoch” message to all tasks (2a)
which in turn commit pending epochs at the backends (2b). This action can be
invoked concurrently to the task execution by the TaskManager, thus, inducing no
performance impact on the critical execution path. The commit phase is especially
important for external state backends in order to make all external changes visible
to the outside (e.g., pre-committed output streams). Failures can potentially occur
during this phase which can lead to incomplete committed changes in an epoch.
However, this does not violate any system guarantees. Given that all changes are
at least guaranteed to be pre-committed at this point, pending commits can be
eventually re-issued during the rollback mechanism (explained below) to finalize
the process.
Summary: Epoch commit is a special-purpose two-phase commit protocol that provides transactional processing guarantees. The usage of asynchronous epoch-based
snapshots for pre-committing all side-effects yields several important observations.
First, no commit operation affects the runtime performance (i.e., throughput) of the
system. The commit protocol simply makes all side effects of an epoch externally
visible once it is guaranteed that everything is stored to some form of stable storage.
Second, it allows pipelining of multiple concurrent epoch commit instances with
the use of asynchronous epoch-based snapshots. In the example of Figure 4.3,
we can see the case of three possibly concurrent epochs. For epoch ep1 all side
effects are committed while ep2 has been pre-committed and the commit phase is
pending. Finally, ep3 is in the pre-commit phase which means that the snapshotting
algorithms is being currently executed. In the same example, it is safe to rollback
from ep2 given that all states are stored to stable storage at that instant.
4.1.3.1

The Rollback Procedure

Flink’s rollback mechanism is initiated either when a partial failure gets detected
during normal operation (fail-stop model), or when reconfiguration is requested or
upon an aborted epoch commit instance. Rollback respects a “stop, reschedule and
restore” procedure whether the reason is failure recovery or reconfiguration (see
Figure 4.4). In all cases, the system (JobManager) picks the latest prepared (but not
necessarily committed) snapshot to restart an execution from. Eventually, all states
within the pipeline are progressively retrieved and applied to reflect an exact, valid
distributed execution at the restored epoch. Below, we identify several special cases
of a task rollback:
Loop Head Tasks: In the case of Loop Head tasks, all records logged during
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Figure 4.4: Rollback examples.
the snapshot are recovered and flushed to output channels prior to their regular
record-forwarding logic. This way, it is guaranteed that the state of the loop returns
back to its snapshotted execution (that is, the sum of the in-transit records).
State in External Backends: In order to circumvent the case of permanently
uncommitted external states, all external state backends issue a preemptive commit
in the beginning of a rollback in order to guarantee that no uncommitted changes
will persist past the recovered execution point.
Regular Sources: All data sources need to restore their (deterministic) execution
back to the current offset of each stream when the snapshot occurred. Flink’s data
sources provide this functionality out-of-the-box by maintaining offsets to the latest
record processed prior to an epoch from external logging systems. Upon recovery
the aggregate state of those sources reflects the exact distributed ingestion progress
made prior to the recovered epoch. This approach assumes that external logging
systems, that sources communicate with, index and sequence data across partitions
in a durable manner (e.g., Kafka, Kinesis, PubSub and Distributed File Systems).
Selective Rollback: Depending on the rollback cause, certain optimized recovery
schemes can be employed. For example, during a full restart or rescaling, all tasks
are being redeployed, while after a failure only the tasks belonging to the affected
connected component (of the execution graph) are reconfigured, if more than one
connected components exist.
In essence, known incremental recovery techniques from micro-batch processing
[12] are orthogonal to Flink’s rollback approach and can also be employed. A
snapshot epoch acts as synchronization point, similarly to a micro-batch or an inputsplit. On recovery, new task instances are being scheduled and, upon initialization,
retrieve their allocated shared of state back to their respective backends, from

Start
Local (RocksdB)
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Local (Heap)
Kafka ≥0.11
Pravega

new transaction
new Segment

Pre-Commit
flush MemTable
/ Snapshot SSTAbles
deep copy (full snapshot)
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HDFS
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-
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-
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Table 4.1: Examples of Backend-Native Operation Mappings to Flink’s Epoch Commit Protocol
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externally stored snapshots.

4.1.4

Backend Integration

Several backend implementations have been contributed to Flink by its developer
community which integrate seamlessly with Flink Epoch Commit protocol. In
Table 4.1 we summarize some of the existing and possible backends and the
required operations to integrate with Flink’s Epoch Commit. In general, each
backend supports four operations: 1) Start, 2) Pre-Commit, 3) Commit and 4) Abort.
For several backends that allow some form of transactional writes the operational
needs are satisfied out of the box. These include recent versions of partitioned
logs such as Kafka (≥ 0.11) and Pravega as well as DBMSs with multi-version
concurrency control. For example Apache Kafka 0.11 introduced support for
exactly-once delivery for producers. Flink’s Kafka 0.11 transactional sink basically
issues a new transaction per epoch which can be committed atomically by Kafka
itself. Pravega is another example of a newer system which comes with built-in
support for transactional cross-partition writes already in its model. Pravega’s
segments represent self-contained partitioned logs which can be atomically started
and sealed, integrating tightly with Flink’s epoch-based processing since a segment
per epoch can be started, sealed (committed) and deleted in case of an epoch abort.
In the rest of the cases, the implementation of two-phase commit has to be solved
indirectly by the developer of the backend. Examples of non-transactional backends
are non-MVCC databases and File Systems. For example, the HDFS transactional
sinks in Apache Flink persist all state append operations to temporary files and rely
on HDFS truncate to abort an epoch and atomic move operations to move a closed
HDFS file of an epoch to a “read-committed” directory. In the case of DBMSs or
other external store systems a general strategy that works at an additional latency
and storage cost is to maintain a Write-Ahead-Log (WAL) for all uncommitted
external operations in local state. Upon an epoch commit phase (or recovery) the
WAL can be executed and get discarded from the local state.
In general local backends are needed to complement the snapshotting of all
metadata needed to persist external two-phase commits. For example, WALs, log
offsets, transaction IDs etc. are important metadata that requires bookkeeping to
eventually finalize any pending asynchronous message-exchange protocols that
have been initiated with external systems.

4.2

System Reconfiguration

Asynchronous epoch snapshots and the rollback procedure cover the needs of
reconfiguration but only in part. A typical need in any data-intensive application
deployment is to be able to modify the scale (i.e., parallelism) of certain logical tasks.
For tasks that have declared managed state we need to consistently allocate data
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Figure 4.5: State Allocation and Metadata Alternatives

stream partitions and further re-allocate in the case of reconfiguration. In chapter 2
we covered the different managed state representations in Apache Flink. In fact,
most scalable operations and respective state are scoped by a user-defined key with
a key space K. For load balancing, both streams and respective states are sharded in
the space of a consistent hashing function h : K → N+ .

4.2.1

Key-Group Partitioning and Allocation

Flink decouples key-space partitioning and state allocation similarly to Dynamo[78].
The runtime maps keys to an intermediate circular hash space of “key-groups” :
K∗ ⊂ N+ given a maximum parallelism π-max and a hash function h as such:
K∗ = {h(k) mod π-max | k ∈ K, π-max ∈ N+ , h : K → N+ }
Given that snapshots should contain all information needed to find and reallocate state, there is an evident trade off between the overhead of a rollback (I/O
during state scans) and snapshot metadata needed to re-allocate state to different
numbers of instances. On one extreme each parallel task could scan the whole
state (often remotely) to retrieve the values of all keys assigned to it. This yields
significant amounts of unnecessary I/O (Figure 4.5(a)). On the opposite extreme,
snapshots could contain references to every single key-value and each task could
selectively access its assigned keyed states (Figure 4.5(b)). However, this approach
increases indexing costs (proportional to num. of distinct keys) and communication
overhead for multiple remote state reads, thus, not benefiting by coarse-grained
state reads. Key-groups (Figure 4.5(c)) offer a substantial compromise: reads are
limited to data that is required and key-groups are typically large enough for coarse
grained reading (if π-max is set appropriately low). In the uncommon case where
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|K| < π-max it is possible that some task instances simply receive no state. Finally,
this mapping ensures that a single parallel physical task will handle all states within
each assigned group, making a key-group the atomic unit for re-allocation.

4.2.2

State Re-Allocation

To re-assign state, we employ an equal-sized key-group range allocation. For π
parallel instances, each instance ti ∈ Π, 0 ≤ i ≤ π receives a range of key-groups
π-max
from di· π-max
π e to b(i+1)· π c. Seeks are costly, especially in distributed file systems.
Nevertheless, by assigning contiguous key-groups we eliminate unnecessary seeks
and read congestion, yielding low latency upon re-allocation. Operator-State
entries, which cannot be scoped by a key, are persisted sequentially (combining
potential finer-grained atomic states defined across tasks), per operator, within
snapshots and re-assigned based on their redistribution pattern, e.g., in round-robin
or by broadcasting the union of all state entries to all operator instances.

4.3

Operations with Epoch Snapshots

Fault tolerance and reconfiguration are only a subset of the potential needs and
benefits covered by epoch-based snapshotting. In this section, we introduce
another two novel use-case examples of snapshots, namely external access isolation
guarantees for managed state and application provenance both of which have been
examined and prototyped in Apache Flink.

4.3.1

External Access Isolation

Flink allows direct adhoc queries to its managed state from outside the system. This
way external systems or users can access Flink’s keyed-state in a similar way as
that of a key/value store, providing read-only access to the latest values computed
by the stream processor. This feature is motivated by two observations. First, it is
required by many applications to grant ad-hoc access to the application state for
faster insights. Secondly, eager publishing of state to external systems frequently
becomes a bottleneck in the application as remote writes to the external systems
cannot keep up with the performance of Flink’s local state on high-throughput
streams.
Queryable state can be accessed via a subscription-based API. First, managed
state that allows for query access is declared in the original application. Upon state
declaration (see chapter 2 section 2.1) it is possible to allow access from external
queries by simply setting a flag in the descriptor that is used to create the actual
state, having an assigned unique name for this specific state to be accessed, as such:
1
2

//stream processing application logic
val descriptor: ValueStateDescriptor[MySchema] = ...
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Figure 4.6: Application Provenance with Snapshots

3
4
5

descriptor.setQueryable("myKV")
...
val mutState: ValueState[MySchema] = ctx.getState(descriptor)

Upon deployment, a state registry service gets initiated and runs concurrently with
the task that holds write access to that state. A client that wishes to read the state for
a specific key can, at any time, submit an asynchronous query (obtaining a future)
to that service, specifying the job id, registered state name and key, as shown below:
1
2
3

//client logic
val client = QueryableStateClient(cfg);
var readState: Future[_] = client.getKVState(job, "myKV", key);

The current implementation of queryable state supports point lookups of values
by key. The query client asks the Flink master (JobManager) for the location of the
operator instance holding the state partition for the queried key. The client then
sends a request to the respective TaskManager, which retrieves the value that is
currently held for that key from the state backend.
From a database query isolation-level viewpoint, such queries access uncommitted
state, thus following the read-uncommitted isolation level. However, via the use
of snapshots it is possible to offer read-committed isolation support by letting
TaskManagers hold onto the state of committed snapshots, and use that state to
execute adhoc queries.
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Application Provenance and Migration

Epoch-based executions make application provenance possible and more importantly, trivial. This is due to the fact that snapshots mark a clear dependency chain
between epochs and reconfiguration actions applied throughout the history of a
long-running stream processing application. As shown in Figure 4.6, an application
execution dependency diagram resembles that of a version control system (e.g., git),
where its distinct change is encapsulated into epoch snapshots. Furthermore, an
application can have multiple versions, forked from existing snapshots that are being
executed in different configurations (e.g., different parallelism, cluster, logic etc.).
This can further ease the development and maintenance of continuous applications
as well as granting the freedom to issue bug fixes that can rollback in the past (e.g.,
at an old epoch snapshots) and thus, re-conciliate erroneous functionality starting
from the time it actually occurred.
Another important aspect of snapshots is that they make a continuous execution
of an application purely portable. Migrating a full pipeline is as simple as rolling
back the application to a committed epoch. Given that snapshots themselves are
blobs that can be moved to different locations, this grants an important flexibility
to application developers since it makes an entire transition to different cloud
providers or on-premise clusters trivial.

4.4

Performance Analysis

At the time of writing, Flink has gone beyond a research prototype and is one of the
most widespread open source systems for data stream processing, serving the data
processing needs of companies ranging from small startups to large enterprises (e.g.,
Uber, Netflix, Alibaba, Hwawei, Ericsson, King, Zalando etc.). In the remainder
of this section, we present a performance analysis derived from live production
metrics heavily focused on the performance costs and benefits of asynchronous
epoch-based snapshots, which is the core contribution of this work. The data used
in this analysis has been extracted from production server logs at King (King Digital
Entertainment Limited), a leading mobile gaming provider with over 350 million
monthly active users.

4.4.1

A Real-Time Analytics Platform

The Rule-Based Event Aggregator (RBEA) by King [79], is a reliable live service that
is implemented on Apache Flink and used daily by data analysts and developers
across the company. RBEA showcases how Flink’s stateful processing capabilities
can be exploited to build a highly dynamic service that allows analysts to declare
and run standing queries on large-scale mobile event streams. In essence, the
service covers several fundamental needs of data analysts: 1) instant access to
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the Flink pipeline implementing an adhoc standing query
execution service at King
timely user data, 2) the ability to deploy declarative standing queries, 3) creation
and manipulation of custom aggregation metrics, 4) a transparent, highly available,
consistent execution, eliminating the need for technical expertise.

4.4.1.1

The RBEA Service Pipeline

Figure 4.7 depicts a simplified overview of the end-to-end Flink pipeline that
implements the core of the service. There are two types of streams, ingested from
Kafka: a) an Event stream originating from user actions in the games (over 30 billion
events per day) such as game_start/game_end and b) a Query stream containing
standing queries in the form of serialized scripts written by data analysts through
RBEA’s frontend in a provided DSL (using Groovy or Java). Standing queries in
RBEA allow analysts to access user-specific data and event sequences as well as
triggering special aggregation logic on sliding data windows.
Standing queries are forwarded and executed inside [Query Processor] instances which hold managed state entries per user accumulated by any stateful
processing logic. A “broadcast” data dependency is being used to submit each
query to all instances of the [Query Processor] so it can be executed in parallel
while game events are otherwise partitioned by their associated user ids to the
same operator. Aggregation calls in RBEA’s standing query DSL trigger output
events from [Query Processor] operator which are subsequently consumed by
the [Dynamic Window Aggregator]. This operator assigns the aggregator events
to the current event-time window and also applies the actual aggregation logic.
Aggregated values are sent to the [Output sink] operator which writes them
directly to an external database or Kafka. Some details of the pipeline such as
simple stateless filter or projection operators have been omitted to aid understanding
as they don’t affect state management.
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Figure 4.8: RBEA Deployment Measurements on Snapshots
4.4.1.2

Performance Metrics and Insights

The performance metrics presented here were gathered from live deployments
of RBEA over weeks of its runtime in order to present insights and discuss the
performance costs related to snapshotting, as well as the factors that can affect those
costs in a production setting. The production jobs share resources on a YARN cluster
with 18 physical machines with identical specification each having 32 CPU cores,
378 GB RAM with both SSD and HDD. All deployments of RBEA are currently
using Flink (v.1.2.0) with local out-of-core RocksDB state backend (on SSD) which
enables asynchronous local snapshot invocation for copying the full application
state to HDFS (see section section 4.5 on asynchronous snapshot invocation). The
performance of Flink’s state management layer, that we discuss below, has been
evaluated to address two main questions: 1) What affects snapshotting latency?,
and 2) How and when is normal execution impacted?
1) What affects snapshotting latency?
We extracted measurements from five different RBEA deployments with fixed
parallelism π = 70 ranging from 100 to 500 GB of global state respectively (each
processing data from a specific mobile game). Figure 4.8(a) depicts the overall
time it takes to undertake a full epoch prepare phase (full snapshotting time)
asynchronously for different state sizes. Mind that this simply measures the time
difference between the invocation of a snapshot (begin of Prepare phase) and the
moment all operators notify back they have completed it through the asynchronous
backend calls (Prepared). As snapshots are asynchronously committed these
latencies are not translated into execution impact costs, which makes alignment
the sole factor of the snapshotting process that can affect runtime performance
(through partial input blocking). Figure 4.8(b) shows the overall time RBEA task
instances have spent in alignment mode, inducing an average delay of 1.3 seconds
per full snapshot across all deployments. As expected, there are no indications
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that alignment times can be affected by the global state size. Given that state is
asynchronously snapshotted, normal execution is also not affected by how much
state is snapshotted.
2) How and when is normal execution impacted?
Alignment employs partial blocking on input channels of tasks and thus, more
connections can introduce higher runtime latency overhead. Figure 4.9 shows
the total times spent aligning per full snapshot in different RBEA deployments of
fixed size (200GB) having varying parallelism. Evidently, the number of parallel
subtasks π affects the alignment time. More concretely, the overall alignment
time is proportional to two factors: 1) the number of shuffles chained across the
pipeline (i.e., RBEA has 3× keyby for the PROCESSOR, WINDOW and OUTPUT operators
respectively), each of which introduces a form of alignment “stage” and 2) the
parallelism of the tasks. Nevertheless, occasional latencies of such a low magnitude
(∼1sec) are hardly considered to be disruptive or breaking SLAs, especially in highly
utilized clusters of such large-scale deployments where network spikes and CPU
load can often cause more severe disruptions.

4.5

Additional Notes and Optimisations

It should be noted that certain performance metrics such as rollback recovery times,
the use of incremental snapshots and more are not included in our analysis since they
are orthogonal to asynchronous epoch snapshots and vary heavily between different
state backends. At the core of asynchronous epoch-based snapshotting there is
only a single “cost” within the critical path of an application, that of alignment.
Epoch commit latencies depend on how each respective backend commits changes
as well as which local backend is used (which affects the speed at which an epoch is
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pre-committed). In this section we address several important state management
optimisations that have been implemented by the Flink community to boost the
system’s performance, as well as known optimisations that can be incorporated in
the future.

4.5.1

Asynchronous Snapshot Invocation

The asynchronous epoch-based snapshotting protocol (algorithm 6) employed by
Flink obtains a recorded state as a local copy. There is yet another important level
of asynchrony, orthogonal to the protocol, that of the invocation of the state copy.
In reality, most state backends of Flink can execute the local snapshotting operation
asynchronously. The snapshotting protocol can still accurately pinpoint the exact
instant on which the snapshot can, otherwise asynchronously, be obtained. Flink’s
core backends such as RocksDB provide native support for asynchronous snapshots.
In RocksDB [47] a snapshot operation flushes the memTable (uncommitted operation
log) to disk, creating an SSTable (persisted operation log) and a copy process to
an external file directory begins concurrently. Once copying is complete the
notification logic to the snapshot coordinator triggers back asynchronously without
going through the critical path of the application. Asynchronous snapshots are
especially important since any synchronous copies can introduce significant latencies
to the application, especially when full snapshots are employed. In the performance
analysis presented in section 4.4 we only considered snapshots with asynchronous
invocation. This allowed us to focus on the actual cost of the protocol (epoch
alignment) while eliminating all backend-specific performance concerns.

4.5.2

Incremental Snapshots

So far it might have seemed counterintuitive to copy a full global state of an
application per epoch. States can be as big as many Terabytes of data, generated by
billions of events throughout an application’s long lifetime. While the existence of a
full state is important for many of the purposes presented before (e.g., state queries
and reconfiguration) it is still possible to replace full snapshots with incremental
snapshots. Incremental snapshots encapsulate only the changes applied to the
managed state (i.e., writes, appends) between epochs. The actual implementation
and usage of incremental snapshots relies on the backend that implements it. For
example, Flink enables incremental snapshots through its RocksDB backend. In
fact, copying only the “commit log” of operations on state is a natural procedure in
RocksDB due to the fact that it already keeps all operations organized hierarchically
in commit logs that are backed to disk. Since a full application state is needed
periodically for a correct rollback, the system periodically compacts incremental
snapshots into a full snapshot, thus, allowing applications to recover from specified
epochs. It has been reported that incremental snapshotting can offer orders of
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magnitude of speedup, such as from 3 minutes to 30 seconds for applications with
Terabytes of state [80]. Therefore, in addition to reduced storage requirements,
this feature can further lead to lower epoch commit latency, making side effects
accessible in constantly less time.

4.5.3

Omitting Epochs

It is common in production deployments to face errors during a copy of a large
snapshot (e.g., due to a temporary HDFS, S3 error). That means that certain
instances of the epoch commit protocol might be potentially aborted. To make an
application execution less sensitive to temporary external faults, the system can
tolerate up to a specified number aborted snapshots. Mind that, when it comes to
applications without external side effects (i.e., sinks) an arbitrary number of epochs
can be ignored. If, for example, we omit snapshot of ep2 but successfully obtain
a snapshot of ep3 e.g., Πep3 we can still offer reliable processing guarantees by
omitting Πep2 since Eep3 ⊂ Eep3 . In fact, for fault tolerance purposes the system
holds only the snapshots of the latest committed epoch. In case where transactional
sinks are used and we want to maintain reliable processing guarantees all epochs
have to eventually be committed in external state backends. In that case, the epoch
commit protocol should repeat up to a number of retries until completion.

4.5.4

Relaxed Guarantees

In several application cases, strongly transactional processing is not a strict requirement and users are satisfied with at-least once processing guarantees. Conceptually,
at-least-once means that given a deterministic stream input, every event production
should occur at least one time, thus duplicate productions are allowed. Flink can
provide this type of relaxed guarantees with a minor modification to its snapshotting algorithm, simply by omitting channel prioritization during alignment. If
in algorithm 6 we simply keep all channels in the pending list and snapshot, as
before, once all input barriers of an epoch epn arrive we have a case of a snapshot
E 0 for which Eepn ⊆ E 0 . If we rollback an application from that snapshot all input
records and productions of epochs ≥ n will occur and thus, any additional events
that were included in the snapshot will be repeated. Flink allows for at-least once
processing guarantees as a configuration option which employs this strategy, further
eliminating the sole cost of epoch-based snapshots, that of alignment.

4.5.5

Dynamic Reconfiguration

The epoch alignment mechanism makes sure that each physical task completes all
work of the current epoch before going further with any processing into the next.
For cases of reconfiguration that do not alter the underlying structure of the stream
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process graph but are limited to logical changes (e.g., bug fix in a user-defined
function) it is possible to dynamically apply all changes without violating validity
or epoch completeness across configurations. The main idea is to encapsulate the
patch within the epoch markers and apply it at the instant that local check-pointing
takes place. This way we can guarantee that conceptually all changes are applied
after the completion of the epoch and no task will received records corresponding
to the updated logic prior to an epoch completion, again due to alignment. This
technique can potentially be integrated on Flink or other systems that use the same
algorithm.

4.5.6

Idempotent Sinks

A special, simplified case in the epoch commit protocol is that of deterministic
applications. This can be the case when no logical operator in the application is
sensitive to order (e.g., restricted to progress-based operators such as event-time
windows). In those cases each rollback will yield the exact same external (and
internal) side effects on its output sinks. Repeated sink commits can therefore
support idempotency (e.g., leading to the same key value store writes or database
queries) and the epoch commit protocol can be ignored all together. That is because
in that case we will always have the same external side effects no matter how many
times all events occur internally due to a rollback.

4.5.7

Hybrid Fail-Stop and Recovery Model

One of the main assumptions made throughout this work has be then one of
embedded volatile state and the fact that any data stored in the working memory
of each task is lost upon a failure. The recent development and possible future
adoption of more affordable non-volatile random-access memory (NVRAM) as well as
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) for compute clusters are some of the factors
that can play a key role in the future for next-generation processing systems. These
hardware advances would possibly make fine-grained fault-recovery [10, 11] more
attractive for fault tolerance given that active state can always be accessed across
distributed compute resources even upon process failures. Despite the beneficial
usages in fault-recovery the need to address the full application state consistently
and execute system-wide operations such as querying committed state or migrating
logic would still require a form of a commit mechanism. In that context, our
asynchronous epoch-commit protocol could be defacto employed to satisfy these
needs using snapshots while allowing for local fine-grained recovery models to also
be used seemlesly in par.
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4.6

Related Work

Reliable Dataflow Processing: Flink offers coarse grained, job-level snapshot maintenance which grants various operational benefits. Flink bears many similarities
to SEEP [11, 10] in terms of employing partitioned embedded state and a form of
snapshotting for fault tolerance. Yet SEEP’s main focus is not end-to-end transactional processing but rather fault tolerance, scalability and repartitionable state,
thus, it has not adopted an application-wide commit mechanism. IBM Streams
employs a pipelined checkpointing mechanism [64] that executes in-flight with
data streams as with Flink’s, tailored to weakly connected graphs with potential
cycles. The most distinct difference to Flink’s approach is that IBM Streams adopted
a stricter snapshotting scheme: 1) First, all records in transit are consumed in order
to make sure that they are reflected in the global state while blocking all outputs. 2)
All operators trigger their snapshot in topological order, using markers as in our
technique and resume normal operation. Flink’s protocol only drains records within
respective cycles. Furthermore, Flink’s alignment is a local operation and does
not halt global progress or hold up output in an execution graph making it more
transparent and non-intrusive. Finally, IBM Streams supports language abstractions
for selective fault tolerance. On Flink, the choice of snapshotting state is achieved
by simply using managed state versus unregistered state, without requiring further
user intervention. In the scope of a pipeline/component, snapshots can also be
enabled or disabled through Flink’s configuration.
Apache Storm [5] initially offered only guaranteed record processing through
record dependency tracking. However, the most recent releases of Storm (and
Apache Apex[39]) incorporated a variant of Flink’s algorithm to its core in order to
support transactional processing guarantees. Meteor Shower [81] employs a similar
alignment phase to Flink. However, it cannot incorporate cyclic dataflow graphs
which is a common case for online machine learning [82] and other applications.
The same solution does not cover state rescaling and transparent programming
model concerns. Naiad [20] and the sweeping checkpointing technique enforce
in-transit state logging even in subgraphs where cycles are not present. Moreover,
Naiad’s proposed three phase commit disrupts the overall execution for the purpose
of snapshotting. Finally, MillWheel [9] offers a complete end-to-end solution
to processing guarantees, similarly to Flink. However, its heavy transactional
nature, idempotency constraints and strong dependence on a high-throughput,
always-available, replicated data store [72] makes this approach infeasible in many
commodity deployments. In fact, Apache Flink’s distributed dataflow runtime
serves today as a feature-complete runner of Apache Beam[42], Google’s opensource implementation of the Dataflow Model[55].
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Microbatching: Stream micro-batching or batch-stream processing (e.g. Spark
Streaming [12], Comet [83]) emulates continuous, consistent data processing through
recurring deterministic batch processing operations. In essence, this approach
schedules distinct epochs of a stream to be executed synchronously. Fault tolerance
and reconfiguration is guaranteed out-of-the-box through reliable batch processing
at the cost of high end-to-end latency (for re-scheduling) and restrictive model,
limited to incremental, periodic immutable set operations. Trident [84], a higher
level framework built on Apache Storm offered a form of processing guarantees
through a similar transactional approach on predefined sets but executed on longrunning data stream tasks. While fault tolerance is guaranteed with such techniques,
we argue that high latency and such programming model restrictions make this
approach non-transparent to the user and often fall short in expressibility for a
significant set of use-cases.
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4.8

Summary: A Design Approach Perspective

We summarize the findings of asynchronous epoch-based commits and their
applications in Apache Flink in terms of the three of our core design principles.
[D1] Blocking-Coordination Avoidance There are two types of coordination identified in epoch-based stream execution with snapshots. First, we have the centrally
coordinated phases of an epoch, i.e., issuying epoch change events and collecting
acknowledgements. The snapshotting protocol is another internal coordination
mechanism which allows different processes to aquire an epoch-complete global
system state using a distributed algorithm. In both cases, blocking synchronization
is fully avoided. In the case of master coordination, all communication steps are triggered asynchronously to the underlying execution. Furthermore, the snapshotting
protocol does not impose any blocking synchronization since even during epoch
alignment all tasks continue their regular execution concurrently.
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[D2] Runtime Transparency When it comes to the snapshotting technique, it is
fully transparent to the user program. Epoch markers and local snapshotting are
handled transparently by Flink’s runtime, making zero restrictions on its programming model. In comparison, Spark’s microbatching technique initially restricted
programmers to express continuous computation into RDD transformations on
processing time windows [12] . However, today we observe that these practices
are avoided and Flink state management principles are also adopted by the Spark
community for continuous processing [85] within Structured Streaming [74].
[D3] Model Compositionality Epoch-based snapshots offer a level of compositionality, not achievable by any other stream processing approach in the past (including
regular snapshotting methods). As we analyzed already in section this chapter
snapshots can be used for reconfiguration, fault tolerance as well as building sophisticated application provenance schemes on actual stream processing executions.
Other design approaches that relied on a fine-grained fail-recovery model [11, 9],
which were analyzed before achieved fault tolerance but did not consider such
a compositional, application-wide concept as the one of snapshots (e.g., used
for snapshot isolation of external queries, complete migration or provenance of
continuous applications).
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Window Computation Sharing
Windowing is both an integral and challenging high level construct in data stream
computing. On one hand, stream windows cover the needs of scoping and
bounding an otherwise unbounded computation, while on the other hand, they
introduce big challenges such as expressing, executing and optimising evolving
and “embarassingly-redundant” aggregations on top. In this chapter, we present
an analysis of the primitives and execution strategies for stream windows, their
inherent “sliding” nature and the implications of running aggregations on top. We
then distill the minimum programming model requirements to execute generic
windowing operations-as user-defined functions, and present a prototype design of
a an optimised execution plan that can reduce the total cost by orders of magnitude
than the state of the art, integrated in Apache Flink.

5.1

Introduction

Windowing is a first class citizen of most stream processing systems [2, 86, 12, 87, 39].
Those systems typically support a set of restricted, predefined primitives in their
programming model to construct time- and count-based windows of various forms
(e.g., sliding, tumbling, hopping). This set of primitives can serve a variety of use
cases that involve recurring aggregation on fixed periodic intervals and can be
trivially optimised by the stream processor.
In contrast, many general dataflow programming systems do not provide predefined windowing primitives [9, 20], but encourage users to compose windowing
via user-defined operators, often based on complex business logic. The main
challenge of these use cases, is that they hide their semantics from the system and
hinder optimization opportunities for efficient execution. This forces aggregation
of non-periodic windows to rely on semantics-agnostic, best-effort aggregation data
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structures such as binary pre-aggregation trees [32, 15], that operate unecessarily at
high memory and computational costs.
Seminal works in the past aimed at reducing redundancy in sliding window aggregation through sacrifing any means of compositionality and enforcing restricted,
statically defined windows [14, 13, 88]. These restrictions are a major drawback for
adressing the modern needs of composing general user-defined windows, needed
to express punctuations [89], sessions [21], snapshots [90] and other types of datacentric computation on streams. We therefore, identify a case where assumptions
at the execution level pose restrictions to a user-level programming model and thus
disallow compositionality and programming model transparency.
The core objectives of this work are first, to identify the minimum programming
model requirements in the context of sliding window aggregation. With this step
we aim to lift assumptions from periodic windows to a broader class of sliding
windows that can support efficient pre-aggregation with clear semantics. Second,
we aim to design and implement an execution strategy that can incorporate the preaggregation of this broader class of windows as well as adequately supporting any
user-defined window.To this end, we propose a programming model which enables
expressing windows through UDFs and introduce the concept of User-Defined
Windows (UDWs). We then exploit certain underlying properties of UDWs and
devise a novel aggregate sharing technique that is applicable, not only to known
periodic window classes, but to a broader class of windows with less space and
computational costs compared to the state of the art. We further implement support
for UDWs, their semantics, as well as our aggregate sharing technique on Apache
Flink [43], showcasing a complete framework for streaming aggregations.
The outline of this chapter goes as follows: First, in section 5.2 we introduce
and model the notion of sliding window aggregation queries in stream processing. Then, section 5.3 specifies the problem of aggregation sharing, generalizing
existing state of the art techniques into broader categories and a common reference
framework. Our solution to the problem is analyzed extensively in section 5.4 1
followed implementation internals in section 5.5, an analytical complexity analysis
in section 5.6 and experimental evaluation in section 5.7. Finally, the chapter
concludes with aknowledgements (section 5.10), future work (section 5.9) and an
extensive summary addressing our core design principles (section 5.11).

1Sections 5.4-5.7 include previously-published content [31] as-is.
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Figure 5.1: Tumbling windows of range 20sec.

5.2

Preliminaries

In this section we go through the concept of stream windows as well as partial
aggregation semantics and their applications in order to motivate the need for a
more compositional representation for sliding window aggregation.

5.2.1

Periodic Windows

The concept of sliding windows was introduced rather early in data stream management as a means of incorporating evolution in relational processing for unbounded
data. The design of the Structured Query Language (SQL) had been initially driven
by a clear goal, to be able to access and retrieve records in a DBMS, in a declarative
and retrospective manner. SQL was originally retrospective since it was restricted to
executing queries ad-hoc, i.e. compiling a complete answer on materialized tables
and returning that answer back to the user. For example the SQL query below
computes in an adhoc manner the maximum speed out of a table called “CarEvents”
which yields a single answer (175kmh).
1
2

SELECT max(speed)
from CarEvents

1

> 175

Now, consider the case where we need to inspect the maximum speed throughout
a live event such as a car race. A single aggregate in that case would not be
particularly useful to analyze the evolution of the maximum speed during different
highlights of the race. In that case, a window can simply extend the SQL query
above with a duration or “range”, upon each the query will return an answer as
shown below (based on the CQL syntax [86]).
1
2
3

SELECT max(speed)
from CarEvents
[RANGE 20 Seconds]

1
2
3

> 172
> 171
...
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Figure 5.2: Sliding windows of range 1min and slide 20sec.

4
5

> 178
...

In this extension of SQL all queries are also known as standing queries, since the
logic is being executed continuously. Windows with simply a “range” are also called
“tumbling windows”. In principle, for tumbling windows each record belongs to
a single window, as depicted in Figure 5.1. Thus, the evaluation of each window
can be performed trivially by grouping records and executing each aggregation
(max(speed)) independently. However, general sliding windows add a challenging
twist to the formula, namely the ’slide’. As an example, consider the following
sliding window query (based in SQL-99 standard syntax):
1
2
3
4
5

SELECT AVERAGE(speed)
FROM CarEvents
[WATTR timestamp
RANGE 20 second
SLIDE 1 minute]

The “slide” represents “when” or “how often” a window has to be evaluated
while including all records defined in its range in the computation of the maximum
speed. In this sliding window example, there is an overlap of 40 seconds between
each consecutive window as depicted in Figure 5.2. Therefore, a naive execution
would result into redundant operations in its great majority.

5.2.2

Non-Periodic Windows

In addition to common periodic windows, stream processors such as Flink, Beam
[42], IBM Streams [57] and Apex [39] provide built-in support for special sliding
window types such as session windows [21] while also allowing users to implement
the logic that discretizes streams via provided user-defined functions.
Session windows are a common example of windows with non-periodic characteristics. A session window starts with the first event received in a specified key
(e.g., user id) and ends upon a specified duration of inactivity. For example, if no
events of the same key arrive in ten minutes a session is closed. The Java code
snippets bellow show how a session window with a gap of ten minutes is expressed
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Figure 5.3: A dynamic window example: Reports become more frequent when the
value of a stock is below 10$.

in Apache Beam and Flink’s DSL respectively. On top, an aggregate function is
evaluated per session window which computes the average speed.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

//Beam
PCollection<CarEvent> input = ...
input.apply(Window<CarEvent>.into(
Sessions.withGapDuration(Duration.standardMinutes(10))))
.apply(new AverageSpeed());

//Flink
KeyedStream<CarEvent> input = ...
input.window(EventTimeSessionWindows.withGap(Time.minutes(10)))
.apply(new AverageSpeed())

In the most general case, windowing can serve purely domain specific application
logic, beyond sessions and thus, systems need to allow users to express how they
want records to be assigned to windows and when to trigger their aggregation logic.
In principle, windows often need to follow data trends, such as concept drift [91]
for enabling continuous machine learning algorithms to operate on unbounded
data. Another case that highlights the same need is when a continuously running
system has to adapt the rate at which it notifies users for changes whenever human
attention is needed and therefore, no static slide and range can incorporate that
behavior.
Motivating Example: Consider a monitoring application for stock quotes that
continuously receives records representing stock trades. Each record contains a
volume (how many units where traded) and a price, per traded unit. A stock trader
wants to see the volume-weighted average price of a stock over the last 10 minutes,
reported every 5 minutes. However, when the stock’s price falls below a certain
threshold (e.g., the trader can buy the stock in a low price), the trader wants to
receive an update every 2 minutes, with a weighted price average of the last 5
minutes. An example of such a monitoring dashboard is depicted in Figure 5.3.
As specified by the trader, when the price falls below $10 on the 25th minute, the
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slide becomes more frequent (every 2min) and the window range becomes shorter
(5min). More formally, the window definition goes as follows:
window =


SLIDE=5min; RANGE=10min if price > $10
SLIDE=2min; RANGE=5min if price ≤ $10

This is a simple example of a purely data-driven, user-defined window (UDW)
that dynamically changes its range and slide according to the incoming stream.
The semantics of such windows have not been defined or supported by systems in
the past. The major challenge for systems implementing such a sliding window
computation is that no pre-defined execution strategy can be known apriori. The
slide and range can change anytime which can make pre-aggregation challenging.
We will revisit this example later in the section to describe our approach to UserDefined Windowing.

5.2.3

Data and Aggregation Model

Expressing sliding windows is only one side of the coin. From a system’s perspective,
sliding window aggregations are highly overlapping computations that can be
approached differently based on the associated semantics. We will therefore make
a clear data and computational model analysis to frame how sliding windows can
be executed, under which assumptions and associated complexities.
5.2.3.1

Data Streams as Sequences

A data stream consists of records derived from a type T (e.g., DataStream<T> in
Apache Flink). A convenient model to encapsulate a data stream, in this case, is the
use of sequences. In fact, a stream s is a sequence s ∈ Seq(T ) where Seq(T ) defines
the set of all sequences that can be derived over T . Furthermore, we denote by
si = s(i) the element at position i in data stream s.
While a stream is unbounded, we are often interested in specific intervals to
describe finite subsequences out of s. An interval R = [a, b] is a set of integers from
a to b, a ≤ b. s(R) is a subsequence of s where s(R) = {si |i ∈ R}. In the following, we
refer to s(R) as a substream and use s[a, b] as a shorthand notation for s([a, b]). We
further denote the set of all substreams of type T as Str(T ), where Str(T ) ⊂ Seq(T ).
5.2.3.2

Discretization and Aggregation

We break down sliding window aggregation into two operations, Discretization
and Aggregation. A Discretize operator transforms a stream s ∈ Seq(T ) into a
sequence w ∈ Seq(Str(T )) of (possibly overlapping) windows, where a window is
a substream wi = s[li , ri ]. In the following, we refer to an output sequence w as a
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Figure 5.4: Discretizing and Aggregating a count window of range 5 and slide 2.
discretized stream and describe the discretization using a function fdisc :
Discretize : fdisc × Seq(T ) → Seq(Str(T ))
Windows can overlap, yet we assume that they maintain a FIFO order. More
formally, for a pair of windows wi , wj ∈ w, if i ≤ j then li ≤ lj and ri ≤ rj .
The Aggregate operator maps each window in the discretized stream to an
aggregate value, given an aggregation function fa .
Aggregate : (fa : Str(T ) → T 0 ) × Seq(Str(T )) → Seq(T 0 )
In the example of Figure 5.4 we show how the sliding window aggregation
of a specific window (count range 5 and slide 2) is broken down into these two
operations, alongside their application scope. The aggregation function fa can
support any aggregate measure from trivial distributive measures such as SUM, or
algebraic such as SUM. In theory, holistic aggregate functions are applicable as well
(e.g., median, mode and rank). However, in order to be able to support arbitrarily
large windows most programming models disallow holistic aggregate functions to
guarantee sublinear or constant bounds on the space needed to further describe
sub-aggregates.
5.2.3.3

Partial Window Aggregation

Windows are finite but can be arbitrarily long, often containing millions of records.
This makes the raw, individual aggregation operation after a complete discretization
inefficient both in terms of space requirements and response speed. That is due to
the fact that the aggregation will have to make another full traversal of all window
elements after a full window has been triggered. Thus, it is generally preferable to
incrementalize it.
More formally, an aggregation fa can be decomposed into partial aggregate
operations. We denote by A the type of partial aggregates. For example, in the case
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Figure 5.5: Partial Aggregation Example for Window Average.
of a SUM aggregation A = R. A window aggregation function can be reformulated
into three functions [15, 31], lift and lower, and a combine operator ⊕ [92]. as
follows:
• lift : T → A maps an element of a window to a partial aggregate of type A.
• combine ⊕ : A × A → A combines two partial aggregates into a new partial
aggregate (equivalent to a reduce function).
• lower : A → T 0 maps a partial aggregate into an element in the type T 0 of
output values.
By using the above functions and operator, elements in the window are lifted
to partial aggregates, further combined starting from the default (identity value)
1A for type A, and finally mapped to an output aggregate value. For example, for
window s[1, 3] the aggregation would be unrolled as:
fa (s[1, 3]) = lower(((1A ⊕ lift(s1 )) ⊕ lift(s2 )) ⊕ lift(s3 ))
Generally, we denote the partial aggregate of a substream s[i, j] as P(s[i, j]) =
1A ⊕ lift(si ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ lift(sj ). The sole requirement for partial aggregation is to
have an associative combine function so that aggregation can be used to evaluate a
full window aggregate in discrete steps [32, 14, 15]. The final aggregate measure
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Figure 5.6: Visualization of redundant partial aggregates
can be distributive, i.e., composed out of multiple partially derived aggregate values
such as average (using a sum and a count). An example of partial aggregation of a
window is depicted in Figure 5.5. The goal in this example is to partially compute
the average value out of a set of records with values 1 to 5. The invariant is that only
one partial aggregate is kept in memory (initially an empty aggregate) that is being
incrementally updated per record that arrives in a window. To compute an average
two values are maintained in the aggregate type: a sum and a count. By using the
lift function each record is first mapped into an aggregate type of its value and
a count of 1. The combine function updates the partial aggregate with the new
sum and count until all elements of a window have arrived. Then finally, the lower
function transforms the aggregate into the window average, in this case this is 3.

5.3

Aggregate Sharing: Problem, Solutions, Limitations

Partial aggregation solves (as the name suggests) the general problem of sliding
window aggregation only partially. That is, a naïve execution of an Aggregate
operator across windows can lead to redundant computation. To demonstrate the
problem assume we have a discretized stream w. For any two windows w, w 0 ∈ w
there is potentially an overlap v = w ∩ w 0 = s([l, r] ∩ [l 0 , r 0 ]). Computing all partials
over w would yield:
P(w) = . . . ∪ P(w) ∪ P(w 0 ) ∪ . . .

= . . . ∪ (P(w \ v) ⊕ P(v)) ∪ (P(v) ⊕ P(w 0 \ v)) ∪ . . .

It is therefore clear from the formulation that if v 6= ∅, the redundant work done
would be at least P(v). The same type of redundancy also applies when executing
the same aggregation on multiple sliding window queries on a shared data stream.
For example, let w and w 0 be two discretized streams computed over a shared
data stream s. For windows w ∈ w and w 0 ∈ w 0 with overlap w ∩ w 0 = v and the
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same aggregation function, the amount of redundant work to compute P(w ∪ w 0 )
would also be at least P(v). In Figure 5.6 we depict overlapping contents which in
turn translate into redundant partial aggregates for the sliding window example
introduced previously (Figure 5.4).
Existing optimisations of sliding window aggregation fall into two diverse
categories: 1) Stream slicing for periodic windows and 2) General pre-aggregation
for semantic-agnostic windows. Stream slicing is a family of memory-efficient
aggregation sharing mechanisms which rely on the apriori knowledge (compilationtime) of where windows start and end. Whereas, general pre-aggregation techniques
are agnostic of the exact formulation of windows, focusing on eager pre-aggregation
sharing data structures that can potentially aid sharing across arbitrary windows at
runtime. In the latter, we further analyze these approaches.

5.3.1

Stream Slicing

The concept of slicing is to take a data stream s and derive a small set of partial
aggregates I, which can be used to compose full window aggregations. Hence,
instead of keeping all records of active2 windows |W| in memory, we only keep their
partial aggregates.
Stream slicing has been studied in the past mainly in the context of periodic
windows [14, 13] which are the most trivial case of sliding windows known apriori.
Slicing guarantees that for any active window w = s[begin, end] there will be
a sequence of partials over contiguous intervals from begin to end. For instance,
consider windows s[1, 3] and s[2, 7] for which we want to apply slicing. We can
derive fa (s[1, 3]) and fa (s[2, 7]) from a set I of three shared sliced partials as follows:
fa (s[1,3])=lower((1A ⊕P(s1 ))⊕P(s[2,3]))
z
}|
{
I = hP(s1 ), P(s[2, 3]), P(s[4, 7])i
{z
}
|
fa (s[2,4])=lower((1A ⊕P(s[2,3]))⊕P(s[4,7]))
In practice, the two most popular slicing techniques that have been adopted
by existing systems in the past are panes [13] and pairs [14] which are summarized
further below.
5.3.1.1

Panes

The main idea behind Panes is that if we have a periodic window query with a fixed
slide and a range it is trivial to break down the aggregation process into partials
with a constant size, equal to the greatest common denominator of the respective
range and slide. For example if we have a sliding window with a range of 9 minutes
and a slide of 6 minutes the stream would be sliced and pre-aggregated into buckets,
2Windows are active as long as discretization is pending.
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Figure 5.7: Example of different slicing techniques
each of which corresponds to 3 minutes of the ingested stream (greatest common
denominator of 6 and 9).
5.3.1.2

Pairs

While being popular optimisation, Panes have been criticized [14] for their unbalanced performance that depends highly on the combination of range and slide. For
example, a window of range 10 seconds and a slide of 3 seconds would break down
to slices of a single second, no longer exploiting the amount of non-overlapping segments in a stream (as depicted in Figure 5.7). Instead, the Pairs technique [14] splits
a stream into two alternating slices: p2 = range mod slide and p1 = slide − s2 .
This optimisation utilizes better non-overlapping segments in a stream compared
to panes and is seamlessly applicable to any periodic window combination of range
and slide. Intuitively, pairs “halt” the pre-aggregation of a partial only when a
stream window starts or ends. This is visualized in Figure 5.7 where it results into a
lower number of slices for the same window compared to using Panes. Contrary to
Panes, Pairs has also been proposed for the case of multi-query aggregation sharing
where a large sequence of shared slices is decided at compilation time across shared
sliding window aggregation queries in the same operator [14].
5.3.1.3

Technique Analysis

Slicing undoubtedly offers the best known space and partial-aggregation complexity
in sliding window aggregation as follows:
Space: Pairs, the most efficient slicing technique known so far, produces two partials
per active window in a stream. Thus, at any given time, for |W| active sliding
windows we have a space complexity of O(2|W|).
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Figure 5.8: Example of a general pre-aggregation tree
Update (partial aggregation): The update complexity corresponds to the number of
combine calls invoked per record for partial-aggregation. For all slicing techniques
this is a constant of O(1) since only one such operation is necessary per record.
Lookup (final aggregation): The “lookup” or final aggregation cost corresponds
to the number of combine calls that are needed to compute a full window. This is
equivalent to the number of partials generated which can be no more than 2|W| at
any given time in the case of Pairs. Hence, final aggregation has a O(2|W|) best
known computational complexity.
Despite its performance, the applicability of slicing has been limited to periodic
window queries since this is the only type of windows for which their beginning and
end are known apriori. Later in this chapter we introduce the Cutty slicing technique
[31] which avoids this strong assumption by letting user-defined windowing
functions signify to the system during runtime when windows start. We will further
show how this technique yields a minimal number of partials and improving further
over Pairs in terms of required number of partials stored (as hinted in Figure 5.7).

5.3.2

General Pre-aggregation

The main incentive of general pre-aggregation techniques is to be able to allow
for aggregate lookups on arbitrary substreams as depicted in Figure 5.8. When
windows are non-periodic, with possibly unknown semantics at compilation time,
general pre-aggregation serves as the only known “just in time” optimisation. It
is, in essence, an “eager” pre-aggregation approach to generating and storing
partials that can be potentially used later for evaluating the aggregation value
of full windows when that is required. Earlier work on general pre-aggregation
such as B-int [32] defines an appropriate binary-tree data structure that maintains
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partials and higher order partials which can be eagerly pre-computed during stream
ingestion.
The application of B-int was meant to be fast aggregate retrieval for ad-hoc
stream queries (i.e., using a declarative query language such as CQL [86]), however,
the applicability of general pre-aggregation makes such techniques convenient for
aggregating continuous sliding windows without a known range or slide or other
periodicity assumptions. The Reactive Aggregator by IBM Research [15] exploits
the properties of B-Int and introduces FlatFat: a fixed size circular heap binary tree
of higher order partials that “slides” together with the records of the stream.
Example: The usage of FlatFat is demonstrated in the example of Figure 5.8 where a
simple sum per record index is pre-computed. The pre-aggregation tree (which can
be maintained in a heap) holds up-to-date aggregates from raw records ingested so
far. Each partial-aggregate per input record is stored into one of the N leaves of
the data structure , followed by logN combine calls to all parent partials in the tree
in order to update all higher order partials that contain that part of the stream. In
the same example, the consumption of record 4 would update and store the sum
partials on the following set of substreams: s{[4], [3, 4], [1, 4], [1, 8], [1, 16]}, given a
capacity of N = 16 record aggregates. At any time, the application can request an
aggregate on an arbitrary substream such as s[4, 8]. In that case, the result is the
combination of two pre-computed partials: sum(s[4]) and sum(s[5, 8]) as shown in
the figure.
This approach 1) guarantees a logN upper bound on the number of operations
for a full window aggregation and 2) bounded overall space of 2N where N
stands for the size of the longest substream needed to compute currently active
windows. Throughout this section we will also refer to this technique as “eager
pre-aggregation”, in contrast to all other techniques (including plain slicing) which
employ a lazy approach to compute the full window aggregation from fine grained
low partials (e.g., records or predefined slices).
5.3.2.1

Technique Analysis

Eager pre-aggregation offers fast retrievals of arbitrary windows on a stream at the
cost of additional space and incremental update computation requirements. That is
due to the fact that every time a new aggregate is added to the binary tree a sum of
log(N) additional partial aggregations need to be employed in order to update all
higher order aggregates of the tree (given N: the number of active records/leaves
in the tree). In summary, the runtime costs of employing eager-aggregation, which
are also visualized in Figure 5.8 are the following:
Space: The space requirements in case of FlatFat is exactly 2N, the size of its
allocated heap space needed for all stored partials.
Update/Lookup: Both update and full window lookup have O(logN) computa-
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Figure 5.9: Applicability of slicing and general pre-aggregation
tional complexity. In the case of updates the complexity is fixed (logN) against
slicing which typically involves a single aggregation per record.
All these costs pose an interesting trade-off when this technique is employed
per-record in a data stream, which often results in more operations than a naive
execution of each redundant window aggregation separately since almost always.
As a result, it is likely that if general pre-aggregation is de-facto applied, its runtime
cost would never be amortized across a full run of a continuous application. In
fact, excluding the case of windows that slide per record it is true that N >> |W|
and thus, slicing is ultimately preferred if it can be applied. Nevertheless, the
power of general pre-aggregation lies at the observation that aggregation sharing
can be employed in a window-agnostic manner, thus, covering a large space of
non-periodic window types used within research and industrial applications.

5.3.3

Limitations and Motivation

The dichotomy between efficient aggregation on periodic sliding windows (i.e.
slicing) and memory-demanding, best-effort aggregation as the fallback solution
has been a burden for data stream programming models. On one hand we have the
majority of models restricting expressibility to periodic windows to enable efficient
aggregation (e.g., Spark D-Streams [12]). While on the other hand, we can only
enable universal expressibility at the high cost of maintaining pre-aggregation data
structures on raw streams. In Figure 5.9 we show examples of widely used windows
categorized by the applicability of aggregation sharing techniques. Evidently, there
is a need for an efficient aggregation scheme that can allow users to freely express
more dynamic or complex application-driven windows while being able to distill
the right primitives to enable efficient aggregation sharing. Such an approach
would not trade off performance for model compositionality and it would further
allow for systems to employ pre-aggregation transparently.
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Figure 5.10: Motivating example including slices and higher-order partials: Reports
become more frequent when the value of a stock is below 10$.

5.4

Cutty: A Hybrid Approach

We view slicing and general pre-aggregation as orthogonal techniques that can be
potentially combined to support a wide variety of stream windows for efficient
aggregate sharing. At the same time we seek for the minimum, transparent
programming model requirements to enable slicing for a wider variety of sliding
windows than periodic. These are the driving needs behind our design. In this
section, we present the intuition and formal specification of deterministic userdefined windows as well as Cutty, an aggregation framework that can optimize
slicing when that is achievable.

5.4.1

Approach Intuition

In 5.2.2 we presented different types of non-periodic windows followed by an
example of a use-case where users need to specify sliding windows that change
according to the value of a stock. Let us revisit this example with the notion of
slicing and general pre-aggregation in mind. As depicted in Figure 5.10, the exact
specification of sliding windows (e.g., range and slide) might be known only during
runtime, however, a system does not necessarily need to have full knowledge of
these semantics beforehand as long as it knows when is the right time to complete
the pre-aggregation of each slice. Our example case hints that this is possible as
long as the system knows at ingestion-time when a record marks the beginning of a
window. At that point it can store the result of its partial aggregation so far (active
partial) and start anew with a new pre-aggregation. This approach guarantees that
we store just enough slices to compose any window that is known at runtime. When
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Figure 5.11: Extending applicability of slicing with Deterministic UDWs
we reach a record that marks the end of a window, we can combine the current
active partial, together with previously stored partials (slices) to get the aggregate
of the full window. Therefore, at any given point we need to maintain no more
slices than there are active windows |W|.
General pre-aggregation data structures such as FlatFat are a convenient means
of speeding up the final window aggregation by sharing higher-order partials
that go beyond the scope of slices. Hence, we foresee a benefit of exploiting
general pre-aggregation data structures on top of slices in order to reduce final
window aggregation complexity from O(|W|) to O(log|W|). The memory cost of
maintaining these data structures on raw streams can get very high, however, on
top of slices the space complexity becomes a constant of 2|W|. In Figure 5.10 we
visualize how slices and their corresponding higher-order partials can both serve
the computation of arbitrary windows in the previous example . Given that the
technique considers individual windows and not queries, it can also be utilized in
a multi-query aggregation sharing environment where multiple sliding windows
share the same aggregation on an underlying stream.

5.4.2

User-Defined Windows

We distinguish two general classes of User-Defined Windows (UDWs), namely
deterministic and non-deterministic, which are explained below.
Deterministic UDWs: We coin as deterministic all windows for which we can apply
slicing efficiently as described previously, while non-deterministic are all the rest
for which we cannot. Deterministic windows can be declared with a user-defined
discretization function fdisc .
The concept of deterministic windows stems from the observation that all it
takes to achieve optimal slicing is not the apriori knowledge of the periodicity
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of windows (if any) but the runtime knowledge of where a new window starts.
Intuitively a window function is deterministic if at the time that it processes a
record, it can decide whether that records marks i) the beginning of a window or
ii) the end of a window. For instance, a periodic count window of fixed range and
slide, is deterministic, since when a record arrives, an internal counter can affirm
whether a new window begins with that record. Similarly, a punctuation window is
deterministic, since (by definition) a punctuation marks the beginning of a window.
Formally, a deterministic window function fdisc is defined as follows:
fdisc : T → hWbegin : N, Wend : Ni
where for each record r ∈ T : i) Wbegin is the number of windows beginning with r
and ii) Wend the number of windows ending with r.
As an example, consider the following deterministic function for declaring
periodic count windows of fixed range and slide:

Wbegin : 1 if k mod slide = 0, else 0
fdisc (sk ) =
Wend : 1 if((k − range) mod slide) = 0, else 0
In fact, periodic windows which are supported by all existing event processing
systems and query languages (e.g. CQL [86]), are subsumed by deterministic.
Figure 5.11 depicts the extended set of known window types that can support
slicing in the context of deterministic windows. Furthermore, Figure 5.12 provides
an overview of the window classes along with a categorization of known window
types found in the literature. Tumbling windows are periodic and thus, deterministic.
Session and snapshot windows by definition begin with the first record of the
session that marks the window’s beginning and end with a timeout record which
is injected in the system (e.g., a watermark). Moreover, lower-bound landmark
windows begin from a given landmark record, that marks the beginning of a record
and end upon a punctuation or a predefined length.
Non-Deterministic UDWs: Intuitively, non-deterministic windows cannot declare immediately whether a record begins a window or not, i.e., they need to
examine more records in order to take such a decision. As a result, slicing for
non-deterministic windows is not possible and we have to fall back to general
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Figure 5.13: Architectural overview of Cutty.
pre-aggregation techniques [32, 15]. A typical example of a window which is
non-deterministic is a window which every 5 seconds outputs the last 10 records
of the stream. If we assume that a record r1 , arrives during the first second of a
window and the next second, another 10 records arrive, r1 will not be part of the
next window. Thus, if the rate of the stream cannot be known in advance, such a
window cannot be deterministic; the window function cannot specify whether a
record is going to be part of the next window at the very moment of the record’s
arrival.

5.4.3

Overview of Cutty

Cutty is a framework for slicing and pre-aggregating multiple overlapping windows,
implemented on Apache Flink. By using the Cutty framework instead of a naive
execution of sliding window aggregation, we can achieve high sharing and minimal
redundancy across any sliding window expressible with a deterministic UDW. The
framework consists of three main components, as depicted in Figure 5.13:
• A discretizer operator that enriches the incoming data stream with windowing
information dictated by a one or a set of UDWs that have a common aggregation
measure (e.g., SUM, AVG). The enriched stream drives the pre-aggregation
decisions and aids the aggregator with the bookkeeping of active windows.
• A shared aggregation operator which slices the enriched input stream and
evaluates full window aggregates, backed by an aggregation store at its state.
• The aggregation store, a special data structure based on FlatFat [15] that
maintains pre-computed higher order partials allowing efficient aggregate
lookups for arbitrary window intervals.
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Figure 5.14: An example of Cutty on deterministic windows.
In the rest of the section we will demonstrate the execution of Cutty followed
by section 5.5 where we analyze each of the design choices made in the
framework.
A Thorough Example. Figure 5.14 depicts a full example of the execution of Cutty
for aggregating a set of deterministic UDWs. As the set of the deterministic UDWs
dictate (fdisc ’s at the top), partial aggregation is applied incrementally only within
the intervals that mark the beginning of windows (dashed vertical lines). At the
beginning of every interval, the active partial resets to the initial value 1A and
maintains the current pre-aggregate until it forms a complete atomic slice (in this
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example, (P(s[1, 2]), P(s[3, 5]), P(s[6, 7]), P(s[8, 8])). Before the active partial resets,
its value is stored for further reuse (central rectangle in the figure). When a window
ends we have everything to compute the full aggregation from the partials. For
instance, in the case of fA (s[3, 8]), upon getting notified at the consumption of
s9 that window s[3, 8] is complete we are ready to compute the full aggregation.
We can derive the full window aggregation by re-using all precomputed slices
P(s[3, 5]), P(s[6, 7]) and P(s[8, 8]) which are already stored.
Sharing Higher-Order Partials. From the example in Figure 5.14, we observed
that, simply sharing sliced partial aggregates does not eliminate redundancy when
computing full window aggregations. For example, with a typical lazy evaluation
slices P(s[1, 2]) and P(s[3, 5]) would have to be combined twice: once for computing
fa (s[1, 5]) itself, and once for computing fa (s[1, 6]). Instead, if fa (s[1, 5]) was stored,
fa (s[1, 6]) could be computed by fa (s[1, 5]) together with the current partial. In
principle, the higher the number of overlapping windows, the more reduce calls
are repeated for each complete window lookup operation. To deal with this issue
we can exploit an eager pre-aggregation strategy to incrementally pre-compute
higher-level aggregates. However, in contrast to the original usage of eager preaggregation [15, 32] on raw record streams, we apply this technique on slices to
produce higher order reusable partials. This way, we gain a logarithmic decrease
of each complete window aggregation at a low additional memory footprint.
Furthermore, the same strategy can be re-used as a best-effort fallback solution for
non-deterministic UDWs, where slicing cannot be applied.

5.5

Internals and Implementation of Cutty

In this section, we dive deeper into the internal design of the Cutty framework by
explaining further each of the core components: the discretizer, shared aggregator
and its aggregate store.

5.5.1

A Shared Discretizer for UDWs

Cutty’s discretizer is able to multiplex multiple UDWs, coming from one or multiple
applications. UDWs can be added at job compilation time all once or incrementally,
by reconfiguring the job to load new UDWs. Its basic functionality is to consult all
the UDWs per input record, enrich that record with extra information, as explained
below, and pass it downstream to the aggregator.
Deterministic UDWs. As we have seen in subsection 5.4.2, deterministic functions
specify whether a record begins or ends a window, exactly at the moment of the
record’s arrival. This gives the discretizer the ability to give hints to the aggregator,
alleviating the aggregation process from the need for window management and
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Figure 5.15: Mapping multiple UDWs to discretization events.
bookkeeping. Hence, the aggregator simply operates on a marked stream, without
any knowledge about the specifics of the UDWs.
The discretizer associates a set of window begin/end identifiers with each
incoming record. These identifiers are used by the aggregator to apply slicing
incrementally. Consider for example the shared discretization of windows produced
by two UDWs as shown in the example in Figure 5.15. The upper UDW has a
range of count 4 and slide 2 while the one in the bottom has a range of count 5 and
slide 3. The dashed vertical lines mark the begin of each individual window, as
indicated by the UDWs. The discretizer consults the UDWs and injects “window
begin” markers in the stream (as depicted on the right). For instance, on record 0,
there are two window begins, namely windows 1 and 2. Similarly, the discretizer
consults the UDWs and enriches the stream with “window end” markers. In our
example, window 1 ends with record 3 (and indicated by the UDW upon processing
record 4). Formally, the discretizer injects window identifiers as follows:
r : T 7→ hr : T, WIDbegin ⊂ N, WIDend ⊂ Ni
where WIDbegin and WIDend are derived from the UDWs and represent each
unique window that, respectively, begins (inclusively) or ends (exclusively) with
record r.
Non-Deterministic UDWs. Non-deterministic windows cannot indicate whether
the current record of the stream begins a new window. To this end, non-deterministic
UDWs have to indicate possibly expired records that should be removed from the
head of the current window, and notify when the window has to be emitted. Since
the shared discretizer operates on multiple UDWs at the same time, it has to i) derive
the records that expire across all UDWs i.e., the intersection of records that all
UDWs have declared as expired ii) store and track the begin of each active window.
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Non-deterministic windows in our aggregator architecture are handled by the
underlying aggregate store [15].

5.5.2

Shared Aggregation

The shared aggregator is an operator that consumes the enriched streams of the
discretizer and generates window aggregates. Consecutive input records are
aggregated, at a low cost, into an active partial aggregate maintained at its managed
state, whereas, window “begin” and “end” indicators in the enriched stream are
used to add and retrieve partials (slices) stored at its state to evaluate full windows.
Slice State Interface: There are three operations supported at the aggregator’s
state to manage pre-computed slices for adding, looking up and purging slices as
follows:
• add(partial_id, partial): Adds a partial at the end of the store where
partial_id is an identifier for the provided partial.
• lookup(from, to): Computes result of P(s[from, to]). Most of the time the
aggregator is interested in looking up a full aggregation starting by from. In
that case, we will use the shorthand call lookup(from).
• purge(partial_id): Removes all given partials from the store up to partial_id.
As explained further in 5.5.4, we considered two evaluation strategies for the store,
a lazy using a circular fixed-sized array, and an eager which builds on FlatFAT [15]
using a pre-allocated circular buffer backed by the local JVM heap. For the rest of
this section, it should be assumed that the store follows an eager strategy unless
stated otherwise.
Aggregation Logic: The functionality of the Cutty aggregator is summarized in
algorithm 8. The aggregator maintains a single active partial on which it applies
incremental aggregation per record arrival. Effectively this is an execution of stream
slicing, where each slice spreads between records that mark consecutive window
begins. In case a new window begins (which occurs when the set WIDbegin is not
empty) the aggregator has to start a new partial pre-aggregation. In that case, the
current active partial is stored in the aggregates store and the active partial resets
back to its initial value (1A ). In any other case the aggregator simply applies a single
combine operation to update its active partial. Mind that the aggregator keeps track
of the first record of every active window since it has to be aware of the specific
range to aggregate when a window ends. For every window that ends in Wend , the
aggregator combines its active partial with the stored partial of the interval that
starts at the beginning of the window.
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Algorithm 8: Cutty Shared Aggregation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Upon ri , WIDbegin , WIDend
if WIDbegin 6= ∅ then
store.add(i, partial);
partial ← 1A ;
foreach w ∈ WIDbegin do
begins[w] ← i;

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

foreach w ∈ WIDend do
start ← begins[w];
begins.remove(w) ;
store.purge(min(begins));
emit hw | lower(store.lookup(start) ⊕partial) i;
partial ← partial ⊕lift(ri )

. reset active partial
. mark begin for w
. retrieve begin of w
. gc
. online aggregation

Storage Costs. A very important feature of Cutty aggregation for deterministic
UDWs is that it generates a minimal amount of sliced partials needed for any shared
window computation. In the worst case, Cutty stores only as many partials as the
number of active windows, compared to other slicing techniques [14] that generate
twice as many partials. The main idea lies at the observation that only windows
that end at a specified record ri would need to aggregate up to i. Since no other
windows would ever need to start or end at this index later, incremental aggregation
can continue until it reaches a record which starts a new window.
For non-deterministic window aggregations, it is not possible to apply slicing
due to the limited knowledge of the active windows. However, in that case
Cutty utilizes the store, thus, bounding its performance to the current state-ofthe-art approach [15]. Expired record removals and full window aggregates are
executed based on the discretizer-injected information. Partial aggregation sharing
is therefore achieved only via the eager strategy of the aggregate store.

5.5.3

Sharing for Heterogeneous Sliding Windows

The slicing logic of Cutty applies for both single and multiple multiplexed windows.
To the best of our knowledge, Cutty is the first general slicing technique that
combines deterministic windows defined on different metrics to share sliced preaggregate. This is because UDWs require lower level primitives (i.e. window begin
and end) than application semantics (i.e., sessions, time ranges and slides etc.).
Using Cutty, all window begins are mapped to a concrete record in the stream at
runtime, which is the first record of the window. It doesn’t matter which measures
are used in the queries to define windows; knowing at which records windows
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Figure 5.16: Incremental slicing for multiple queries which define windows over
different measures.
begin, allows us to share pre-aggregates among them. Figure 5.16 illustrates how
slices are created when two queries use different measures, namely time and
distance. Imagine a vehicle which produces a stream of reports consisting of the
current timestamp and mileage. We now define two periodic sliding window
queries, which can share pre-aggregates: i) Slide = 6sec.; Range = 10sec. (depicted
on x-axis) ii) Slide = 5km; Range = 10km (depicted on y-axis). Note that, for the
sake of simplicity, the queries are periodic. However, Cutty can apply slicing and
sharing on any combination of deterministic windows.

5.5.4

Aggregate Store Internals

The aggregate store implements the three operations needed by the aggregation
logic, namely add, lookup and perge. For its default, eager evaluation strategy we
based our implementation on FlatFAT [15], which we have extended to support
sharing partial aggregates among multiple queries. As in FlatFAT, partials in our
store are stored in a pre-allocated heap-based data structure that is pointer-less.
The data structure resembles a “sliding binary tree” that pre-computes high level
aggregates incrementally. In its circular heap space, single-hop tree traversals (e.g.
parent, rightChild) can be executed in O(1) time without the need for look-ups. In
this part, we summarize all additions and considerations in the store internals
while omitting several non-critical details that can be further studied in the Reactive
Aggregator (RA) [15], the original aggregation framework of FlatFat.
Multi-window Processing. Cutty takes care of generating shared partials, produced
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by slicing multiple deterministic windows accordingly, and then stores them by
invoking the add(partial_id, partial) operation. Stored partials (as opposed
to the records themselves in [15]) serve as the leafs of the tree and are uniquely
addressed by their original id. To allow this we enriched the data structure with
additional mappings h(partialID) → i where i ∈ N is the heap index for that
partial. When required, the aggregator has to look-up for aggregates on intervals
within the partial id space and retrieve them via a merge(from, to) operation. Both
merge and add operations employ a bottom-up heap traversal for pre-computing
(lookup) and evaluating an aggregate range (add). The traversal yields an upper
bound complexity of O(log2 (n)) in both cases, where n is the number of leafs.
For Non-deterministic windows we implement an identical strategy to RA [15], by
appending every individual record to the data structure and applying look-ups in
the granularity of records.
Memory Management. Given that the number of active windows and therefore
stored slices can only be known in runtime we can only speculate the size of the
allocated heap space and resize the data structure when that is necessary via the
use of heuristics. When the heap space is fully utilized upon an add operation,
we double the array’s capacity. This is a common strategy, also considered in
the original implementation of FlatFAT [15]. Similarly, when a purge operation
leaves behind an under-utilized heap down to a third of its full capacity, we half its
capacity. Each storage resize invokes exactly 2n + 1 heap operations. That means
that if we need to store x partials we would pre-allocate a capacity n = 2k for
k = min{m ∈ R|m ≥ log2 (x)}.
Lazy Implementation. The aggregates store also implements a lazy aggregation
mode. This means that, when operating in this mode, no higher-order partials
are precomputed. In this case, only first order partials are stored in the circular
buffer (corresponding to leafs in the eager strategy). Thus, add/purge and lookup
operations have O(1) and O(n) complexities respectively for n partials. For the sake
of simplicity and comparability we preserved the same eager memory management
strategies that were explained above.

5.6

Analytical Comparison

So far we have introduced different window classes and aggregation techniques
for each class. In order to put everything into perspective we will examine worst
case and amortized spatial and computational complexities exhibited by Cutty
compared to other known techniques in aggregate sharing.
Analysis Scope. We deliberately focus on a single periodic window aggregation,
with a fixed range r and slide s, since this is the single common denominator of all
supported window classes. Our evaluation in section 5.7 includes experimental

Cutty
Pairs[14]
Panes[13]
RA [15]

Space
Lazy
Eager
dr/se + 1
d2r/se + 1
d2r/se
d4r/se
r
2r
d /gcd(r,s)e d /gcd(r,s)e
r
2r

Lazy
1
1
1
1

Pre-Aggregation
Eager
Eager (Amortized)
(log(dr/se)−1)/s + 1
O(log(dr/se))
2(log(d2r/se)−1)/s + 1
O(log(d2r/se))
r
r
O(log(d /gdc(r,s)e)) log(d /gdc(r,s)e) + gdc(r, s) − 1
O(log(r))
log(r)

Lookup
Lazy
dr/se + 1
d2r/se
r
d /gcd(r,s)e
r

Table 5.1: Complexities of Cutty and the state of the art over aggregating a periodic sliding window.

Eager
log(dae)
log(d2r/se)
log(dr/gcd(r,s)e)
log(r)
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analysis of multi-window scenarios. We cover all periodic window-centric preaggregation techniques, namely panes [13] and pairs [14] and the state-of-the-art
general window aggregation techniques, B-Int [32] and RA [15].

5.6.1

Complexity Analysis

Table 5.1 summarizes all complexities, covering worst case memory demands in
terms of number of stored partials, as well as pre-aggregation (computation per
record) and lookup (computation per full window) in respect of reduce calls. We
further decouple slicing methods from aggregate store strategies, i.e. eager and
lazy. Evidently, general aggregation strategies conceptually slice a data stream
by producing a partial per record. From the table it is clear that in all cases, the
eager strategy achieves better merge performance while increasing memory and
computational demands for updates. Furthermore, Cutty exhibits the most efficient
execution both in terms of space and computation. This is because slices in Cutty
solely correspond to the number of active windows at any given time. Pairs, on
the other hand, require double the memory and computational resources as a
side-effect of slicing twice more partials. Panes is the least efficient technique for
periodic windows due to enforcing finer slicing granularity which corresponds to
the smallest possible slice during a full window pre-aggregation. Finally, RA, as
expected, has significantly more memory and computational demands than periodic
window pre-aggregation techniques since it is agnostic of window semantics and
thus, operates at the granularity of each individual record.

5.6.2

Amortized Costs

An amortized study of the operation costs of all these techniques with an eager
strategy unveils further benefits for Cutty. Intuitively, the worst case update
complexity in a full window aggregation applies only when a partial is stored.
In the case of Cutty this occurs exactly r/s times. In contrast, pairs writes to the
store 2r/s times while in panes and RA this occurs exactly r/gcd(r,s) and r times,
as depicted in Table 5.1. Evidently, Cutty exhibits the lowest amortized cost, by
invoking costly store operations half of the times compared to Pairs.

5.7

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we assess the performance of Cutty compared to Pairs [14] and RA
(FlatFat/B-Int)[32, 15] for periodic and non-periodic windows.

5.7.1

Experiments Setup

Implementation and Competing Approaches. We implemented the API for userdefined windows and the Cutty aggregator on Apache Flink 0.9 [43]. In order to
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enable a fair comparison, we implemented Pairs [14] and RA [15] within the same
codebase, sharing data structures and function calls. More specifically, we implemented the following techniques3, each of which maps to specific configurations in
our framework:
• Naive: The Naive aggregator does not exploit any window semantics (e.g. periodicity) nor sharing opportunities for multiple windows. It simply recomputes
overlapping windows and runs a separate aggregator instance per window query.
Thus, the amount of resources utilized is proportional to the number of input
queries.
• Cutty: The main strategy that is activated in our framework for deterministic
window functions. Unless stated otherwise, Cutty uses an eager aggregate store,
i.e., it maintains a tree of partials as described in subsection 5.5.4.
• Pairs [14]: Pairs is the state-of-the-art aggregate sharing technique for periodic
queries. Our implementation of Pairs uses a lazy aggregate store strategy, as
described in the original paper.
• Pairs+: An enhanced version of the Pairs technique that is configured with an
eager aggregate store enabling a fair comparison against Cutty.
• RA [15]: The Reactive Aggregator (RA) uses a general aggregation strategy [15]
that employs no slicing, relying solely on an eager aggregate store (FlatFAT).
Dataset. We used the DEBS12 grand challenge dataset [95] which contains events
generated by sensors of a factory. Each record of the dataset comprises of energy
metrics and sensor states sampled with 100Hz rate. In total, the dataset contains
roughly 33 million events. Each event includes three energy measures and 54 binary
sensor-state transitions. We decided to use the DEBS12 dataset as it serves very well
to generate non-periodic session-based window queries using sensor transitions
as punctuations for the experiments which include deterministic/non-periodic
windows (Figure 5.7.3).
Hardware. We executed all experiments on a 4.0 GHz Intel Core i7-4790K with
12GB DDR3 pre-allocated memory on a v1.8.0_91 JVM. Note that the aggregation
operator in our experiments utilizes only a single core and is executed on a single
task within Apache Flink’s runtime.

5.7.2

Periodic Window Aggregation

Workload. In this experiment we focused on periodic windows and generated a
variable number of sliding count-based windows on top of the DEBS12 dataset.
3The Panes technique was excluded because i) it is generalized and subsumed by Pairs and ii) there
is no known support for multiplexing multiple sliding windows.
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Figure 5.17: Performance Overview for periodic queries over workload sizes.

We used a rolling average of the three main energy measures as the aggregation
function. We further generated queries of uniformly random window ranges and
slides. The range values were selected within the range [20000;80000] and the slides
within [1000;20000]. Furthermore, slides and ranges were chosen to be multiples of
10, thus, yielding 5000 possible unique range and 1900 slide values. The resulting
distribution of ranges and slides is depicted in Figure 5.17a. In this setup, we
created 11 workloads containing 1 to 100 queries.
Figure 5.17b depicts the total number of reduce calls which were executed by
each of the techniques throughout the experiment (aggregating over ∼ 33M records)
for different workload sizes (1-100). Respectively, Figure 5.17c depicts the maximum
number of partials stored by each of the techniques during the experiment (i.e.,
maximum memory allocation). Note that the number of reduce calls correlates to
the throughput and the overall performance of the techniques (we omit the graphs
for the lack of space).
Benefits of Sharing. Aggregate sharing trades memory resources for less computation. A first observation in Figure 5.17b is that RA yields computational gains only
when sharing more than 10 queries. This is because RA does not perform slicing
and invokes a store operation per record in FlatFat. As mentioned earlier FlatFat
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Figure 5.18: Performance drilldowns for periodic queries.
operations yield additional reduce calls. Besides RA, all other techniques seem
beneficial to use from a single query.
Performance Comparison. Cutty with an eager strategy clearly offers the best
performance results by requiring an identical amount of memory to the Pairs
technique (the two techniques coincide in Figure 5.17c) while achieving nearly half
the amount of reduce calls compared to Pairs+ (Figure 5.17b). RA on the other hand,
over-utilizes memory while also incurring heavy computational load, over three
degrees of magnitude higher than Cutty (eager) and Pairs+.
Eager vs. Lazy Store. Throughout this paper Cutty assumed an eager aggregate
store as described in section 5.5. The cost trade-offs depicted in Figure 5.17b and
Figure 5.17c validate this decision. We can observe that both in the case of Cutty
and Pairs+ the eager strategy trades off exactly and constantly twice the memory
requirements to gain more than an order of magnitude less overall reduce calls.
The computational gain becomes more significant when sharing large amounts
of overlapping window aggregates. Since the memory overhead is very small (in
the orders of hundreds), for the rest of this analysis we will only focus on the
performance of the eager storage strategy for Cutty and Pairs+ (RA already relies
on eager pre-aggregation).
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Throughput Overview. In Figure 5.17d we compare the throughput of Cutty,
Pairs+ and RA for the same workloads. As expected, throughput degrades for
larger workloads in Cutty and Pairs+ since more windows yield a larger amount of
partials and final aggregations to execute. However, 100x more queries yield only
a degradation of 5-6x for both, Cutty and Pairs+. In the case of RA, throughput
is always at a minimum even for small workloads (1 or 10 queries). The reasons
behind this are covered below.
Insights on Computational Overhead. To provide further insights on the performance results presented in this analysis we further decompose reduce calls
occurred in the aggregator for Cutty (Figure 5.18a), Pairs+ (Figure 5.18b) and RA
(Figure 5.18c) for the same workloads. The calls attributed to update summarize
the cost and frequency of the append operation (and associated aggregate store
operations such as resizing), while the merge part of the calls summarizes the
overall overhead caused by final window aggregation, i.e. merge calls. In the case
of Cutty, the merge operations attribute to the majority of the aggregation costs,
while update costs are kept at a minimum. On the other hand, Pairs+ incur an
almost two times higher number of pre-aggregation calls compared to Cutty with
update operations dominating (compared to merge related calls) as the number of
queries increases. RA’s operation seems to be overly dominated by pre-aggregation
calls. This is because RA does not differentiate window specifics and eagerly stores
each incoming record to its aggregation store resulting into a log(n) additional
cost per record, for a significantly larger n compared to Cutty and Pairs+. Finally,
Figure 5.18d shows that slicing in Pairs+ results into double the overall amount of
partials compared to Cutty. That clearly explains the higher computational costs of
Pairs+, since twice more partials yield twice more frequent updates at the store.
Experiment Summary. Cutty exhibits the highest throughput by at least 2x
compared to Pairs+ and nearly half the number of reduce calls compared to Pairs+.
Furthermore, it has a computational cost at least three orders of magnitude lower
than RA, the best known general pre-aggregation technique. The proportions of
these results also align with our analytical comparison, described in section 5.6.
Concluding, Cutty is the aggregate sharing technique with the least cost for periodic
queries both in theory and in practice.

5.7.3

Non-Periodic Window Aggregation

Workload. The DEBS12 dataset [95] consists of arbitrary binary sensor state
transitions (true/false) that, in essence, can serve to pinpoint different sessions (i.e.
1 from 0 or 0 from 1 opens a new session). Since the actual dataset had only 20
active sensors (and 34 which seldom changed state) we implemented UDWs that
simulated session windows, picked at random from the same distribution as the
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Figure 5.19: Computational and Memory Comparisons between Cutty and RA for
Multiplexing Non-periodic Queries
frequency of the 20 active sensor state transitions (summarized in Figure 5.19a).
This type of dynamic windows is fundamentally non-periodic (but deterministic)
and thus, we only included Cutty and RA in this experiment.
Performance Comparison. In Figure 5.19b we can see that the throughput of RA
is already several orders of magnitude lower than Cutty, starting from a single
query. Since in this scenario the windows are not sliding, the impact of additional
windows is more clear. Memory utilization (Figure 5.19c) follows similar trends
that we have seen in the previous experiment with periodic queries. Additionally,
in Figure 5.19d we can see a drill down of the computational costs of both Cutty
and RA. As before, the overall computational difference is around three orders
of magnitude. We can further observe though, that the number of merge related
calls in RA are similar to the one of Cutty’s update and merge related reduce calls.
Still, merge calls in this scenario were significantly higher than in the previous case
with periodic queries since session windows could be smaller and thus, trigger full
window computations more frequently.
Experiment Summary. The performance results of Cutty for non-periodic, deter-
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ministic windows highlight the core benefit of slicing, when it is applicable. To
the best of our knowledge, Cutty is the first technique that can apply slicing in
non-periodic, deterministic windows while doing so with a higher efficiency and
better performance than state-of-the-art slicing techniques for periodic windows.
However, it is fair to note here that RA can be used in more general cases (e.g., out
of order eviction of window items), not only for deterministic UDWs.

5.8

Related Work

Panes, Pairs, and RA. Pairs [14] improved upon Panes [13] by reducing the number
of slices per query and by extending Panes’ ideas to multi-query aggregation.
However i) Pairs itself fails to scale to large numbers of queries with diverse range
and slide sizes. ii) Unlike Cutty, Pairs limits the query scope to periodic windows.
iii) Cutty performs better than both Pairs and Panes theoretically and experimentally
. Finally, RA [32, 15] applies to non-periodic windows but with a large memory
cost in order keep all individual elements of the data stream in a tree structure. In
contrast, Cutty can apply slicing for the class of deterministic non-periodic windows
with much less computational and memory cost.
Other Approaches. Li et al. [88, 96] did cot consider slicing techniques, but briefly
classified window types by their evaluation context requirements, leaving the
characterization of each class as an open research question. Our work partly fills
this gap: deterministic discretization functions subsume all forward-context-free
windows (no future records are required to know when a window starts), while
non-deterministic discretization functions are forward-context-aware. Slider [97]
showcases another example of combining partial, incremental aggregation with
pre-aggregation trees for periodic windows of the same metric as well as the ability
to dynamically adjust the specification of a pre-aggregation tree. However, the
same approach lacks the semantic generality and adaptation of pre-aggregation
schemes to multi-query computation sharing, as shown in Cutty.

5.9

Future Work

Windowing semantics are becoming increasingly complex and sophisticated the
more data stream processing gets adopted. Aggregation techniques will have to
follow the trends in windowing semantics and adapt to more dynamic, data-centric
window types. One of the most prominent future directions in stream windowing is
its standardization and encapsulation in stream SQL standards that are undergoing
in open-source communities (e.g., the Calcite project [98] and Google Dataflow [21]).
However, no significant efforts have been made to tight relational optimisations in
stream windowing. Another future direction is to extend slicing capabilities beyond
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deterministic windows (if possible) and cover cases of fully data-driven windows
without FIFO guarantees such as ADWIN [58]. Finally, general pre-aggregation
data structures have to employ the notion of out-of-orderness, a concept not covered
in our approach. Currently, with existing out-of-the-box solution such as FlatFat
it is not possible to retract already evaluated window aggregates, thus, making it
impossible to use for systems like Beam and Flink with out-of-order logic.
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5.11

Summary: A Design Approach Perspective

Data stream windows are still one of the most central abstractions in data streaming.
Aggregation techniques aim to reduce computational redundancy to the maximum
extend possible for sliding windows. Most often, approaches to efficient aggregation
are entangled with actual windowing semantics, such as assuming periodic queries
to provide efficient pre-aggregation. Slicing techniques provide low memory
footprint and generally good performance at the cost of limited applicability while
general pre-aggregation techniques can be employed for any window lookup at
the cost of high computational and memory footprint. To this end, we designed
and implemented Cutty, a window aggregation framework that aims for a hybrid
solution by generalizing slicing further via the use of deterministic windows while
combining data structures from general pre-aggregation for an optimal result. Our
general approach, adopting UDWs and employing Cutty satisfies all three of our
core design principles, as follows:
[D1] Blocking-Coordination Avoidance Shared window aggregation is a problem
that typically requires no distributed coordination, however, it can be a rather
obstructive process if not executed efficiently, e.g., when an aggregation tree grows
too big resulting into extremely slow lookups and high pre-aggregation latencies.
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Our approach bounds space and computational requirements to the number of
active windows which is, to our knowledge, the most latency- and space-efficient
approach yet for such a general class of supported windows.
[D2] Runtime Transparency We designed Cutty in a way that it is completely
transparent to the user how windows are evaluated. In fact, UDWs are a nonrestrictive programming model in comparison to periodic-only windows offered
by alternative approaches and systems. We believe that deterministic and nondeterministic UDWs offer a simple primitive that can serve between complex
application-domain window specifications (e.g., trigger and eviction policies in IBM
Stream Processing Language [57] and sessions in Apache Beam/Cloud Dataflow
[21]). Our prototype of Cutty could trivially translate most known window templates
such as periodic windows on different measures as well as session, tumbling and
landmark windows into UDWs at compilation time.
[D3] Model Compositionality UDWs enable programmers to assemble a complex
cross-window aggregation without the need to find and tweak slicing or other
execution-centric parameters. For example, window slides in the original work of
Discretized Streams [12] would optimally need to be multiples of the microbatch
windowing, expressed in real time. Such restrictions are avoided with the use of
UDWs since the application semantics can be totally decoupled from the aggregation
needs. Furthermore, as analyzed already in D2, UDWs can be composed by and
also compose other UDWs. Most importantly, Cutty is to our knowledge the first
aggregator that allows fusion of sliding windows on heterogeneous measures such
as count and time-based windows, sharing the same workload efficiently.
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Iterative Data Streaming
6.1

Introduction

So far throughout this work we have addressed two broad challenges in stream
processing: state management and efficient sliding window aggregation. A stream
processor with persistent managed state and the notion of window aggregation can
in combination support reliable and scalable deployments of relational operations,
complex event processing tasks and generally any computation achievable within a
single pass of the data. However, there exist computational problems that require
multiple passes to extract deeper metrics and relations hidden in the data. Typical
examples can be found in the fields of graph analytics, machine learning and logic
programming all of which are emerging to become prevalent within modern data
management workloads.
Iterative processing has been supported inherently well for batch processing
systems, using their built-in centrally coordinated execution and the use of external
shared state in distributed file systems[17, 99, 100, 101]. However, enabling multipass computation in stream processing introduces several interesting challenges that
have to be addressed while taking into consideration the existing design choices that
are already in use such as coordination-free task execution, in-flight asynchronous
snapshotting and flow control. To that end, we identify a set of runtime additions
as well as programming model primitives that are essential to iterative processing,
yet, current production-grade stream processors fail to provide.
At the runtime level, there is a need to compose arbitrary nested dataflow
computation. That means that we should be able to incorporate concrete loop
structures into stream process graphs and identify their scopes explicitly in order to
be able to determine and track concretely how a multi-step, distributed computation
progresses and when it terminates. Having additional levels of encapsulation in
process graphs brings further challenges such as the ability to associate individual
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records to their corresponding computational scopes and a scalable way to collect,
track and notify the progress of each cyclic computation to its underlying distributed
tasks while avoiding central coordination and deadlocks due to network congestion
within cyclic subcomponents. Important challenges also arise at the programming
level in order to offer convenient semantics for users to express cyclic computation
that is nested within a continuous pipeline. In essence, we seek for ways to bring
well-known iterative processing primitives from prior specialized systems such as
bulk or stale superstep synchronization and fix-point termination in the context of
streaming. The user-facing model should be compositional and integrate well with
managed state and the existing single-pass aggregations (e.g., on stream windows).
Previous approaches that consider iterations on data streams are either overspecialized to a specific domain (e.g., Graph analysis [102, 103, 104]) or computational
problem at hand (e.g., Flying Fixpoint for reachability in Datalog [105]). The only
exception is the Timely Dataflow model [106] implemented by the Naiad system
[20] which adopts an asynchronous gather and scatter model for observing iterative
and other progress hierarchically via the use of intermediate tracking processes.
While Timely Dataflow’s approach is a good example of a general approach it does
not integrate well with asynchronous epoch commits and in-flight flow control
which requires all computational logic and state to remain in the stream process
graph.
We propose an extension of single-pass stream processing that offers complete
support for arbitrary nested iterations and builds on top of low watermarking [22],
the dominant progress communication mechanism in production dataflow systems (e.g., Apache Flink, Beam [42, 9], Spark’s Structured Streaming [107], Kafka
Streams [108] and Storm [38]). We investigate how scopes can be used in combination with Progress Timestamps, an extension of low watermarks for nested
monotonic measures of progress to invoke tasks about different types of progress
updates. We further implement a window multi-pass aggregation operator that
showcases the capabilities of the system to multiplex iterations across different
stream windows while giving access to underlying persistent and per-window
managed state. Finally, we showcase the applicability of window multi-pass aggregations to provide a graph-centric programming model for dynamic graphs and
show how we can implement standard algorithms such as PageRank, Connected
Components and Single Source Shortest Paths (SSSP).
The outline of this chapter goes as follows: section 6.2 describes a model for
iterative processes step-by-step from its basic representation to distributed execution
semantics and bulk synchronous processing in different execution environments.
Then, section 6.3 describes all proposed underlying stream model abstractions
needed to integrate iterative processes in a long-running stream execution of
independent tasks. In section 6.4 we describe a prototype window aggregation
library that makes use of the proposed stream model abstractions to implement multi-
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pass window aggregations. Finally, section 6.6 offers all the acknowledgements
specific to this work, followed by an extensive summary in section 6.7 that discusses
the use of our core design principles in this proposed solution.

6.1.1

Contributions

We can summarize in more detail all of the contributions of this work into the
following:
• We identify a small universal set of programming primitives that describe an
iterative process.
• We explain existing systems and approaches for iterative processing using
our primitives.
• We present the problem of iterative processing as a special case of out-of-order
processing in data streaming.
• We provide a complete model design that allows fully decentralized cyclic,outof-order progress tracking and the composition of arbitrary nested cyclic
computation.
• We showcase the usages of our model with an implementation of a multi-pass
window aggregation framework on Apache Flink.

6.2

Preliminaries

Before we begin our study for iterative processing semantics in data streaming we
will first describe the iterative process as a simple programming abstraction and
examine its core structural properties that we wish to encapsulate in data streaming.

6.2.1

A Basic Model for Iterative Processes

The concept of an iteration is a standard building block for many algorithms in
domains of computational statistics, machine learning, graph and logic programming. It typically consists of a block of operations that repeats, generating an
updated solution each time, until a condition is satisfied. The iterative process
bears similarities to general cyclic control flows in programming languages, yet, it
is a higher level abstraction. For example, an iterative process would be used to
minimize a differentiable objective function or approximate the location of cluster
centroids in recurrent steps which consider full access to the data or state at hand
on each step. This is different than enumerating the elements of a list or modifying
an array in a loop. In this section, we will present a simple model for composing
iterative processes starting from a non-parallel execution model and later extending
it for distributed processing.
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6.2.1.1

Loops, Nesting and Termination criteria

An iteration can be typically decomposed into two functions, a loop function and a
termination function. The loop function L : X → X encapsulates the block of repeated
operations on a given state or “solution” of type X while the termination function
c : (X, X) → bool yields true when the termination condition is satisfied. Given
these two primitives and an initial state xinit ∈ X a iterative computation could be
composed as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6

def iterate(c,L)(xinit )
x = xinit
do{
x = L(x)
}while(¬c(x,L(x)))
x

The above composition of an iterative process suffices when the termination
criterion and loop function are only dependent on the state of the computation. For
example, a fix-point iteration that terminates when the solution converges (i.e., no
changes in a step) could be defined via the following termination criterion based on
the model above.
1

def c(x,x 0 ) = x==x 0

Other variants of fix-point computation such as error based convergence criterion
based on a given error  could be similarly defined as such:
1

def c()(x,x 0 ) = |x−x 0 | ≤ 

Furthermore, our definition above also supports composition via the use of
partial application. More concretely, the loop function can itself be a nested iteration
(at arbitrary levels) with a termination condition c 0 and loop function L 0 :
1

val x = iterate(c,iterate(c 0 ,L 0 ))(xinit )

6.2.1.2

Identifying Iterative Progress

Despite the simplicity of our model, there are cases when the loop computation or
the actual termination condition need to keep track of the current computational
step. A typical way to encapsulate this notion of progress in a chain of consecutive
iterative steps: L0 (x), L1 (x), . . . , Lp (x) is via a step counter p ∈ N that acts as control
variable accessible within the context of an iteration. In such a model we can
support a progress-aware loop function L : (N, X) → X as well as a termination
condition c : (N, X, X) → bool within an iteration expressed as follows:
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Operation
progress: Nn → N
unnest: Nn → Nn−1
nest: Nn → Nn+1
incr: Nn → Nn

Implem.
head(P)
tail(P)
0 :: P
head(P)+1
:: tail(P)

Example
pn
[pn−1 , . . . , p1 ]
[0, pn , . . . , t1 ]
[pn +1, . . . , p1 ]

Table 6.1: An Overview of Operations Supported by Progress Timestamps

1
2
3
4
5
6

def iterate(c,L)(xinit )
(p,x) = (0,xinit )
do{
(p,x) = (inc(p), L(p,x))
}while(¬c(p,x,L(x)))
x

This model suffices to describe all common types of iterative processing. For
example, a typical fixed iteration process with k steps could be implemented by the
following termination condition that is satisfied when the loop counter is higher or
equal to k:
1

def c(k)(p,_,_) = p >= k

Example: As a concrete example, suppose that we want to approximate the value
of π (pi) using an iterative process. With the primitives above we can express an
iterative algorithm (Borwein 87) which terminates when a converging criterion is
met or, at the worst case, when a maximum count of steps has been reached.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

def piLoop((p, (x0 , y0 , pi0 )))
x = ((sqrt(x0 ) + 1)/sqrt(x0 ))/2
y = ((1 + y0 )sqrt(x0 ))/(x + y)
pi = (((1 + x)pi0 )y)/(1 + y)
(x,y,p)
def piTerm(maxSteps, )(p, (_,_,pin ), (_,_,pin+1 ))
(p ≥ maxSteps) || |pin+1 − pin | ≤ 
> iterate(piTerm(1010 , 10−20 ),piLoop)(sqrt(2), 0, 2 + sqrt(2))

If we now try to apply nesting in progress-aware iterations we face an interesting
challenge, that of passing and identifying outer-scope progress in nested processes.
That is generally important since the progress of a nested iteration is not only a
local step counter but a metric that captures all encapsulating iterative processes
hierarchically that led computation up to this distinct step. As we will cover later in
this chapter, this information is especially important when the cyclic computation
is executed in a data-parallel fashion across different machines.
Progress Timestamps: A simple extension we can make to the basic iteration model
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in order to encapsulate progress is to introduce a Progress Timestamp type that is
a list P ∈ Nn of loop counters at n nested levels as such P = [pn , pn−1 , . . . , p1 ],
where pn corresponds to the current iteration step at nested level n ∈ N. Progress
timestamps can support the following four basic operations: progress, unnest, nest
and incr as summarized in Table 6.1. With progress timestamps and their operations
we can trivially go ahead and extend our basic iteration model with arbitrary nested
progress support.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def iterate(c,L)(Pinit , xinit )
(P,x) = (Pinit .nest,xinit )
do{
(P,x) = (P.incr, L({P,x))
}while(¬c(P,x,L(P,x)))
x

Given the model above, we can make both the termination condition and loop
function completely aware of the local progress, i.e., via P.progress, as well as the
progress of all encapsulating levels, i.e., (P.unnest)k .progress for the encapsulating
iteration process at k levels.
Example: To motivate the expressive power of our basic iterative process model
with nested progress measures, consider the highly nested iterative computation of
the radix-2 Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm [109]. Radix-2 FFT divides
a discrete fourier transform of size N into two interleaved processes transforming
N/2 values on each global superstep, also known as butterfly steps. For brevity, we
express only the core iterative steps of the algorithm (the bit reversal permutation
is trivially implemented by the inverseBit function at the input).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

def KTerm(P,Y,_) = 2P.progress+1 > Y.size
def TTerm(P,Y,_) = P.progress > Y.size − 2P.unnest.progress+1
def JTerm(P,Y,_) = P.progress > (2P.unnest.unnest.progress+1 /2) − 1
def Radix2FFT(P,Y)
K = 2P.unnest.unnest.progress+1
t = P.unnest.progress
j = P.progress
2π

9
10
11
12
13
14

//wN is a shorthand for e N
!


yt+j + wjK · yt+j+K/2
yt+j
←
yt+j+K/2
yt+j − wjK · yt+j+K/2
> iterate(KTerm,
>
iterate(TTerm,
>
iterate(JTerm, Radix2FFT)))(nil, inverseBit(Y))

6.2.2

Bulk Synchronous Parallel Iteration

So far, we have derived a powerful set of computational attributes for iterative
processing, namely termination(c), looped computation (L) and state (X), however,
we have not addressed yet the possibility of distributing its execution. In fact,
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the marriage of data-parallel computing and iterative processing is an especially
attractive combination, since it can be used to solve approximations that are only
possible at large scale when state and computation are partitioned.
Data parallel batch compute models, such as MapReduce [8] and its corresponding system implementations seen in Hadoop[110] and Spark[99] all have something
important in common, they are embodiments of Valiant’s Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP [16]) bridging model for distributed computing. According to the BSP
model distributed computation is organized into concrete supersteps (parallel steps)
and consists of the following three basic elements : 1) distributed components/processes executing local instructions, mutating local state if any, 2) a router abstraction
R that routes messages between any two components and 3) a synchronization
primitive (sync()) which allows progress only when a superstep has been completed
across all components.
We can update our iterate process model to an iterateBSP model by simply
introducing R, the router abstraction and a sync operation that blocks local execution
until the global completion of a superstep, including the routing of outstanding
messages. We assume that R supports a send(M) operation that routes a set of
output messages M, addressed by their corresponding target component, as well as
a receive() operation which yields M, a set of all incoming messages at the target
component. A BSP-compliant iteration process would simply have to block until a
superstep is complete and then execute a local computation L : (P, M, X) → (M, X)
that incorporates input messages received in the current superstep with the output
messages to be delivered in the next superstep.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

def iterateBSP(c,L)(Pinit , xinit )
(P,M,x) = (Pinit .nest, ∅, xinit )
do{
(P,(M,x)) = (P.incr, L(P, R.receive(), x))
R.send(M)
sync() //blocks until global computation and routing are complete
}while(¬c(P,x,L(x)))
x

The BSP-compliant iterative model presented above has sufficient expressive
power to be used in sophisticated compute problems that require large scale such
as distributed graph algorithms and stochastic gradient descent, yet, it is simple
enough to be implemented by different underlying distributed execution engines.
For better understanding we will do a small recap of some of its existing usages as
well as how it has been implemented on top of existing systems.
6.2.2.1

Iterations in Distributed Graph Processing

Graphs are a dominant data model for expressing relations of complex nature such
as people’s interactions in a social network, cross-references on scientific work or
any web content as well as dynamic events occurring in the physical world such as
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road traffic and virus outbreaks. The arbitrary complex interconnections of vertices
further make the definition and data-parallel execution of graph algorithms hard
due to the high amount of data-dependencies. In the recent years, the vertex-centric
programming model emerged to become one of the dominant ways to express and
execute graph computation. Google’s Pregel [17] system first introduced the notion
of vertex centric computing as a special application of BSP [16] where distributed
components represent vertices in a graph which can send and receive messages
to their neighbors via strict synchronization BSP rounds. The same model was
adopted by other popular graph processing libraries such as GraphX [111] built on
Apache Spark [27]. Our general iterate BSP process model fully subsumes the vertexcentric programming model via its use of local state, routing, synchronization and
termination condition. In the example below, we show how we can implement the
iterative PageRank [112] algorithm with fixed iterative termination and the trivial
addition of the library-specific static calls getNeighborIDs() and vertexCount()
that yield a set of IDs in the neighborhood of a vertex and the number of all vertices
in the graph respectively.
Listing 6.1: Page Rank as an Iterative BSP Process
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

def pageRank(P,MIN ,x)
weightSum = MIN .map(m => m.value).sum
x = 0.15 / vertexCount() + 0.85 * sum
outDegree = getNeighborIDs().count
MOUT = getNeighborIDs().map(id => msg(id,x/outDegree))
(MOUT ,x)
def pageRankTerm(supersteps)(P,_,_) = P.progress > supersteps
> iterateBSP(pageRankTerm(40),pageRank)(nil,Graph)

Notice that while iterative computation is local, per vertex, the input and output
of the overall iterative process is the collection of all approximated vertex states
(i.e., ranks) in the graph. In the example above, we operate on a full graph of ranks,
though, in systems like Spark and Flink these are higher order representations that
are backed by a distributed data type such as Spark’s Resilient Distributed Dataset
(RDD) or Flink’s DataStream respectively. The details as to how a distributed data
type (e.g., all ranks in the partitioned graph) is being partitioned and how iterative
computation is scheduled is merely a system-specific implementation concern and
thus, we choose to omit in this part for generality.
Message-Based Termination: Given that in distributed computing systems such
as Pregel [17] the state is partitioned, it is often easier to infer fixpoint termination
based on the messages exchanged per round instead of inspecting all state changes
on individual partitions. Messages directly correspond to state updates for a large
number of BSP algorithms such as Connected Components. In Listing 6.2 we
present an adaptation of the Connected Components algorithm to our iterate BSP
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model that uses an alternative termination condition on the number of messages
instead of the state change.
Listing 6.2: Connected Components as a Fixpoint Iterative BSP Process
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

def connectedComponents(P,MIN ,x)
componentID = MIN .min
if (x != componentID){
x = componentID
MOUT = getNeighborIDs().map(id => msg(id,x))
}
(MOUT ,x)
def ccTerm(P,M) = (M = ∅)
> iterateBSP(ccTerm,connectedComponents)(nil,Graph)

The iterative connected components algorithm, as defined in the Pregel [17]
framework, can be declared in an iterative BSP process that terminates when a
fixpoint has been reached. The algorithm takes as an input a distributed graph
of vertices having unique identifiers and their list of neighbors. Initially, every
vertex uses its own identifier set as its connected component. On each iteration
step, a vertex selects the minimum id over the received messages as its connected
component and further broadcasts it to its neighbors if it has changed. The iterative
process proceeds until no messages are exchanged any more in an iteration step.

6.2.2.2

SGD and Bounded Asynchrony

Another domain of iterative processing that has seen wide adoption in the recent
past is machine learning. Stochastic Gradient Descent [113] (SGD) and its parallel
incremental implementation [114] is the most popular method today for optimizing
differentiable objective functions. One of the distinct properties of SGD and
generally the iterative evaluation of convex functions, is their ability to converge
faster while maintaining accuracy at relaxed distributed synchrony models [19]. The
stale synchronous parallel model, one of the dominant synchronization methods,
allows tasks to proceed with their computation independently up to a bounded
degree of asynchrony i.e., m ∈ N number of steps ahead from the slowest task in
the system, known as slack. This allows better utilization and convergence rates at
predictable accuracy losses.
Our iterate BSP programming model can allow bounded asynchrony given a
modification to the synchronization primitive that considers a slack parameter
s ∈ N such that sync(s) allows progress when other parallel iterative processes
lag at most s supersteps behind the currently completed superstep. For brevity,
we omit a re-definition of the progress function, yet, we will consider the ability
to express and execute bounded asynchrony in our proposed model presented in
section 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of strictly coordinated iterative processes on batch compute
systems.

6.2.3

Short-Lived Task Execution of Iterative Processes

The implementation of bulk synchronous parallel iteration models on existing shortlived distributed computing systems has been an active research topic of the past
decade, primarily in the context of the popular MapReduce [8] architecture. Existing
approaches augment the existing centrally coordinated, staged task execution of
MapReduce-based systems (map, shuffle and reduce operations) with iterative
process semantics. More concretely, systems such as Haloop [100], Twister[115] as
well as Spark [27] showcase that an iterative process can be unrolled into a series
of stages. In Figure 6.1 we summarize the core ideas, where each superstep of an
iterative process involves scheduling a set of stateless tasks to execute it, while the
tracking of iterative progress and termination conditions are evaluated globally at
the application level, within the job master process. Each of the iterative process
primitives we defined before can be therefore supported as follows:
Scheduling Loop Computation (L) and Synchronization The loop computation is
typically scheduled to run in a dedicated Map-Reduce stage [100, 115] per iteration
and more specifically within a reduce phase followed by a map and shuffle phase to
route the messages that will be used in the next round. Bulk synchronization is
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inherently supported by the transactional processing of consecutive stages, both in
MapReduce extensions and Spark jobs. That is due to the fact that synchronization
requires all messages to be routed and computation to be finished before executing
the next superstep. In all cases, a superstep is scheduled only after the completion
of the previous one (i.e., map, shuffle and reduce phases).
Message Routing and State (M,X): Message routing requires a set of generated
messages to be routed to the next superstep instance of an iteration. The shuffle phase
of MapReduce can sufficiently implement that functionality since it involves routing
and grouping messages by key. Similarly, the iteration state (if supported) will also
have to be committed to a distributed file system or to be replicated in-memory (in
the case of Spark) in order to be used in the next iteration superstep, since scheduled
tasks in all batch execution models are inherently stateless. This introduces extra
communication complexity, however, in most approaches [100, 115, 27] a central
optimizer can make sure that data locality is kept to maximum by re-scheduling
tasks across iterations in the same physical partition to access the same data (on
Spark this is explicitly achieved through the cache() operation). Furthermore, for
partitions with invariant state across iterations (e.g., in fixpoint iterations) caching
[100] can be employed to avoid loading and shuffling it unnecessarily.
Termination Condition and Progress (c, P): Typically, a progress tracking component is typically invoked when a stage has completed, it then increments a global
superstep counter and invokes a global termination condition check. For fixed
iterations the condition is trivially based on the loop counter, however, for fixpoint
termination the condition has to consider the actual data. A decentralized but costly
approach would be to add another map/reduce step to compare the states of the
last two iterations. Instead, Haloop [100] proposes the use of caching and indexing
of the local output of the reducers. This approach avoids the need for a dedicated
map-reduce step to implement fixpoint termination checking since the checking
can be done directly at the reducers that complete an iteration result. Finally, in the
end all reduce tasks report their decisions to the job master node via asynchronous
communication and final scheduling decision is made at the master node.
6.2.3.1

Discussion

There have been many optimisations proposed to boost the performance of iterative
processes on top of short-lived distributed task execution. However, we identify
several critical limitations. While several systems might address one of these
limitations no approach to our knowledge deals with all of them with a universal
system design. The first limitation is the ability to provide arbitrary control flows
such as scheduling nested iteration processes. That is often the case due to the
already high degree of context switching needed to pass (or cache) state and
messages from one stage to the next. The introduction of nested iteration states and
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messages would have to include all data from the encapsulating iteration processes
which makes the adoption of nested structures complicated and inefficient. Second,
progress and termination criteria are centralized. This is a fundamental limitation of
short-lived task execution frameworks, given that tasks do not have the capability to
maintain a persistent view of an execution alongside progress metrics and arbitrarily
mutable state to take local decisions, thus, central coordination and bookkeeping
are unavoidable in many cases. This limitation can be observed in Ciel [116] which
claims arbitrary control flow execution on top of short-lived tasks, however, it adopts
a centrally coordinated architecture for bookeeping dynamic object dependencies
and progress. Finally, it is hard to implement relaxed synchronization primitives
such as stale synchronous iterations on top of a batch processing system, unless
changing its internal mechanisms completely. Having strict execution stages in all
of these systems, including Apache Spark, makes the mapping of a global superstep
to one stage a necessary inconvenience.

6.2.4

Long-Lived Task Execution of Iterative Processes

The concept of long-lived task execution is tightly connected to stream processing
and can be summarized as the notion of deploying and running a graph of tasks
that execute all stages of a computation instead of scheduling each set of tasks
in individual stages. This approach in iterative processing has been generally
adopted in computationally-intensive domains of data analysis since it can yield
better performance through the use of asynchrony and persistent local state (i.e.,
no context-switching). Major efforts to provide a continuous iterative execution
have been made within respective application domains. In graph processing,
systems such as Kineograph [103], GraphLab [117] and Chronos [104] facilitate the
execution of iterative graph algorithms with strong locality requirements. Likewise,
similar efforts have been made in the field of machine learning and statistical
approximation on multiplexing iterative processes and incremental updates over
long-lived task execution. Tornado [118] is a an example of a system that can
share approximate results of a stochastic gradient descent (SGF) across different
long-running iterative approximations. While all these approaches solve certain
iterative problems, they lack generality when no certain assumptions can be made
when it comes to termination (convergence) criteria and loop function properties
(e.g., whether it is convex). A few noteworthy efforts [10, 20, 106, 119, 105] to
provide a more general programming and execution model for iterations for longrunning tasks share a few common characteristics, depicted in Figure 6.2, which we
summarize below.
Loop Computation, State and Termination (L, X): Computation and state in longrunning execution are tightly integrated. As we already covered in the context of
our core stream process model in chapter 3(Section 3.3.1.1), each task invocation
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Figure 6.2: Overview of iterative processing on long-running tasks.

is message-driven and leads to generated output and a state transition. This is
a natural model for implementing iterative processes, given a partitioned state
X and its incremental transformations occured across iteration steps. Tasks are
interconnected and loops are, in fact, actual data channels that feed messages back
in a stream processing topology (in SEEP[10] loops can also be locally evaluated
implicitly when no parallel data dependencies are involved in a computation,
however, iterative process primitives and task synchronization are not the main
focus of that work). Given that messages are shuffled during the execution across
loops (compared to being stored or cached in short-lived task execution), it is
possible to embed special logic (e.g., local operators) that invokes a termination
condition based on the data exchanged across iterations [119].
Message Routing (M): An important distinction to short-lived execution is that
messages (M) are continuously produced and consumed. As we have seen so far,
data dependencies in a stream process graph correspond to a physical network
configuration where network channels connect different parts of the computation.
This yields a great advantage for iterative processing, allowing less synchronous,
pipelined processing of the loop logic which can facilitate stale synchronous
execution, a paradigm that was otherwise hard to implement in short-lived execution
systems.
Synchronization and Progress (P): The remaining and most challenging requirement in asynchronous long-lived execution is the ability to track the progress of
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Figure 6.3: Global and Decentralized Progress Tracking.
parallel subtasks and infer when a computation is complete. The common lack of a
central coordinator further makes this problem non-trivial since progress needs to
be typically approximated in a decentralized fashion without any global knowledge.
This problem, which we informally call “progress tracking” subsumes the need
for a distributed synchronization mechanism, since it can grant the knowledge of
when a computational step is complete at the level of each individual task. Progress
tracking is covered thoroughly in section 6.3 and, as we will show later in the
chapter, is sufficient to implement more complex synchronization mechanisms on
top.
We distinguish two relevant approaches to tracking distributed progress for
long-running task synchronization (depicted in Figure 6.3): a) Global and b)
Decentralized Progress Tracking which we summarize next.
6.2.4.1

Global Progress Tracking

Global progress tracking is known from the Naiad [20] system and its Timely
Dataflow [106] model. Naiad provides programming primitives and a runtime
architecture for supporting arbitrary nested iterations in a long-running task
execution. Its execution model has some noteworthy differences compared to
our stream process model presented in chapter 3. First, all message exchange is
controlled by a global (per-machine) message scheduling unit which intercepts
communication and updates a shared data data structure of progress metrics (based
on pending record counts per unique timestamp) which we can call the ’tracker’.
The tracker’s role is to maintain an eventually consistent notion of a “clock” which,
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at any time, can give an approximation of the computational progress (known
as the frontier) at all parts of the stream process graph. A local scheduler can
then schedule notification events to tasks based on that progress and allow the
emulation of synchronization barriers. Global progress tracking has shown to work
well given coarse grained metrics such as computational epochs and iteration steps.
However, its adoption to a fully decentralized stream process graph execution (as
discussed in chapter 3) would be unrealistic given the latter’s task-local independent
execution as well as the need to incorporate existing decentralized mechanisms such
as ultra fine-grained event time windows with watermarks [22] and marker-based
snapshotting [29, 30].
6.2.4.2

Decentralized Progress Tracking

Little effort has been put into tracking iterative progress of long-running tasks in a
decentralized fashion. The main idea of such an approach is to allow computational
tasks to infer the distributed progress of an iteration (e.g., supersteps finished) simply
by using the existing message exchange facility in stream process graph, without any
external circumvention. Such an approach can be promising for wider adoption of
iterative stream processing on existing production-scale platforms which consider
no external communication or control unit in an execution. Among existing studies,
the Flying Fixpoint (FFP) [105] approach shows promising early results of adopting
an in-flight protocol for progress tracking, in the context of supporting recursive
Datalog queries on a stream processing execution. Furthermore, Ewen et al. [119]
also examine the prospect of inferring and detecting change in a distributed iterative
process using inflight messages. Whatsoever, no general approaches are known to
model and tackle the general problem using purely local computation.
6.2.4.3

Discussion and Open Problems

Long-running task execution systems are highly attractive for implementing iterative
processes. While many of the basic components of an iteration (local state, message
exchange etc.) have been trivially defined in a distributed stream processing setting,
the problem of decentralizing progress tracking and synchronization mechanisms
still remains open. Perhaps one of the main reasons we have not yet seen a
clear design yet is the inability of existing decentralized stream mechanisms (e.g.,
low watermarking [22, 9, 23]) to operate on stream process graphs with arbitrary
cycles. In 6.3, we examine these limitations as well as the potential of re-using
existing mechanisms present in most distributed stream processing systems today,
in order to offer the fundamental abstractions for building iterative processes in a
continuous execution. Then, in section 6.4 we present an actual framework exposing
iterative processes as a special case of window aggregations which builds on these
abstractions.
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6.3

A Model for Out-of-Order Iterative Processing

We want to enable support for arbitrary nested iterative processing on deployable
stream process graphs of long-running stateful tasks. More concretely, we aim to
implement all of the iterative process semantics we introduced in section 6.2 on
top of the general stream process model presented in Section 3.3.1.1. Ensuring
a blocking-coordination-free, fully decentralized iterative execution is the main
design principle of our approach and a general requirement of our core stream
process model presented earlier in chapter 3.
Our approach builds on the notion of out-of-order (OOP) processing, used for
progress-based blocking computation. We identify iterative processing as a special
case of OOP and provide a complete, decentralized solution to integrate cyclic
progress measures to the OOP scheme.

6.3.1

Out-of-order Stream Processing

As shown previously in Section 3.3.1.1, computation in stream process graphs can
lead to different distributed executions, since tasks operate independently from
each other, pulling records across their incoming channels and processing them
without conforming to any total ordering guarantees. On one hand, this makes
stream processing a fast, coordination-free architecture for low latency processing.
On the other hand, it requires potential synchronization mechanisms to be built on
top of out-of-order record delivery across different input streams.
Out-of-order processing [22, 23] (OOP), is a processing paradigm that builds
on top of the default (asynchronous) stream process model to offer progress and
synchronization primitives. The original need for OOP was the lack of a consistent
mechanism to reason about total processing order for time-based computation (e.g.,
application time windows) in a stream execution. Google’s dataflow model [21],
currently fleshed out within the Apache Beam [42] framework popularized the
notion of OOP which was later adopted by Flink’s programming model among
others and implemented via the use of low-watermarking [22, 9]. In this section, we
will explain the OOP model with an emphasis on low watermarking, a decentralized
progress tracking mechanism for OOP that is currently restricted to acyclic stream
process graphs but can be extended in order to support iterative processing as we
will show later.
6.3.1.1

The Notion of Progress Metrics

Despite the fact that stream tasks are being continuously invoked per input record,
the logic that is being executed within these tasks (which we will refer to as the
“operator”) can be categorized as blocking or non-blocking. Non-Blocking operators
are those whose logic is not order-sensitive. For example, a simple filter or union
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are stream operators that invoke a local computation and produce an independent
output per input event.
On the other hand, there exists a class of blocking operators whose completion is
conditioned on a total order measure. For example, a stream window on application
time would complete once all records up to a specific time are guaranteed to be
processed. Given the absence of an atomic “application” clock, it is impossible
to access that precise measure by each individual physical task at any time. In
fact, a total processing order on that measure would be infeasible without a strictly
coordinated execution. Instead, the out-of-order processing paradigm, as the name
suggests, allows unordered processing while using a “progress metric1”, a weaker
notion than that of total processing order but sufficient for the needs of blocking
stream operators. In Definition 6.3.1 we present the notion of a progress metric for
a pre-defined total order of records in a stream processing execution, defined in
relation to our core stream process model (see Section 3.3.1.1).
Definition 6.3.1. Progress Metric: Let R be a data stream and event time ts a total
order relation ts : R → N. Given a system transition (sip , mi , M, si+1
p ) by a stream
0
task p ∈ Π with a state domain S : sp , sp ∈ S, a progress metric relation T : S → N
satisfies the following:
• T (sip ) ≤ ts(mi )
• T (sip ) ≤ T (si+1
p ) (monotonicity)
The gist of progress metrics lies at the observation that different blocking
operations can be asynchronously invoked by records arriving out-of-order (i.e.,
when ts(mi ) > ts(mi+1 ) ). However, certain operator logic solely requires a
monotonic metric to complete. In distributed system terms progress metrics
provide a stable property2 [120] that is known to be satisfied at a certain time in an
execution. Given that streams can be arbitrarily unordered even before they are
ingested by a stream processing system, a user-defined constraint needs to be set on
the maximum expected degree of unorderness or time slack, which also influences how
long the system has to wait until it issues updates to its progress metric.
6.3.1.2

Progress Tracking via Low Watermarking

We refer to “progress tracking” as an underlying mechanism that implements a
progress metric solely by observing and cross-relating record timestamps in a
stream processing system. Low watermarking [22] is a widely-used mechanism
today for tracking distributed event-time progress. The main intuition behind low
watermarking is similar to our snapshotting algorithm presented in chapter 3, that
1The original paper[22] makes use of the term progressing attribute
2A condition that cannot be violated for the rest of a distributed execution.
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Figure 6.4: A depiction of observed low watermarks and a derived progress metric.

is “Given an acyclic, connected stream process graph we can disseminate updates to
a progress metric as punctuation records starting from the sources and they will
eventually reach all tasks up to the sinks”. As we have seen before (section 3.3),
the complete reachability of a stream process graph combined with FIFO channels
guarantees that such punctuation events will reach every task in the same order
that they were issued at the sources.
Low watermarks can be issued using various strategies (e.g., on periodic time
intervals [23, 21]) at the source tasks of a graph, however, their underlying guarantees
and progress metric derivation logic across streams is common. In Figure 6.4 we
show an example of the core mechanism from the perspective of a physical task
that consumes different respective input streams over time. Each data stream is
enriched with periodic watermarks that indicate a progress metric which is satisfied
for the rest of that particular stream. For example if a watermark has value 20, it
means that no record with a timestamp t < 20 will be observed from that point
on, on that respective stream. A task that consumes multiple streams updates its
progress metric based on the most conservative value of the progress metric (i.e.,
the minimum of the last watermarks seen across input streams so far). Given a
starting value of t = 0 in the example, the local progress metric is updated once
the minimum watermark across input streams is higher than 0. That occurs at the
time watermark with t = 22 is observed and the metric is updated to 20 (since
min([20, 22])). The mechanism continues in the same trivial fashion, keeping the
latest watermark observed per channel and updating its local progress metric.
We add progress tracking and progress metric processing as a simple extension
to our original process model presented in chapter 3. The special logic for watermark
events is summarized in algorithm 9. The extension includes the following important
change: in addition to the default process logic on input record we include
the processOnTime which indicates to the application a (monotonic) change in a
progress metric (T ). Similar to the process function, the processOnTime can equally
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Algorithm 9: Process Logic for Low Watermarking
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:

(Ip , Op ) ← configured_channels;
sp ← ∅ ;
T ← 1W ;
watermarks ← {};
foreach in ∈ Ip do
watermarks(in) ← 1W ;

. volatile local state
. the local progress metric
. last watermarks received per-channel

/* Common Task Logic
Upon hrcvd, W(ts)i on in ∈ Ip
tmp ← T ;
watermarks(in) ← ts;
T ← min(watermarks.vals);
if tmp 6= T then
sp ← processOnTime(T, sp , Op );
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, W(T )i;

*/

Upon hrcvd, mi on in ∈ Ip
. . .;

lead to output messages as well as volatile state change according to the operator
logic. Given that watermarks arrive in-order per FIFO channel yet, unordered
across channels this method ensures that a task always holds the most conservative
approximation of the progress metric at hand. Initially, every watermark is set to
the identity (minimum) value for the watermark 1W and for every input value,
the progress metric is updated to the corresponding minimum. Upon change in
T the processOnTime is invoked (line 13) and a new output watermark (W(T )) is
broadcasted to all output channels so that the rest of the processing graph updates
its value (line 15).
Usage Example: We can demonstrate the usage of low watermarking via an eventtime tumbling stream window with a slide of 10sec and we assume that all records
carry timestamps that represent seconds, for simplicity. The initial progress metric
of our window (Win) operator is currently set to 0 and computation happens
out-of-order. In Figure 6.5(a) the operator receives a record with t = 12 and goes
ahead to start a new stream window for the interval [11 − 20] despite the fact that
window [1 − 10] is not yet complete. Computation continues in an out-of-order
fashion even at the point where the operator receives a low watermark from one
of its channels indicating W = 22 (Figure 6.5(b)). Its progress metric remains
as W = 0 since no watermark above zero has yet been received from its other
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Figure 6.5: An Example of Low Watermarking on Tumbling Window (10sec).

channel. Finally, a progress metric change occurs in Figure 6.5(c) once the operator
receives a watermark from the other pending channel indicating W = 11. Since
min([22, 11]) = 11 its local progress metric updates to 11 and that triggers the
completion of the operation of its window in range [1 − 10] since 10 < 11 given
the guarantee that no more records below time 11 will arrive in the future. The
operator then goes ahead and ouputs the result of the computation (tagged with
the completion time t = 11), purges the state of the window and finally, broadcasts
a watermark for W = 11. That aids the downstream operators to infer the progress
change as explained before in algorithm 9.
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Figure 6.6: Issues of Low Watermarking with Arbitrary Cycles.

6.3.2

Iterative Processes under the lens of Out-Of-Order

Distributed iterative processes, as described earlier in this section through the
iterateBSP programming abstraction, can be viewed as a special progress-driven
blocking operation in the context of data streaming. Similarly to a progress-based
window aggregation, an iterative process consists of the step function L, an operation
that can be computed in-parallel (across different instances of L) and out-of-order
(e.g., when multiple iterative processes are initiated in parallel). In addition, we
described the Bulk and State-Synchronous parallel synchronization primitive (sync)
that is based on a global progress metric, the distributed progress of the iterative
process measured in complete supersteps. In principle, total order within iterative
supersteps can be replaced by a progress metric that eventually guarantees that
a stable property is satisfied, in this case the parallel completion of a superstep.
Finally, similarly to a window aggregation, each iterative process is guaranteed to
complete and terminate, purge its state and yield an output result. With the above
intuition we go further and identify current stream processing model restrictions
that need to be resolved in order to allow full support for arbitrary iterative progress
metrics embedded within a stream process graph.
6.3.2.1

Structural Limitations and Problem Intuition

Given that applications in stream processing are stand-alone deployable graphs of
tasks, the ability to use physical cycles in the graph is paramount. However, there
are unresolved implications if we try to combine OOP and cyclic graphs. In fact, all
existing low watermarking adaptations [22, 9, 55, 46] make a critical assumption,
that the computational graph is acyclic. There are several reasons why this has
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been the case. If we consider arbitrary cycles in a stream process graph (even after
the transformations considered in chapter 3 Section 3.4.4.4), the feasibility of the
watermarking protocol as well as the stable property that progress metrics represent
can be violated. We refer to some of the core issues in the dataflow graph example
depicted in Figure 6.6. In this example, we have two arbitrary cycles L1 and L2. In
both cyclic cases, if we consider the low watermarking protocol from algorithm 9
as it is we will have a clear deadlock situation. Since the out-of-order logic allows
computation to be invoked arbitrarily records will be processed continuously,
however, blocking operations would never complete past task t1 in the graph. That
is due to the fact that t1 will wait until a watermark higher than 1W arrives from the
feedback channel, though this will never occur since that condition itself depends on
t1 to disseminate its low watermark. In addition to the deadlock problem, having
old circulating records alongside expired watermarks would repeatedly violate the
stable property of progress metrics. Finally, with an unstructured control flow such
as the case depicted in Figure 6.6 where t2 and t3 belong to two cyclic components
L1 and L2 different events that go around that graph cannot have computational
context (e.g., which cycle and which superstep of an iterative process they belong
to). The underlying reason is the lack of program structure and scoping (similarly
to unstructured programming using goto statements). These observations motivate
a few fundamental changes to our original stream process model: 1) There is a
need for structured stream graphs that have clear scope and can support nesting,
and 2) Watermarks need to be extended with nested progress metrics to eliminate
the possibility of deadlocks and properly reflect the progress of a computation in
respective parts of the process graph.

6.3.3

Model Extensions for Cyclic Progress

We present a set of stream process model additions as well as restrictions that can
facilitate the implementation of various kinds of iterative processing operators. Our
approach integrates well with the out-of-order processing paradigm and requires
no central coordination. In fact, the default low watermarking scheme remains as
is, while our additions focus solely on structural properties and progress tracking
within cyclic subcomponents of a stream application.
6.3.3.1

Scopes, Structured Loops and Progress Timestamps

We seek to incorporate cyclic progress metrics in addition to the default application
time metric in order to allow operators to track and drive iterative computation.
The Progress Timestamps, introduced in Section 6.2.1.2 can be used to carry
arbitrary nested progress measures as well as for determining a termination
criterion. However, we first need a graph structure that can facilitate them, namely
scopes. Scoping is essential for providing selective access to progress metrics within
respective graph regions, similar to the usage of lexical scopes in programming
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languages for restricting access to local variables. By default, every task belongs to
the global scope where progress metric is observed (i.e., application-time). Iterative
computation and hence progress for iterative computation is inherently relevant to
the subgraph that executes the particular logic of the iteration. To allow structured
subgraphs, we disallow arbitrary feedback channels (e.g., such as the ones showed
in Figure 6.6) and we restrict nested subgraphs through the use of a structured
loop operator. In this section, we will examine the basic underlying properties of
structured loops in an implementation-agnostic way, while in section 6.4 we will
show how they can be used to provide programming support for iterative processes
on stream windows using Apache Flink.
Structured Loops: Logical operations on a process graph can be declared as
transformations on streams. For example, a map operator can be defined as such:
map:(stream[IN], mapFun : (IN → OUT)) → stream[OUT]
The structured loop is a special type of a stream operator that defines a new scope
with a built-in feedback stream for composing iterative logic and a termination
condition, defined as such:
loop:(stream[IN], loopFun,termFun) → stream[OUT]
loopFun:(stream[IN],stream[R]) → (stream[R], stream[OUT])
termFun: (R, P) → bool
In contrast to known unary and binary stream operators, the loop operator effectively
takes as an argument a stream graph (the Loop DAG) that adheres to a strict
specification: its operators can consume one regular input stream (stream[IN]),
produce a regular output stream (stream[OUT]), while also allowing to produce
and consume a feedback stream (stream[R]). The termination function (termFun)
encapsulates the condition for completing an iterative process as we will cover in
more in Section 6.3.4.5. In Figure 6.7, we depict a structured loop and its scope,
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Operator
LIN
LOUT
LT
LH

Progress Operation
nest: Nn → Nn+1
unnest: Nn+1 → Nn
incr: Nn+1 → Nn+1
term: Nn+1 → Nn+1

Description
Initializes scope’s progress metric
Triggers final (unnested) output
Increments scope’s progress metric
Forwards or terminates a progress metric

Table 6.2: Logic of Special Operators for Progress Timestamps
as part of a stream process graph. From a top down view the structured loop can
be seen as a regular operator that consumes input records and watermarks and
respects regular watermark-based execution. Nesting is allowed, yet it is hidden
from the outer scope. That is, given a user-defined loop DAG, any operator in the
DAG can itself be a structured loop.
6.3.3.2

Overview of Embeddings for Progress Timestamps

At the global scope, progress is captured as a single metric, similar to a Progress
Timestamp (see Section 6.2.1.2) having a single value. However, each structured
scope introduces its own local progress metric. With this design, we seek for
the right embeddings in a stream process graph that can automatically convert
progress metrics (i.e., nesting, unnesting and incrementing) on record timestamps
and watermarks that transit across scope boundaries. Operators in a scope should be
granted access to a local metric and the same should apply for all nested scopes in the
graph. Structured loops provide a clear foundation to incorporate the right progress
operations on scopes, having an explicit entry (stream[IN]) and exit (stream[OUT])
from a particular scope, as well as a predefined feedback (stream[R]). As depicted in
the example of Figure 6.8, all necessary transformations on progress timestamps can
be implicitly supported through a set of special operators created per defined scope.
Since this model builds on our original work of modeling back-edges (chapter 3
Section 3.4.4.4) we assume the existence of an iteration head LH and tail LT operator
that support the back-edge record forwarding logic within each respective scope of
a structure loop L. We further introduce two additional operators per loop scope,
namely the entry LIN and exit LOUT . Each of these operators transforms message
timestamps across the boundaries of a scope as summarized in Table 6.2.
The set of implicit progress operations makes sure that all operators residing
within a certain scope will access the same progress metric and that no irrelevant
operators outside that scope can access the loop’s internal progress metric. All
operations within the scope are being executed in an out-of-order fashion, while
tracking partial order metrics (explained in subsection 6.3.4). Furthermore, the
incr operation enforces the advancement of all records and progress metrics (i.e.,
watermarks) that transit back to the beginning of the structure loop’s subgraph
in order to separate computation between steps and guarantee correctness for the
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Figure 6.8: Anatomy of a structured loop and its embeddings

progress tracking algorithm (Section 6.3.4.2). Finally, the loop head LH operator
executes the termination condition and issues a special termination watermark
(ø) when an iterative operation has been completed in order to complete pending
computation, emit results and garbage collect state (Section 6.3.4.5). In Section 6.3.4.3
we summarize all the special logic of every embedded operators in a structured
loop.
Example: In the example depicted in Figure 6.8, a message (record or watermark)
with a progress timestamp P = [32] arrives into the scope (from the global scope).
The LIN operator converts P to [0, 32] adding a new local progress metric initialized
at value 0. When a message with the same timestamp traverses through the feedback
stream the loop tail operator LT will increment the local progress metric, yielding
timestamp P = [1, 32]. We then observe two possible cases: if the termination
condition invoked by operator LH is not satisfied then the message timestamp
is forwarded as is. However, if the termination condition yields “true” then LH
disseminates a termination watermark [ø, 32] that indicates the completion of a
computation. Finally, when the LOUT operator receives the termination watermark
with time [ø, 32] it releases all (stored) pending results at the output stream of the
structured loop with unnested timestamps.
In the rest of this section, we are going to expand on the previous general
description of structured loops and address all the internal mechanisms and actual
guarantees in further detail.

6.3.4

Decentralized Progress Tracking for Partial Event Order

We will now examine how all the primitives we have introduced so far can facilitate
correct progress tracking of a single progress metric within a structured loop. Our
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general approach focuses on partial iterative execution order, a concept that we
motivate below.
Motivation: In Section 6.3.1 we defined progress metrics as a sufficient means of
capturing the progress of a totally ordered attribute such as event time in a distributed
stream execution. With each nested structured loop, we effectively introduce a
new progress metric capturing a global partial order of messages for each distinct
timestamp that enters its scope. This yields the prospect of achieving out-of-order
processing across distinct timestamps as well as across parallel supersteps executed
per timestamp. We argue that partial order is sufficient for progress tracking in
the context of implementing iterative processes on data streams. That is, first,
due to the fact that bulk iterations need a fixed data set to operate on (i.e. the
entry set X) instead of an unbounded stream of changes. Evidently, it suffices to
scope iterations such the restricting their computation to the level of each stream
window (or “epoch”, as defined in the Naiad [20] project) and since windows can be
processed out-of-order, a partial order tracking metric is sufficient for that purpose.
Finally, another reason we do not consider total order is the unbounded nature of
iterative processes. Implementing iterative processes is the primary goal of this
work, yet each iterative process can take an arbitrary number of steps to finish. If we
block execution until every consecutive iterative process is complete we effectively
turn our asynchronous execution into a sequential blocking execution which does
not conform with the data streaming and out-of-order processing paradigms in
general.
6.3.4.1

Partial Progress Timestamp Order

We distinguish two parts in every progress timestamp: 1) its current progress
PT = P.progress and 2) its context Pctx = P.unnest:
T

P
z}|{
P = [ pn , pn−1 , pn−2 , . . . , p0 ]
{z
}
|
P ctx

We are generally interested to track the progress of messages in respect to a
specific context. This type of partial order relation is described in Definition 6.3.2.
Definition 6.3.2. Partial Timestamp Order: In-transit messages within the same
scope are partially ordered over a progress timestamp P ∈ Nn as follows: For
P, P 0 ∈ Nn : P ≥ P 0 iff (Pctx = P 0ctx ) ∧ (PT ≥ P 0T )
We further consider the termination time (ø) as the maximum time. That is,
there exists no v ∈ N such that v ≥ ø. Now, given a partial order as defined above,
we can reduce the scope of total-order progress metrics to a partial order metric
within structured loops which is summarized in Definition 6.3.3.
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Algorithm 10: Context-Based Low Watermarking
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:

(Ip , Op ) ← configured_channels;
sp ← ∅ ;
. volatile local state
T ← {};
. the local progress metric per context
watermarks ← dict();
. latest metrics received per context and channel
/* Common Task Logic
Upon hrcvd, W(P)i on in ∈ Ip
if T (Pctx ) = nil then
initialize(Pctx );
tmp ← T (Pctx );
watermarks(Pctx )(in) ← PT ;
T (Pctx ) ← min(watermarks(Pctx ).vals);
if tmp 6= T (Pctx ) then
(sp , cpq ) ← processOnTime(T (Pctx ), Pctx );
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, W(T (Pctx ) :: Pctx )i;

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

if T (Pctx ) = ø then
watermarks(Pctx ) ← T (Pctx ) ← nil;

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

*/

. progress purging

Fun initialize(ctx)
watermarks(ctx) ← {};
foreach in ∈ Ip do
watermarks(ctx)(in) ← 1W ;

22:

T (ctx) ← 1W ;

Definition 6.3.3. Partial Order Progress Metric: Given a partial order of progress
timestamps within the scope of a structured loop L, a progress metric W ctx : T → N
of T is a stable property that indicates v ∈ N if no record with PT ≤ v will be
processed for context Pctx .
6.3.4.2

Context-Based Low Watermarking

Low watermarking can be used for partial-order progress tracking simply by running
a new instance of the protocol per unique context observed. That means that each
operator would need to maintain a progress metric per context as well as issuing
watermarks per progress update that occurs on a specific context. Furthermore,
when the computation on a specific context has finished (indicated by a progress
termination symbol ø) the operator would have to purge the respective progress
metric. We first discuss the updated logic for low watermarking in nested scopes
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Algorithm 11: Operator Logic for LIN
1:
2:

Upon hrcvd, msg : W(P)|record(P)i on in ∈ Ip
out → hsend, msg(P.nest)i;
. received directly (no shuffling)

Algorithm 12: Operator Logic for LH
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:

/* Logic for LH
Upon hrcvd, record(P)i on in ∈ Ip
termFun(record, P);
out → hsend, record(P)i;

Upon hrcvd, W(P)]i on in ∈ Ip
if termFun(nil, P)
then
foreach out ∈ Op do
out → hsend, W(ø :: Pctx )i;

*/
. indicate record

. indicate watermark for termination

and then prove how the graph embeddings we introduced earlier provide the
necessary implicit progress-related guarantees.
Core Algorithm: In algorithm 10 we summarize the updated logic executed by
every task in the system to track progress. To allow partial order execution in nested
scopes, we extend all basic operations on time to be scoped by context. Starting
with local progress metrics, each task will now need to keep a separate progress
metric initialized per context (line 18) and issue watermarks (line 15) that contain
complete progress timestamps W(P), where P encapsulates the context (Pctx ) and
the progress metric for that context (PT ). Furthermore, we extend processOnTime to
include the context of each progress update so that operators can scope computation
per particular context (e.g., to partition and purge state per context). Furthermore,
when the local progress metric of a specific context reaches the termination value
(indicated as ø), all state is being purged (after computation is triggered through
the processOnTime invocation). Finally, in the common case of tasks that are not
part of a structured loop (in the general scope) the logic is identical to the original
algorithm since only one context is defacto considered, that of an empty vector [].
6.3.4.3

Implicit Logic on Embedded Operators

In addition to the general algorithm 10 we also specify the logic on each of the
embedded operators of a structured loop, namely LIN , LOUT , LH and LT .
Entry[LIN ] (algorithm 11): The entry operator is completely stateless and receives
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Algorithm 13: Operator Logic for LT
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Upon hrcvd, record(P)i on in ∈ Ip
out → hsend, record(P.incr)i;
Upon hrcvd, W(P)i on in ∈ Ip
if T (Pctx ) = nil then
initialize(Pctx );

tmp ← T (Pctx );
watermarks(Pctx )(in) ← PT ;
T (Pctx ) ← min(watermarks(Pctx ).vals);
if tmp 6= T (Pctx ) then
out → hsend, W(T (Pctx ).incr)i;

. forwarded directly to LH

if T (Pctx ) = ø then
watermarks(Pctx ) ← T (Pctx ) ← nil;

directly all records and watermarks from the outer scope. Given that no data shuffles
are required to create a scope, we assume that this operator is directly connected to a
data-parallel operator such as a time window and receives records and watermarks
derived in a single stream partition (similarly to a window aggregation). All the
entry operator does is therefore to nest the progress timestamps that are then
forwarded into the structured loop.
Head[LH ] (algorithm 12): Each parallel instance of the head operator is directly
connected to a respective parallel tail operator instance. Since there is a single
input stream, no progress metric needs to be derived at this point since all received
watermarks are already derived from the tail operator. However, the loop head
operator is crucial for terminating an iterative progress tracking protocol by consulting the user-provided termination function (termFun) which inspects all forwarded
messages, watermarks and records in the respective partition. This is also where
the logic of a termination condition (as discussed in section 6.2) can be employed
upon a watermark. Mind that if a subset of the instances of LH operators indicates
termination on a context, it is not enough to terminate it completely. As the default
low watermarking protocol goes, the progress metrics of the internal operators will
only update to the terminal value (ø) if all of the stream partitions have satisfied the
termination condition.
Tail[LT ] (algorithm 13): The tail emulates one endpoint of a feedback channel and
intercepts all records and watermarks which are sent to the next step of an iteration.
For simple records, the tail operator simply increments their current progress
timestamp and forwards them to the next iteration step via its corresponding
head operator. When it comes to watermarks the tail operator first derives that
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Algorithm 14: Operator Logic for LOUT
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Upon hrcvd, record(P)i on in ∈ Ip
sp ← process(record, Pctx , Op );

. keep until purged

Upon hrcvd, W(P)i on in ∈ Ip
if T (Pctx ) = nil then
initialize(Pctx );

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

watermarks(Pctx )(in) ← PT ;
T (Pctx ) ← min(watermarks(Pctx ).vals);
if T (Pctx ) = ø then
(sp , cpq ) ← triggerAndPurge(Pctx );
watermarks(Pctx ) ← T (Pctx ) ← nil;

. emit data & watermarks

progress has been made (i.e., all wateramarks of a step have been received) and
then disseminates further the incremented progress metric for the next step.
Exit[LOUT ] (algorithm 14): The exit operator collects outgoing records and resequentializes output and watermarks according to the progress metric of the outer
scope. Without any loss of generality, it can be seen as a special window operator
that continuously processes (stores) output records per context (line 2) and finally
triggers them and purges that state once no preceding context computation is
pending (line 9), ordered by the outer scope metric. Note that the exit operator
does not forward watermarks outside the scope. That is because a context is only
considered terminated once all of the iterative computational steps have finished
for the that context and every preceding context based on the outer progress metric.
The triggerAndPurge function simply appends a watermark after each completed
output, similarly to the logic of window triggers analyzed before in Figure 6.5.
6.3.4.4

Approach Correctness

The context-based watermarking scheme together with the embedded graph
operations can guarantee that the partial order metric that is tracked in each
scope will not be violated. That is, for every progress value v ∈ R indicated on a
context a ∈ Nn−1 it should guarantee that no record with progress timestamp P
where PT ≤ v and Pctx = a will be processed in the rest of the execution.
Since correctness is bound to partial order let us consider only the events that
reside in context a. Within the subset of an execution that is relevant to context a
the protocol has an identical logic to the original low watermarking algorithm. i.e.,
"the lowest, most conservative value across the latest watermarks received across
input channels (streams) decides the actual value of the progress metric". The only
difference is that it executes a parallel instance per context. Furthermore, the core
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Figure 6.9: Messages and Watermarks per-context in a Structured Loop

low watermarking strategy has proven to guarantee correctness in a distributed
acyclic graph [22] with FIFO channels since a watermark never precedes a record that
has a lower timestamp. What we need to prove here is that the special embedded
logic within a structured loop can still maintain that invariant.
Let us consider the full set of messages M with P = a that enter a structured loop
M from different streams. Given the default low watermarking logic these messages
will always precede a watermark W(a). If we now break down the distributed
execution within a structured loop, events follow a strict flow of steps, as depicted
in Figure 6.9. We will discuss how our invariant is not violated via induction on the
transitive closure of messages produced in the iterative execution.
Step 0: Every message passes through the order-preserving entry operator (LIN )
that turns a into a context and adds a progress metric of value 0 on every message
that is being forwarded, followed by a watermark marking the completion of the
input with a nested metric value of 0. The computation in the first iterative step
occurs within the user-provided graph which, itself can be considered a DAG
(nested structured loops also behave as a single operator). Consequently, given the
original protocol logic, the transitive closure of the output generated by the loop
DAG is nothing more than a set of messages M0 at time 0 followed by forwarded
watermarks of time 0 which end up in the loop tail. Our invariant is so far guaranteed
until every message of step 0 arrives at the tail.
Step 1: The loop tail increments message timestamps and forwards them back to
the DAG through the head operator in strict FIFO order. That means that effectively,
the transitive closure of messages entering the second iteration step would be M0
and progress 1 followed by watermarks of time 1. Mind that order within M0 is
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Figure 6.10: Context Termination in a Structured Loop
not important (and typically not maintained through channel shuffles in the DAG),
as long as watermarks do not indicate incomplete steps (e.g., at this point if W(t>1 ::
a)). The process continues as in step 0, maintaining the invariant.
Step n: Similarly, if we consider Mn , the complete output set of messages that a
loop DAG generates at step n, it naturally precedes watermarks of time n which in
turn are fed into the DAG again with incremented timestamps.
Via induction on the transitive closure of messages produced during a distributed
execution and the induction steps discussed above, it is ensured that a watermark
W(n :: a) would always follow the transitive closure of messages {M0 , . . . , Mn }.
Since local progress metrics cannot surpass input watermarks our main invariant is
always guaranteed internally in a structured loop, per context.
6.3.4.5

Termination and Garbage Collection

Our structured loop scheme needs to guarantee termination, based on a user-defined
criterion (using termFun). Termination occurs when all tasks within a structured
loop are notified regarding the completion of the computation for a specified context
a. In our model, we used a special progress metric (ø) to disseminate the notion of
completion. Upon notification of completion the embedded as well as the special
operators that keep progress (LT , LOUT ) can trigger their pending computation as
well as purge their stored progress metrics and input watermarks for the completed
context a. Assuming that the termination criterion is guaranteed to be eventually
satisfied on all loop head instances, we start from there to examine how completion
notifications are disseminated, also depicted in Figure 6.10.
According to the logic executed by LH the termination criterion is determined by
the loop head operators at the reception of a watermark (the loopFun is invoked per
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Figure 6.11: Overview of System Additions (based on Apache Flink 1.5)

record to allow for data-dependent termination criteria build from the data). Let
n + 1 be the metric that invokes a termination process. Instead of W(n + 1 :: a), LH
would instead disseminate to its output channels a termination metric W(ø :: a). The
dissemination of termination metrics is identical to the one of regular watermarks.
This means that termination watermarks would be broadcasted throughout the
DAG, eventually reaching every task and succeed the last messages outputted from
the purged operations. Eventually, all termination watermarks would reach all
tasks of the exit operator LOUT to trigger and purge all pending output from that
context (e.g., {M0 , . . . , Mn }). Same applies for the tail operator LT which needs to
garbage collect its progress metrics for context a.

6.4

Iterative Processes over Windows on Apache Flink

In this section, we present programming model that provides support for iterative
processes on stream windows, implemented as an extension of the Apache Flink
framework. From the user-facing programming framework, iterative processes can
be seen as a special case of window aggregation (chapter 5) that requires multiple
passes of the data.
Our design extends several layers of the Apache Flink stack, as depicted in
Figure 6.11. At the runtime level, we provided native system support for structured
loops and progress timestamps, according to the exact specification covered in
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Iteration Primitive
Termination
Synchronization
Loop Key
Entry Function
Step Function
Finalize Function

Definition
Termination.Fixpoint
Termination.Fixed(n ∈ N)
Synchrony.Stale(n ∈ N)
Synchrony.Strict
R→K
(ctx, [IN]) → (ctx, [R])
(ctx, [R]) → (ctx, [R])
(ctx) → (ctx, [OUT ])

Description
Loop Termination Criterion
Loop Synchronization Type
Key Extractor for Structured Loop
Initialization Logic
Iteration Step Logic
Finalization Logic after Termination

Table 6.3: Configuration and Computation Primitives for Window Iterations

subsection 6.3.3. Furthermore, we extended Flink’s core flow control logic to
eliminate the possibility of deadlocks within cycles. As a proof of concept, on top
of structured loops we implemented an iterative operator for stream windows. Our
design encapsulates all basic primitives presented in section 6.2, namely different
termination conditions (c), synchronization (sync) and user-defined step functions
(L) built on top of structured loops and Flink’s managed state (see chapter 4). Finally,
in addition to Flink’s domain specific stream libraries (i.e., complex event processing
and Tables-Stream SQL) we composed a graph stream domain-specific library that
makes use of window iterations to support a vertex-centric graph API similar to
Pregel’s [17].

6.4.1

Programming Model

We will first introduce the programming primitives of window iterations, followed
by concrete usage examples and higher-level models that can be built on top such
as Pregel’s vertex-centric graph processing model.
6.4.1.1

The Window Iterate Operator

The window iteration model encapsulates all primitives of an iterative process
introduced earlier and is applicable to Flink’s parallel stream windows. Each
iterative process can be described by a termination criterion, synchrony option, a
key that partitions the data and a set of three core aggregation functions: entry, step
and finalize as summarized below:
1
2
3

val stream: DataStream[IN] = ...
stream.keyBy(...).window(...)
.iterate(<Termination>,<Synchrony>,<Key>,<Entry>,<Step>,<Finalize>)

In Table 6.3 we summarize the description of these primitives, including the
system-provided configuration properties for termination and synchronization.
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LoopContext Properties
key: K
localProgress: N
globalProgress: N
eventTime: N
loopState: ManagedState
persistentState: ManagedState
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Definition
The current key of the computation
The current superstep of the local computation
The last parallel complete superstep
The event time (ctx) of local computation
keyed state, purgeable per iterative process
keyed state, persistent across iterative processes

Table 6.4: Variables Accessible under the loop context (ctx)
LoopContext (per-key)

PersistentState
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• across-windows

Persistent
State
Persistent
State
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OUT
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Figure 6.12: Window Iterate Operator Internals
Similarly to Flink’s existing API3, access to managed state and metadata of an
aggregation are provided through a special LoopContext object (ctx in Table 6.3),
that grants access to the key of the computation, progress metrics and two types
of read-and-write managed state: 1) loopState for defining variables that become
purged at the end of an iterative process of a window and 2) persistent state for
variables that are shared across windows. Table 6.4 provides a summary of all these
accessible properties. It should be noted that since both types of state are managed,
the system’s snapshotting (chapter 3) and epoch commit protocol (chapter 4) ensure
its consistent processing.
In Figure 6.12 we depict the logical flow between the aggregation functions
within the window iterate operator and further describe their usage below.
Entry Function: The Entry function is called once (per-key) when the input window
triggers and allows for initializing the state of an iterative process (e.g., defining
3https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.5
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initial state and storing it in the loop context). Furthermore, the whole iterative
computation gets kickstarted within the entry function by emitting the messages
[R] that will be fed back to the first superstep.
Step Function: The step function receives all feedback updates generated perkey in the previous superstep and generates new updates for the next superstep.
Furthermore, it has access to the LoopContext of the window iteration, being able
to read and write variables within both purgeable and persistent managed state.
Finalize Function: The finalize function is invoked when the termination criterion
is satisfied (e.g., when no changes are submitted in the last step during a fixpoint
aggregation). In that case, The final output of the aggregation has to be derived
from the context, either by reading the the latest window state before it gets cleared,
or from the persistent state. This also gives a convenient way to incorporate any
further necessary changes to the persistent state consistently at the completion of a
window iteration.
Listing 6.3: Connected Components: Example of FixPoint Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

case class GraphEdge(from:Long, to:Long)
case class VComponent(id:Long, component:Long)
val input: DataStream[GraphEdge] = getEdgeStream()
input
.flatMap(e => List(e,GraphEdge(e.to,e.from)) //add inverse
.keyBy(vertex => vertex.id) //Scope Computation by Key
.timeWindow(1 Min)
.iterate(Termination.Fixpoint, Synchrony.Strict,
(vComponent => vComponent.id), //Loop Key
(ctx:LoopContext,in:Iterable[GraphEdge],out:Collector[VComponent]) =>
{ //ENTRY FUNCTION
ctx.loopState("neighbors").setList(in.map(e => e.to));
ctx.loopState("cc").setValue(ctx.key)
ctx.loopState("neighbors").foreach(n => out.collect(VComponent(n,ctx.key)))
},
(ctx:LoopContext,in:Iterable[VComponent],out:Collector[VComponent]) =>
{ //STEP FUNCTION
val newcc = in.minBy(c => c.component).component
var cc = ctx.loopState("cc")
if(cc.value != newcc){
cc.setValue(newcc)
ctx.loopState("neighbors").foreach(n => out.collect(VComponent(n,newcc)))
}
},
(ctx:LoopContext,out:Collector[VComponent]) =>
{ //FINALIZE FUNCTION
out.collect(VComponent(ctx.key, ctx.loopState("cc").value))
});

6.4.1.2

Usage Examples

We demonstrate the usage of the window iterate operator through a series of
examples that make use of its basic primitives. Then, we will show examples of
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high-level models that are composed for domain-specific continuous applications.
Fixpoint-Iteration Example: In Listing 6.3 we show an adaptation of the iterative
BSP algorithm for ConnectedComponents presented previously in Listing 6.2.
Graph data is ingested in the form a an unbounded stream of edge (GraphEdge)
objects each representing a new directional graph edge from source to target
vertex id. For each edge we add its inverse edge and partition that stream and its
corresponding states by vertex id. Then, we define a tumbling window that contains
all edges generated within one minute of application time (inferred from external
timestamps). The iterate function initiates an iterative process per triggered
window configured with a termination function and synchronization type. In this
case, we use the built-in Termination.Fixpoint function which terminates when
no more messages are exchanged and is identical to the logic described previously
in Listing 6.2. The Strict synchrony type corresponds to no asynchrony, executing
steps in a bulk synchronous iterative fashion.
Listing 6.4: PageRank: Example of Fixed Iteration with Persistent State
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

case class GraphEdge(from:Long, to:Long)
case class VRank(id:Long, rank:Double)
def computeRank(w:Iterable[Double]) = 0.15/w.size + 0.85 * w.sum
val input: DataStream[GraphEdge] = getEdgeStream()
input
.flatMap(e => List(e,GraphEdge(e.to,e.from)))
.keyBy(edge => edge.from)
.timeWindow(30 Sec)
.iterate(Termination.Fixed(40), Synchrony.Strict,
(vRank => vRank.id),
(ctx:LoopContext,input:Iterable[GraphEdge],out:Collector[VRank]) =>
{ //ENTRY FUNCTION
ctx.loopState("neighbors").setList(input.map(e => e.to))
//Start from stored rank
val rank = ctx.loopState("rank")
rank.setValue(ctx.persistentState("rank").value)
ctx.loopState("neighbors").foreach(n => out.collect(VRank(n, rank.value)))
},
(ctx:LoopContext,input:Iterable[VRank],out:Collector[VRank]) =>
{ //STEP FUNCTION
val newRank = computeRank(input.map(c => c.rank))
ctx.loopState("rank").setValue(newRank)
ctx.loopState("neighbors").foreach(n => out.collect(VRank(n, newRank)))
},
(ctx:LoopContext,out:Collector[VRank]) =>
{ //FINALIZE FUNCTION
//Log new rank
val finalRank = ctx.loopState("rank").value
ctx.persistentState("rank").setValue(finalRank)
out.collect(VRank(ctx.key, finalRank))
});

The main algorithm logic is encapsulated within the three iteration functions
each of which is scoped by vertex id (the key used in this application). The entry
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function initializes the vertex state with the list of its neighbors and an initial value
(line 14) while also broadcasting its value to its neighbors (line 15). These messages
are then shuffled to the respective vertex partitions and processed within the first
step function, at the first iteration step. Notice that the logic within the step function
is identical to the original definition of the algorithm in our iterate BSP model
Listing 6.2. The only implementation-specific concerns here are the usage of the
loop state from the provided context object and the Collector primitive of Flink,
used to flush intermediate output results incrementally. The finalize function is
eventually invoked when no more messages are exchanged within a round and the
final output is in fact the latest value of the vertex. Mind that the loop state is purged
after the completion of an aggregation in a respective window (context), thus, if
persistent application state is needed, e.g., to store and use the connected component
per vertex the program should make use of the corresponding persistentState
provided via the LoopContext.
Fixed-Iteration Example with Persistent State: In Listing 6.4 we cover another
example of a graph algorithm, in this case, the iterative PageRank. The implementation is based on the original pseudocode from Listing 6.1 so we will omit its
description. Instead, we focus on the distinct characteristics of this implementation,
namely the usage of persistent state and fixed termination. As seen in the entry
function (line 17), in this version of the algorithm a rank of an iterative process gets
initialized based on the value of a previously computed rank that is fetched from the
persistent state of that vertex. Similarly, within the finalize function the persistent
value for the rank of that vertex is updated to the newest finally computed rank
(line 29). When it comes to termination, a maximum number of steps is set to stop
the iterative process solely based on its progress metric.

6.4.2

High-level APIs

The window iterate operate operator can be used as a building block for implementing already known as well as new iterative programming models on data stream
processing. As is, a window iteration requires the user to implement many parts of
the custom logic that is required to build state from windows and coordinate each
parallel pass of an algorithm. For example, in the context of graph processing, the
algorithms presented before exhibit many commonalities, such as the fact that we
receive several edges or vertices in a data stream, create a graph state on a window
and then run an iterative process at the granularity of each vertex. In this section,
we present an example of a vertex-centric graph programming library that is built
on top (currently integrated to Flink’s graph streaming library 4)

4https://github.com/vasia/gelly-streaming
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VertexContext Properties
vertexID: N
superstep: N
snapshotID: N
snapshotState: VertexState
persistentState: VertexState
isSource: Boolean
isSink: Boolean
neighbors: List[GraphVertex]
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Definition
The id of the current vertex
The current superstep of the global computation
The event time of the graph creation (window)
The vertex state for the current graph snapshot
The persistent vertex state
Flag for vertices that have no input edges
Flag for vertices that have no output edges
List of accessible graph vertices

Table 6.5: Variables Accessible under the Vertex Context

6.4.2.1

Vertex-Centric Iterations on Graph Snapshots

Pregel’s vertex centric model has been widely adopted for declaring and executing
distributed graph algorithms. Computation in the vertex-centric model is scoped
per vertex and follows a bulk iterative synchronous execution (see section 6.2). The
original model assumes a pre-built underlying static graph. For data streaming,
a graph can only be built incrementally using streams of graph operations such
as edge or vertex additions. Our vertex-centric model combines the concept of
graph streams and static graphs via the following set of abstract types: EdgeStream,
VertexStream and GraphSnapshot. An EdgeStream contains directed edges with
two vertices and an optional custom state. Alternatively, the VertexStream contains
vertices along with their neighbors and optional custom state.
Either vertex or edge streams can be used to define a GraphSnapshot, that is a full
graph derived over a stream window of vertex or edge additions. Graph snapshots
support fixed and fixpoint iterative computation summarized within a main compute function (VertexContext, [Message]) → (VertexContext, [Message]) that
accesses each vertex state (per-snapshot or persistent) as well as a set of other variables within the context of each vertex such as its list of neighbors, as summarized
in Table 6.5.
Example: In Listing 6.5, we show how vertex-centric fixpoint iterations can be used
to compute the length of the shortest path from a set of source nodes, a variant of
the single source shortest path (SSSP) algorithm [121]. In this example, we consider
the shortest path from nodes that have no input edges in the graph. Initially, we
start with an EdgeStream for which we create a graph snapshot every 5 minutes.
The “Direction.DIRECTED” parameter maintains the original direction of the graph
edges in the snapshot (as opposed to “undericted” which includes the inverse edge
in the graph snapshot). Within the first superstep, the source vertices store the zero
length path to themselves and broadcast to their neighboring (target) vertices that
value incremented by one. Then on each additional superstep, each vertex updates
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its local estimation of the shortest path by choosing the minimum of all the values
received so far and further propagates that value incremented by one if a better
estimation is found. The computation ends when all minimum paths have been
computed and as a result, no more messages are sent further. Finally, each graph
snapshot is converted back to a vertex stream which contains each vertex along
with its minimum path from the sources.
The vertex-centric iteration model is a simple proof of concept of a programming
model that is rather simple to use, requiring only a single function to be implemented
for implementing graph algorithms. Its functionality is implemented fully using
window iterations as such: The logic for the graph snapshot construction (“snapshot”
call) happens within the entry function, the vertex computation within a step
function and the conversion to an output vertex (toVertexStream) or edge stream
(toEdgeStream) using the finalize function of a window iteration.
Listing 6.5: Single Source Shortest Path: Example of the Vertex-Centric API
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

//Stream of edges with nil (empty) state and vertices with ’Long’ state
val input: EdgeStream<Long,Nil> edges = getEdgeStream()
//iterations on directed graph snapshots defined over a 5min tumbling window
input
.snapshot(Minutes(5), Direction.DIRECTED)
.runFixpoint(
(ctx:VertexContext) => //VERTEX COMPUTATION
{ //vertex computation
if(ctx.superstep == 0 && ctx.isSource()){
ctx.setSnapshotState(0l)
ctx.neighbors.foreach(vertex => vertex.send(Message(1l)))
}
else{
dist = ctx.getVertexState().getOrElse(Long.max)
newDist = (dist :: ctx.getMessages().values).min
if(dist != newDist){
ctx.setSnapshotState(distance);
ctx.neighbors.foreach(vertex => vertex.send(Message(newDist+1)))
}
}
});
.toVertexStream(); // creates a DataStream<GraphVertex(distance)>

6.4.3

Implementation Highlights

In this section, we highlight a few important parts of the implementation of the
window iteration model. First, we show how the window iterate operator is
composed on top of structured loops. Then we cover an important technical aspect
of the implementation which is its sustainable flow control mechanism to eliminate
cyclic deadlocks caused by Flink’s default push-pull flow control mechanism.
Finally, we discuss the integration of the window iterate operator with consistent
managed state.
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Figure 6.13: Design of the Window Iteration Operator in a Structured Loop.

6.4.3.1

Stream Graph Embeddings

In Section 6.3.3 we covered the graph embeddings of general structured loops. We
will now examine how the window iteration operator is implemented within a
structured loop in Apache Flink. Our overall design is depicted in Figure 6.13.
There are three core operators (executed in parallel task instances): 1) A union of
input and feedback streams, 2) The iterate operator that executes the user-defined
functions in a sequential, thread-safe fashion and 3) a split operator that redirects
output to the right data channels. Below, we will provide a short description of
each of the operators
The union operator subscribes to both the input and feedback streams and its
purpose is two-fold : 1) Flow control within cycles demands prioritization [122]
and thus, an intermediate operator that consumes both input streams can enforce
a respective strategy in a convenient way. 2) It simplifies the logic of the window
iterate operator, having only one merged stream to operate (i.e., corresponding to a
common type Either[IN,R]).
The iterate operator runs the core logic of the window iterations, as described
before in subsection 6.4.1. For each input record or watermark, the iterate operator
makes sure that the right user-defined function is invoked. There are several reasons
why we chose not to split the iteration logic into multiple operators. First, managed
state in Apache Flink can only be shared between operators in the same physical
task. By collapsing all logic together we can provide access to the same context
variables and managed state. Subsequently, it is important to guarantee thread
safety, granting exclusive write and read access to managed state only for a single
thread at a time. We can only achieve both of these requirements by enforcing
sequential access to state across all of the three core functions (entry, step and
finalize).
Finally, the split operator takes the combined output of the iterate operator and
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redirects it further to the right special operator (i.e., LT and LOUT ).
6.4.3.2

Cyclic Flow Control

The default flow control mechanism in Apache Flink employs a form of natural
backpressure. Tasks push and pull messages asynchronously across their message
queues while leasing network buffers (fixed size). When no message buffer is
available to deserialize an input message, consumption stops temporarily until
network slots are freed once again. As a natural consequence, the physical network
can potentially end up reaching its full capacity which results into producers
blocking while trying to send. This process can propagate back to the stream
sources and stream production halts until progress can be made. This strategy
works adequately well for acyclic process graphs. However, cycles introduce a
deadlock situation when network resources within structured loops are depleted.
The default blocking mechanism would propagate back to the loop head and entry
tasks to halt for an unsatisfiable condition.
In order to solve the problem of cyclic flow control and deadlocks it is important
to make sure that cyclic computation can always make progress, while, external
streams (going into a structured loop) halt until more network resources are
available. The binary union operator can regulate traffic within its input channels
given that it subscribes to both streams. An aggressive but safe strategy is to always
prioritize traffic coming from the feedback stream. This way all resources within
a structured loop will be fully allocated to complete an iterative process before
ingesting the input for next one. Our employed strategy combines the safety of the
aggressive approach while allowing a higher amount of multiplexing and it works
as follows: Given n ∈ N, the number of all network buffers available, we select a
safety threshold of k ∈ N buffers where k << n. Initially both input and feedback
streams have equal priority for ingestion. However, when the number of allocated
buffers exceeds the threshold we switch to an aggressive strategy, where solely
records from the feedback streams are being consumed. The threshold can also be
seen as a variable that controls the degree of multiplexing within a structured loop,
from low multiplexing (k = 0) to high (k n).
6.4.3.3

Managed State and Blocking Execution

Scalable managed state in Apache Flink is partitioned by key and managed by a
certain operator instance during an execution (chapter 4). The iterate operator has
full control of the state of every active iterative process and its execution logic is
similar to that of stream windows. The entry or step function logic is executed
when a progress condition is satisfied. In the case of the entry operator, that logic is
executed once a new progress metric is notified (at the reception of a watermark).
While new events of a certain context are entering the structured loop, the iterate
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operator stores those events until a watermark carrying that context is seen. This
works as a signal mechanism for a completely ingested window and therefore, the
entry function is invoked for that context. For every distinct context the iterate
operator creates a new, dedicated managed state entry. Each iteration step works in
a similar fashion and the step function has access to the same managed state entries
as the entry function. Its execution logic resembles that of a stream window with a
slide unit of 1 step, only here we have one instance of that window per context. All
feedback records of a certain iteration step are collected until the progress metric
indicates that this step is complete. Then, the step function is invoked on that
input to generate new messages and state within the same context. The termination
function is invoked once the loop head tasks indicates that via the use of termination
watermarks. After the termination function is complete, the iterate operator purges
the state of that context since it is no longer active. Both persistent and purgeable
states are scalable and committed consistently for external use as described in
Chapters 3 and 4. The same applies for the records that being collected before a
computation is triggered in a step, since those are part of the managed state of the
iterate task.

6.5

Limitations and Future Work

We presented structured loops and low watermarking as a solution to the problem
of composing iterative processes on streams. We consider window iterations as a
good starting point for richer programming models such as the complete integration
of batch and stream programming models in Apache Flink. Furthermore, with
new system capabilities we gain more opportunities for optimization. Below, we
cover some of the limitations of the current approach as well as optimization and
extension considerations for future work.
State-Based Termination: One missing, yet feasible functionality of iterative processes is the ability to define termination criteria based on the state transitions
that occur within a step. So far we have shown how termination can be inferred
via messages exchanged. However, it is possible to implement that logic via local
decision making (i.e., within each iterate operator task) and the dissemination of
special termination events from the iterate operator. In that case, the loop head
would just work as an aggregator that makes sure that all local computation is
complete before issuing the final termination protocol for a context.
Incremental and Shared Aggregation: The step function runs the core logic of an
iterative process executed on each step, yet it is triggered on the complete input
of an iteration rather than applied incrementally per record (see window partial
aggregation in chapter 5). We did not focus on incremental aggregation in this
chapter, since that is an orthogonal issue, to avoid confusion. Similarly to stream
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windows, it is possible to introduce partial aggregation scoped by context and
iteration step. In that case the step function would process only the final result of
the partial aggregation of a certain superstep.
Compatibility with Batch Programming: Apache Flink currently contains two
distinct code bases and related shallow-embedded DSLs that make use of the same
runtime, split into the batch (DataSet) and stream (DataStream) programming
libraries. While its DataStream model is rich and can subsume the functionality of
most of the existent batch workloads it has been lacking the ability to incorporate all
the iterative processing capabilities of the the DataSet model. We therefore foresee
the use of structured loops and window iterations as a good starting point to make
such an integration feasible and allow for a more unified programming model for
both types of processing in the future.
Performance Analysis: This chapter does not contain a performance analysis or
comparison with another system. One of the core reasons is that there is no
standard benchmark for iterative stream processing, given that it is a rather new
concept. Furthermore, it is hard to distill the performance of core mechanisms for
microbenchmarking (e.g., progress tracking) across different execution environments. However, a performance analysis will be highly important in the future
to measure the capabilities of our decentralized long-running scheme compared
to blocking coordination-driven execution (e.g., in Apache Spark or Batch Flink
iterations) or Naiad/Timely Dataflow’s global progress tracking mechanism.
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Summary: A Design Approach Perspective

In this chapter, we examined the problem of providing support for iterative processes
on stream processing systems. We first provided a core model and primitives that
describe an iterative process, such as a step function, termination criterion and
the state of the computation. We then examined the implementation concerns
in data-parallel systems such as global progress tracking and communication
between process instances. We defined a partial order metric that is sufficient for
tracking the progress of iterative processes in a stream graph and presented an
extension of low watermarking that can be used to implement it. With the use of
decentralized progress tracking we then showed how we can support structured
loops on data streams as well as high level models that can be built on top to
support iterative aggregation on stream windows. Our solution satisfies all target
design principles and integrates well with all existing mechanisms present in data
stream processing such as application-time watermarking, window aggregation
and managed state.Below, we summarize how each of our design goals are satisfied
within our proposed solution:
[D1] Blocking-Coordination Avoidance: Structured loops and context-based low
watermarking provide a fully decentralized solution to tracking iterative progress.
That is, no centralized or blocking-coordination protocol is necessary to inspect
progress updates within the stream graph. In essence, with progress-based low
watermarking we solved the problem of inferring a global progress condition with
solely local information and decision making while computation progresses in an
out-of-order fashion.
[D2] Runtime Transparency: Structured loops implement most of the necessary
logic needed to maintain a cyclic stream computation via the use of their embedded
operators. In fact, the programmer that uses structured loops or even the high level
models for window iterations and vertex-centric computation is not exposed to
these low level execution primitives. Iterative computation is abstracted through a
small set of functions that are used for declaring the application-related parts of the
computation (entry, step and finalization) rather than event-based logic.
[D3] Model Compositionality: Structured loops are, in essence, a structured
programming primitive for data streams that supports arbitrary nesting and
scoping. Effectively, we started from an arbitrary, unstructured programming
model that discourages compositionality and proposed a structured programming
model that allows for many different higher level models to be consistently built on
top. The window iteration and vertex-centric libraries showcase several of these
capabilities.

chapter
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Conclusions
We have examined the case of the stream processor as a general-purpose compute
platform that can support arbitrary persistent state-driven workloads. The stream
processing paradigm poses an attractive means of declaring persistent application
logic with state over evolving data, allowing the composition of reliable services
and complex applications beyond scalable data analytics which has been a major
trend in the past decade. Prior work in the context of data streaming [123, 4, 2,
3, 124] originates from the fields of databases and data management with most
significant emphasis put on rich semantics (e.g., windowing) rather than reliable
and scalable execution. Throughout this work, we have revisited data stream
processing to provide a clear system execution model via addressing a set of
fundamental open system challenges: reliable stateful execution, computation
sharing for sliding windows and support for structured iterations. In addition, we
targeted for approaches that adhere to clear design goals: coordination avoidance,
compositionality and programming model transparency.
The problem of reliable stateful execution relates to processing guarantees
provided by a stream processing system at the presence of partial failures or
reconfiguration needs and has been one of the biggest challenges so far. Our
approach, models a distributed long-running execution into a series of phases called
epochs, each of which must complete and commit changes atomically. In order
to commit states consistently across epochs without coordination we make use of
asynchronous epoch-cuts, a restricted case of Chandy and Lamport’s consistent cuts,
aiming to employ lightweight application-wide state snapshots after predefined
execution epochs. Snapshots of epoch cuts can serve as the cornerstone of building
complex application provenance dependencies and allowing application migration
and reconfiguration that go beyond the need for fault tolerance, as it has been
showcased in the Apache Flink system.
Computation sharing is especially important to long-running task execution,
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since it can lead to high savings in used computational resources for unbounded
periods of time. Sliding windows in data streaming exhibit great potential for
sharing computation and state, however, existing optimisations either make strong
assumptions on the semantics of the windows or fall back to excessive overconsumption of resources to support semantic-agnostic execution sharing. Instead,
in this work we examined the minimal set of semantics needed by a stream processor
to achieve a best-effort computation sharing in sliding windows. The result was
Cutty, an aggregation framework for compositional user-defined windows which
can yield orders of magnitude of performance benefits when executing overlapping
window computation compare to specialized state-of-the-art sharing computation
techniques while maintaining a minimal memory footprint.
Finally, our study concludes with a thorough proposal of incorporating structured programming primitives to data streaming for iterative processing. Similarly
to imperative programming, there has been a need for scopes and a strictly compositional control flow across different tasks in a stream processing graph. To that
end, we propose the use of structured loops, a low level primitive for encapsulating
subgraphs with feedback edges. Structured loops provide built-in support for
iterative progress tracking as a special case of out-of-order processing using an
extension of decentralized low-watermarking to infer iterative progress and thus,
eliminating the need for a centralized or intermediate coordination mechanism to
notify progress. Furthermore, we show how iterative processes can be composed
using structured loops as an extension of window aggregation for multiple passes
as well as higher-level programming abstractions such as the vertex-centric graph
programming model.
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